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ABSTRACT
Small, high-performance LO2 and LH2 turbopm,_p assembly configurations
/ were selected, detail designs were prepared and two of eacb unit were
fabricated with each unit consisting of pump, turbine gas generator,
and appropriate controls. Following fabrication, development testing
was conducted on each type to demonstrate performance, durability,
transient characteristics, and heat transfer unde_ simulated altitude
conditions. Following successful completion of development e/fortj
the two LO2 turbopump units and one LH2 turboptuap unit were a,=cept-
ance rested as specified. A weld failure in the turbine manifold of
one LH2 turbopump unit prevented its acceptance. Other tha_ the w61d
failure, detail inspection of the units following development testing
revealed no deleterious effects of testing. The test results of LO2
turbopu_p assembly testing correlated well with predicted performance
while the LH2 turbopump test results, though generally consistant with
predicted values, did show lower than anticipated developed head at the !
design point and in the high flow range of operation. The xower de- _ '
veloped head is attributed to higher than anticipated pump flow passage
resistance from effects typical of mall multistage p_ps. The results
( of this progrm have established a sound t_ehnology base for guttLre
development of small, high performance turbopvaps a,,td gas generators.L
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INFRODU(:TIO'J
To pr._vide optimum performan,:e of th,-gpace gil,_ttl_. :_. ori_rintllv ,-,received, it
.'as determined that a tlydrofeq-Oxygen Auxiliary Propulsion S_bsyste,_ (APS) t¢ouid
be required. The M'S _¢ould provide attitude control and ma_leuverin,.: propulsion
for the orbiter stage and ;,ttitude control f, r the booster, t_efinition studi_.s
conducted had shown that : arbopump- fed systems were opt irau_, and aIthouf.h a large
portion of the components couht be designed, urili :ng exi-" ing kno.ledge, some
:- - ne_" technology was requi'.-ed. To meet this need, thi._ pro_,,am was initiated to
"" design, fabricate, deve._.op,ent test. acceptance test, and deliver two each LO.
and Ltt_ tLrbopump ass_mbli,.,s. I_'ith the changes to the Space Shuttl,: t,, utilize
a storable propellant APS, the program _.mphasis _as shifted to. pro,;it_e broad-
range, small turbopump system teci._91ogy applicabie to high-energy, upper-stage
. engires and to other cryogenic system applications.
["
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SUM2dARY
Tl'e turbopL.,p program for cryogenic upper-stage engines was initiated in dul) 1971
ai'¢h a one and one-half month preliminary design phase during which the baseline
cvmponent and a._sembly configui-ations were identified. Thereafter a five and one-
ha-_f month detail tesigh phase was conducted _'ith release of the fabrication draw-
ings on ....... le.
!
! Some stretch out oi the program schedule resuJ_ed from vendor delays. However,
assembly of the units was accomplished and testing was conducted with completion
o: all testing =._. 1sly 1, !973.
I)uring *.he Task:J - Preliminary Desir;n effort the key factors in determining the
{ compo:mnt" configural ions were iden, £fied and preliminary designs selected. The
i turbu_u_) configurations selected are presented in Table I.
I
; TABLE 1. 'JELECTED TURBOPIIMP CONFIGURATIONS
_ Oxxdizer 3 urbopdmp {_)
• Pump Single stage centrifugal
¢ l_trbine Single row, impulse, 49 percent admission
Inlet pressure 1,861,584 N/m2 (270 psia)
Inlet temperature 1117 K (2010 R)
• Nominsl--sh_a£t Speed 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm)
LH2 Turbopump ....
• Pump Two-stage centrifugal
• Turbine _Two row axial impulse, I00 percent admission
/ Inlet pressure 1,861,584 N/m 2 (270 psia)
Inlet temperature Il17,K" (2010 R)
• Shaft Speed 6283 tad/s, nominal (60,000 rpm)
2
I
#
I
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ii ' The determining Factors in the final configuration selections were identified asbearing life and turbine flowrate for the LH2 tuTbopump and net positive suction
pressure (NPSP), start time, and turbine flowrate for the LO2 turbopump. The
start time and NPSP for the LH2 turbopump did not vary sufficiently for the con-
, figurations under consideration to significantly influence the Final selection.
_ . Similarly, bearing life was considered adequate for all the LO2 pump configura-
_._._ tions. Start time was a primary factor in the selection of the LO2 TP configura-
: tion and the bypass flow during start was also another factor affecting start _
i
: time among the competing configurations. _e" heat transfer analysis outlined the i
difficulty in maintaining the pimps cold _'he.., Kept dry between cycles thus empha- _:
_ sizing the need For wet pumps during periods when rapi_ start is required. I
In addition, gas generator configuration alternates were identified, valves _.o be !
used were selected fr_ available units, and analysis of the PCA system ana' I
dynamic characteristics as related to the LO2 and LH2 TPA's were conducted, i:
#
' i
The detail drawings of the components and system were prepared and released during
C) the Phase II - Detail _alyses and Design task. Isometric presentations of• the
LH2 and LO2 turbopump/gas generator assemblies are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 respec-
tively. The phase II detail design of the I_ 2 turbopump resulted in some minor
changes from the Phase I Conceptual D.esign. To reduce heat transfer from the
LH2 turbine to pu_p pin connectlonswere provided. Also, inc#eased bearing span
and turbine manifold isolation by means of a bellows _s also included. The tur-
bine diameter was reduced to 13.24 cm (6 in=has), from.16.51 cm (6.5 inches), to
reduce tip Speed (stress), which also resulted in reduced start-time and heat _,
soakback. : ,
!the shaft length by 2.54 ca (1 inch) and ili_t_iq pin: ]otnU _d t_bine
\ manifold isolation by means of a bellows ¢o redu:e heat trmtsfer from the turbine
to the pu_p. The turbine dimeter was redaeed to 15.24 ca {6 ili_S), frO_ !_
• 18.42 cm (-7.25 inches), to a._rive_,at e!_l !_2 _d_ :t_;•first-s_e_:wh_e ls. This
also resulted in reduced start ttne and heat soakbltek f_o!! the turbine to p_,
1974012957-016
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Figure 1. _iquid Hydrogen Turbop_p Assembly 0
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The Failure Modes and Eg£ects analysis was conducted for each turbopui F design 0
t _ and Potential Failure Modes were eliIinated by redesi_l or instruIentation wasincorporated to monitor and provide for a safe shutdown.
• , Concurrent with the completion of the detail design effort, component fabrication
was initiated. Because of component vendor delays the program was extended
i • ! ap_oximately 4 months. However, satisfactory fabrication o£ all components and
spares was accomplished and the test units assembled as shown in Pig. $ and 4.
_ The test effort was cond1_tod at the hocketdyue Propulsion Field Laboratory in
test cells 26A and 26B oI_ the CTL 4 test area. The testing consisted of develop-
t •
i sent test effort to dIonstrate performance, physical intqrity and heat transfer
characteristics and acceptance testing _to veri_y unit intqrlty prior to delivery.
I The development testing of the LO2 turbolmm p assembly was initiated with I.U_......
_. i_I generator checkout fol lowed by asslbly testing for a total of SS tests and
i_i_ 6580 seconds of accumulated duration.I
:_ The development testing of _he LH2 turbo]_ assembly was ossee_.]L_-_ly comptel_d
- on the th:tt #I with an accuIulat_ duratio__ of 5,091 seconds Ind. S7 tests whl a
weld _ai3._.e in .*.l_eturbin_ manifold int_Upted the eefort:. 'l'_m,d_lepmmt
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I Tradeoff studies were conducted to select tile baseline configt,ration_ of the majo_
i components for the LO2 and LH2 turbopun,p assemblies, lhe alternative configura-2
tion of pumps, turbines, gas _enerators, and propellant valves were evaluated and
recommendations made. The results of the ahalysis were presented at the Prelimi-
nary Design Review and approval received frem the NA:;ACon_.racting Officers Repre-
sentative for initiating the Phase II effort. The studies conducted and the re-
" suits of the Phase I - General Screening Analysis are subsequently presented.
TURBOPUMPSELECTION
: In the general screening analysis of the AI'S O2/H 2 turbopumps, both steady-state
and transient operating requirements were evaluated. Turbopump configurations
2
r! _ were analyzed for the following transient operating performances: NPSP, start
: time, deadhead start, useful life and operating cycles.
t
The region within the operating envelope at which zero NPSP can be met by the H2
_ pump, and minimum NPSP (27,579 N/m or 4 psi) can be met by the 02 pump, was de-
fined. The effect of startup operating line (_/_des) on inertial NPSP and on •
deadhead start was also defined. The ability of the turbine to meet the useful
life requirement of I0 hours (creep rupture) and the operating cycle requirement
of I0,000 cycles (thermal fatigue) were evaluated The turbapump critical speeds
_ithin the operating envelope were also defined and the ability of the bearings
to meet both life and starts was assessed.
Based on the results of the screening analysis, the APS 02/H 2 turbopump configu- ._
rations were selected for the breadboard APS system. A quantitative evaluation
of the turbopump designs and a qualitative evahm*ion of the turbopump develop-
ment and operational requirements were _de.
\
The results of the screening anslyMs Indlcatod the followlng solection of optl-
(,_f-" mum 02 and H2 turboptalp configurations for the breadboard APS system:I'r .
9
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02: Single-stage, centrifugal pump and a single-stage, partial
admission, impulse turbine with inboard ball bearinRs.
1t2: Two-stage, centrifugal pump and a two-stage, full admission
turbine (two-row, veloci.y compound) with inboard ball bearings.
The configurations selected are high-_peed, lightweight designs that meet 1o_t
NPSP, bearing DN, start time and turbine mass flowra*e requirements.
! •
_-' O2/H2 Turbopump Configuration Study i
In the APS O2/1t 2 turbopump co_figuration study, the effects of number o_ pump
and turbine stages and turbopump speeds were evaluated The speed range was !
selected to cover parametrically the 02 pump NPSP range of 13,790, 27,579,
. i 41,369 N/m2 (2, 4, 6 psi) and the N2 pump NPSP range of 6895, 13,790, 20,684,
; i 27,579 N/m 2 (0, 1, 2, 3, 4 psi). Configuration layouts were made to establish
design and operational requirements•
i,
The approach used in the screening _nd selection of the APS O2/H 2 turbopump is
illustrated in the logic diagram (Fig. S). Although two-stage pumps and turbines __
were considered for both turbopumps, a one-stage pump and turbine was considered
only for the 02 turbopump. The merits of using different turbine types such as
pressure compound, reentry, and radial turbines were also evaluated.
LO2 Turbopump Configuration. The configuration layout of the 5142 rad/s (30,GO0
rpm) 02 turbopump is shown in Fig. 5. Overall envelope dimensions are: 24.58 cm
(9.60 inches) in length and 24.77 cm (9.75 inches) in diameter. The weight is
estimated to be 16.33 kg (36 pounds). To meet long operating life and large hum-
ber of starting cycles, static liftoff seal, floating ring seals and preloaded
ball bearings are used. To minimize heat soak-back, a thermal short is vsed
between the turbine manifold and pump housing.
\
The configuration layout for the 2094 rad/s (20,000 rpm) 02 turbopump is shown in
Fig. 6 and 7 compared with the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rlm) conflguratlon. The overall
envelope dimensions are 28.96 cm (11.4 inches) in length and 24.77 cm (9.75 inches)
0
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in diameter. The weight is approximately 18.14 kg (40 pounds) "lhe ldenti'cal
3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) turbine is used for this configuration with l_ood per-
! formance. A two-stage pump is u_ed to increase puml_ efficiency since a reduction
?,
in pump efficiency occurs with a lowering of pu_p destgn speed. The mecilan_cal
design is similar to the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rp_) configuration in the arrar:Rement
, of the bearings and seals. )
21
= The configuration layout for the 1047 rad/s (10,b00 rp;n) 02 turbolu_,n p is shown
- i1_ Fig. 8 and 9 compared with the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) configuration. The ._
over_]i envelope dimensions are 37.59 cm (14.8 inches) in length and 28.45 cm
(!t.z inches) in diameter, lne weight is approximately 45.36 kg (100 pounds). _
Because both pump and turbine efficiencies are reduced at low design _peeds, two
stages are used in both the pump and turbi.le to improve component efficiencie_.
; The pump diameter must still increase to meet tip speed required to develop the
: pressure and the turbine diameter must be larger to maintain velocity ratios for
good efficiency. The mechanical arrangement of bearings and seals is similar to
the 3i42 rad/s (30,000 rpm) configura*'on, except the pump bearing is located
4
between the stages to avoid critical speed problems. ?
Based on th_ configuration layouts of the 02 turbopumps, the :ritical speeds of ._
these designs are predicted. A comparison of nominal operating speeds and criti-
cal speeds is shown in Fig. I0. The low-speed design at i04" rad/s (I0,000 rpm)
is seen to operate below the first critical speed while the 2094 and 3142 rad/s ]
(20,000 and 30,000 rpm) designs are operating between the first and second criti-
cal speeds, i
The predicted critical speeds of the 02 tur_ pump configurations are superimposed
onto the required operating envelope, as shown in Fig. 11. In each configuration,
the critical speeds are spread apart as much as possible to allow operation over
a large region of the envelope without enccuntering critical speeds. This is
done by appropriate distribution of masses and adjustment of spring rates. While
both the 2094 rad/s and 3142 rad/= _20 qO0 and 30,000 rpm) configurations are not |
expected to encounter the second critical speed, the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) con-
figuration is seen to allow the largest region of operation within the envelope
before encountering the first :ritical speed.
O
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"i_e bearing si:e and speed ,DN, for ........ •.... ; ...... ; .... estimated
from a relationship of design speed and torque required tc drive the l,ump, lhe
bearing ONs for the 02 turbopump configurations are not high, all being below
0.70 million.
, An estimate of turbine performance for each 02 turbopump conflt:uration is obtained
from the parametric curves shown in Fig. 11. The turbine mas__ flowrate required
for each configuration is indicated. The turbine pitch diametex is selected at
the largest value _o give minimum mass flowrate without exceeding the allowable
stresses of the turbine blades. The 10,:7 r,d/s (10,000 rpm_ configuration is
seen to be ove_ twice the mass flowrate required by the higher speed confip,,_q*ions.
A suaraary of the 02 turbopump configurations is presented in Table 2. The high-
_ speed designs are the ligh_est and smallest with moderately low bearing DN. The
ratio of the pump mass to the turbine mass, which is a relative indication of
this turbine heat soakback rate, is also listed. If the 1047 rad/s (10,000 rpm)
i_ configuration were a one-stage pump design, the mass ratio would be !.25 rather
than 1.0.
TABLE 2. SU_4ARYAPS O2-TURBOPUMPCONFIGURATION
XDES
L D Bearing Weight
rad/s Pump Turbine cm cm DN Kg Weight/Ratio
(rpm) Stages Stages (inches) (inches) 106 (pounds) Pump/Turbine
1047 2(1) 2 [ 37.59 28.45 0.28 45.36 1.0( 1"25 )
(10,000) (14.8) (11.2) (100)
2094 2 1 28.96 24.77 0.41 18 14 1.22
(20,000) (11.4) (9.75) (40_
3142 1 1 24.38 24.77 0.57 16.33 1.0
(30,000) (9.6) (9.75) (36)
4189 1 1 .... 0.68 13.61 1.0
(40,000) (30)
()
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LH2 Turbopump Configuration. The configuration layout of the 8378 rad/s . !
(80,000 rp_) tt2 turbopump is shown in Fig. 12 Overall envelope dimensions are )
21.59 cm (8.5 i'iches) in length and 14.73 cm (5.8 inches) in diameter. The
weaght is approximately 20.41 kg (45 pounds). Similar to the 02 turbopump, static !
lifter( seals, floating ring seals, and preloaded ball bearings are used to meet _ -
the requireme'nts of long operating life and large number starting cycles.. To _
r
minimize heat soakback, a thermal short is used between the turbine manifold and i
pump housing. The me._hanical arrar,gement of bearings and seals are identical to {
the 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm) configuration shown for comparison (above the !
centerline).
The coufiguration layout for the 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm) I{2 turbopump is shown
in Fig. 13. Overall envelope dimensions are 34.67 :m (13.65 inches) in length
and 23.62 cm (9.3 inches) in diameter. The weight is 29.03 kg (64 pounds). The
; mechanical design was briefly described in the previous figure (Fig. 12).
The configuration layout for the 4189 rad/s (40,000 rpm) H2 turbopump is shown
in Fig. 14. Overall envelope dimensions are 34.8 cm (13._ inches) in length and
27.69 cm (10.9 inches) in diameter. The weight is approximately 38.56 kg
(85 pounds). A three-stage pump is used to increase pump efficiencies since a
reduction in pump efficiency occurs with a lowering of pump design speed. To
avoid a large overhang, the pump bearing is located between the inducer and first
pump stage. As a result, the pump is in closer proximity to the turbine than the
higher speed coafigurations.
Based on the configurstion layouts of the H2 turbopumps, the critical speeds for
these designs were predicted. A comparison of nominal operating speeds and criti-
cal speeds is shown in Fig. IS. All configurations are found to operate between
the second and third critical speeds. For the parametric evaluation, a 62S3 rad/s
(60,000 rpm) configuration is used in the configuration study.
The predicted critical speeds of the H2 turbopump configurations are superimposed
onto the required operating envelope, as shown in Fig. 16. In each configuration,
the cx.ltical speeds are spread apart as much as possible to allow operation o_er
0
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a large region of the envelope without encountering criticnl speeds. ('l'h]s is
done by using an appropriate bearing span and spring rate._.) !'he 6283 rad/_
[ (60,000 rpm) configuration is seen to allow the largest region of operation within
r the envelope.
, The bearing size and speed (DN) for the H2 turbopump configurations :ire e_timated
from a relationship of design speed and torque required to drive the pump. The
estimated bearing DN for each configuration is shown in Fig. 17. Above 5236 rad/s
- (50,000 rpm), the two-stage pump curve is used and below 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm),
the three-stage pump curve is used. For turbopumps designed about 6283 rad/s
(60,000 rpm), the bearing DN will be near 1.5 million.
The technology for designing cryogenic bearings to meet 10-hour life arid 10,000
cycles is not clearly establisheu. It is reasonable to assume some tradeoff
i exists between bearing DN and the number of start cycles for a given life require-
ment. Similarly, a tradeoff probably exists between bearing life and number of
! _ starts for a given bearing DN. Successful operation of bearings has been demon-
: _ strated for up to three hours with no indication of failure. The potential for
meeting the 10,O00-cycle, lO-hour life exists but requires demonstration. Exist-
ing criteria were utilized in the selection of configurations.
An estimate of turbine performance for each H2 turbopump configuration is obtained
from the parametric curves, shown in Fig. 17. The turbine mass flowrate required
for each configuration is indicated. The turbine pitch diameter is selected to
give minimum mass flowrate without exceeding the allowable stresses of the turbine
blades. The 4189 rad/s (40,000 rpm) configuration is seen to be over twice the
mass flowrate required by the 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm) configuration and the dif-
ference is nearly twice the total mass flowrate of the 02 turbopump.[;
_i! A summary of the H2 turbopump configurations is presented ir Table 3. The high-
_' speed designs are the lightest and smallest with moderately low bearing DN. The
ratio of the pump mass to the turbine mass, which is a relative indication of the
turbine heat soakback rate, is also listed. Because of the added third pump stage,
the mass ratio of the 4189 rad/s (40,000 rpm) configuration is significantly
greater than the higher speed contigurations. /_
_J
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TABI,E 3. APS tl2-TURBOPUMP r'ONI:It;IIIL.VI ION
: - • L D Bea)'_n_,, W(,i£ht
rNal_s Turb ine cm cm I_N _,£ _e l_ht/Rat io
(rpm) Stages Stages (inche _ ) t inches ) I ()t, (l)Olmd,: ' l'umpYrurb ine
4, l,qq 3 2 34.8 "". 7 I. Oq _;£. f_ _. (IS
(40,000) ('13.7) (I(_.9) (8.q)
5,236 2 2 34.7 23.6 1.25 29.0 l.'g
(50,000"/ ('! z;.65) (9.3) (64_
6,28S 2 2 .... 1.40 2-i.9 1. 10
_6o, o00) (55)
8,37_ 2 2 21.6 14.7 1.6r "o.4 1.()
(80,000) (8.") (s.8) (45)
NPSP and Stazt _. _p. The range over which the required NPSP is less than
27,579 N/m 2 (4 psi) during startup is illustrated in Fig. 18 for the 02 turbopump
configurations studied. The lower limit of _ is defined at which NPSP z_ equal
to 27,579 N/m2 (4 psi). gt_,'rut, _long _ less than the lower limit wJ!l require
excessive NPSF. The 1047 rad/s (10,000 rpm) configuration is seen to be capagle
of a deadhead start without requiring an NPSP above 27,579 N/m2 (4 psi).
The effect of startup on inertial NPSP required, as a result of pressure drop
caused by accelerating the liquid in the inlet line, was studied for the 02 turbo-
pump configurations. A line 3.048 m (10 feet) long and 10.2 cm (4 inches) in
diameter was assumed. Generally, the low-speed configuration has large inertial
NPSP requirelnent and short start time and the high-speed configuration has low
inertial NPSP requirement and long start time.
The tradeoff between NPSP and start ti_:e for the 02 turbopump configurations is
shown in Fig. 19. Using the start transient along _ = 0.5, the maximum NPSP re-
' quired during start and start time are plotted for each 02 turbopump configura-
tion. The 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) configuration is seen to be optimum with low
NPSV requirement and low start time.
O
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Deadhead S_art, LO2 _ The ability of the 02 turbopu=p configurations to start
under deadhead _on?itions (downstream valve closed and flow through the pump is
zero) on a _ = 0 startup line is illustr_ted in Fig. 20. The following ass:mptions
are made: (a) chilled pump, (b) mass of trapped propellant in pump is constant,
(c) head rise (ft) will be developed according to the square of pump speed,
(d) the deadhead horsepower will correspond to the power at the shutoff head of
the pump characteristic curve at any given speed (approximately one-half o£ the
horsepower at _ = 1.0), and (e) all the power transmitted by the pump will go into
heating up (enthalpy rise) of the trapped propellant and decreasing its density.
" The 1047 and 2094 rad/s (I0,000 and 20,000 rlm=) configurations are able to develop
I!,S$_,289N/m2(1600 psi) despite some propellant heating; however, the 5142 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) configuration is able to produce only $,0S4,120 N/m2 (700 psi)
O
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i
because o£ the reduced propellant density due to heating. Because of the faster
starts obtained with the low-speed configurations, there is less tiIe for the
propellants to accumulate heat.
\i The amount of eropellant used during a start transient alor_g a _ = 0.50 startup
line (there is through£1ow in the pump) for the 02 turbopump configurations studied -t-
is shown in Fig. 21. The propellant consumption is assumed ¢o be equivalent to
C_
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l: the sum of the total turbine mass flow used during the start transient and an
i
; amount of propellant which would be vaporized due to heating at saturation pros-!
! sure. The 1047 rad/s (10,000 rpm) configuration is seen to have nearly four times
! the amount of propellant consumption per start over the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm)
configuration. (A simiXar difference exists for a deadhead start along _ = 0.)
#
Conclusions of LO2 Pump Start Analysis. A summary of 02 turbopump transient per-
formance in terms of total NPSP requirement, start time, and turbine mass flowrate
is presented in Table 4. The 1047 rad/s (10,000 rpm) configuration has a fast
start time; however, i¢ also has o high NPSP and high turbine mass flo_rrate. The
3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) configuration has a relatively fast start and will require
only low _PSP and low turbine mass flovrate. This configuration is found to be
• optimum with respect to start requirements.
.!
,. i TABLE4. APS LO2-TURBOPUMPNPSP SUMMARY
| Configuration Data{,
NPSP_ NPSPT Turbine
x i (psi) Start Req_
W
rad/s Time N/mL Kg/s
(rlm) Nax. J Nom. AT (secs) (psi) (Ib/sec)
1,047 2,068 1,034 0.20 12,411 0.770
- (10,000) (0.3) (0.1S) (1.8) (1. 700)
2,094 11,032 6,895 0.40 4,826 0.372
(20,000) (1.6) (1.0) (0.7) (0.820)
3,142 27,579 11,721 0.70 3,447 0.1397
(30,000) (4.0) (1.7) (0.$) (0.308) i_
4,189 $0,332 24,132 1.0 11,721 0.U34
(40,000) (7.3) (3.5) (1.7) (0.250)
' _/_D1BS= 0.50
\ Pd = 1.103x 10 7 N/m2
(1600 psi)
(t
.- °
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NPSP and Start LH2 Pump. Based on hydrodyna_,lic and two-phase flow data and analy-
sis, the criterion for predicting off-deszgn suction performance of hydrogen in- : t
I ducers is illustrated in Fig. 22. Within the flow
two-phase capability of the
inducer, the required NPSP (defined at 2 percent head loss) can be less than one "
velocity head (where inlet line equilibrium flow Mach number is less than one) or
even zero fwhere area contraction and choking within the blades are avoided). For
low _ at which the incidence-to-blade angle is greater than 0.60, the required
i NPSP will be greater than one velocity head At high _ where two-phase Mach num-
ber is greater than one, the required NPSP must be at least one velocity head to
ensure liquid flow and avoid choking. At even higher _, the minimum flow area
will be within the inducer blades rather than upstream, and the required NPSP will
be substantially greater than one velocity head. Based on system considerations,
a margin to the predicted NPSP may be applied.
" _ ! The maximum pump NPSP required (maximum flowrate point o£ operating envelope) asi
a function of design speed for H2 turbopump configurations for different vapor
! i pressure is shown in Fig. 23. For a given NPSP required increasing vapor pres-
. sure will lower the NPSP required by the pump. At the nominal operating point and
+
a vapor pressure of 117,211 N/m2 (17 psia), zero-NPSP (saturated propellants)
: operation up to a design speed of 12,566 rad/s (120,000 rpm) is indicated.
A summary of zero-NPSP capability of H2 turbopumps is shown in Fig. 24. The range
(A_) and the minimum (_ rain.) and the maximum off design flow limits (_max.) of
the range are tabulated for each configuration,
The effect of inlet line inertance on NPSP for the _ turbopunp configurations
' studied is shown in Pig. 25. A line 3.048 m' (I0 feet) long and 10.16 cm (4 inches)
in diameter is assumed. Because there is closer similarity of size and Imr£or-
mance of the H2 configurations considered (relative to 0 2 turbopusp configura-
tions) and because H2 ptmps are capable of low NPSP operation, the e£fect og
" \ theinertialsane.NPSPand the sr.art time of all the configurations are found to be about,, O
"_._,
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A tradeoff does not exist for the II, turbopump configurations. The effect c_f
design speed on total NPSP required and start time, alc,ng a start transient of
i d_= 0.50, is shown in Fig. 26. The difference between the 1189 and 6283 rad/s
(40,000 and 60,000 rpm) confiKurations is a start time of appr_)ximately cme-tenth
of a second and a quarter of a psi.
Deadhead Start, H2 Pum_. The same assumptions used for evaluating the effect_ of
deadhead start of 02 turbopump configurations were used for the 1t2 turbopumps.
Because of the longer start time and smaller propellant mass (low density), l_ttle
pressure can be developed by H2 turbopump configurations above 3142 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) during a deadhead start due to propellant heating. Propellant heat-
ing is approximately the same for all the configurations; however, the propellant
consumption (based on similar assumptions used for 02 turbopump configurations)
• _ for the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) configuration is approximately twice that for the?
6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm) configuration. This is particularly significant because
.-
the H2-turbine mass flowrate constitutes over two-thirds of the total turbine
' flowrate
7
" (i Conclusions of LH2 Start Analysis
a summary of H2-turbopum p start times (¢ = 0.5), required total NPSP, turbine
mass flowrate and bearing DN is presented in Table 5. With little significant
difference in NPSP and start time between configurations, the 6285 rad/s
(60,000 rpm) configuration has low turbine mass flowrate requirement and has a
bearing DN potentially capable of meeting 10 hours life and I0,000 starts.
O2/H2 Turbine Design Comparison. Both impulse and pressure-compound turbine de-
signs were evaluated for 02 and H2 turbines. Since the 02 turbine will be partial
admission and because of low horsepower requirement, a reentry turbine was also
evaluated. A comparison of turbine performances for an approximately 3142 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) 02 turbopump and a 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm) H2 turbopump is presented
in Table 6. The pressure compound turbine is seen to require approximately 5 per- L
cent less mass flowrate than the impulse turbine.
39
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A radial turbine, typically with good efficiency at high vc!oclty ratio_ {U/C of
o
0.50], does not meet the performance required b)' the APE t,_,bopunps. Its starting
torque cl,aracteristxc (important to rapid accelerut:orl) is al_o t,oorcr than axial
turbines.
A comvarison of mechanical design, blade temperature, fab:'ication complexity, and
cost of the turbine candidates was made. aased on simpliciT>" in design (no inter-
stage seal_ag, thrust balance, and balde shro6d requirements), lower blade tempera-
tures, simple fabrication requirements, and lower cost, the impt, lse turbine is the
best candidate fGr both the 02 and Ii2 turbopumps.
A su_,ary of d_sign parameters for the optimum 02 turbine is listed in Table "
for both nominal and maximum horsepower conditions, b_ximum horsepower occurs at
the maximum flowrate point of the operating envelope. This turbine, with a pitch
diameter of 18.4 cm (7.25 inches), is shown in the configuration layout for the
: 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm) 02 turbopump (Configuration 1).
A summary of design parameters for the optimum H2 turbine is listed in the table
for both nominal and maximum horsepower c3nditions. Maximum horsepower occurs at
the maximum flowrate poin" of the operating envelope. This turbine, with a pitch
diameter of 16.51 cm (6.5 inches), is similar to the one shown in the configura-
tion layout for the 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm) H2 turbopump (Configuration 2). i
!
Using a common turbine for both the 02 and H2 turbopumps offers the advantage of [
saving time and cost. A comparison of turbine performance, as a result of using !
a cordon turbine, is shown in Table 8 for 15.24, 16.$1 and 18.42 cm (6.0, 6.5 and
5.2S inches) pitch diameters. In using a 16.51 cm (6.5 inches) diameter common
turbine, the H2 turbine will be an optimum design and the 02 turbine mass flow-
rate will increase by only 0.0104 Kg/sec (0.023 lb/sec).
Life and Operating Cycles. The turbine operating life is estimated on the basis
of stress-rupture characteristics at elevated temperatures, based on a Larso_-
Miller diagram. The operating blade temperature and stress for both 02 and H2
turbines are shown _n Table 9 for nominal operating conditions. The turbine
(
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TABLE -. _PS-O__TURBINE _ESI(;N l)m : " "_ I_Cil iOl'Tlhl_l)
: l'ower Po*er }i! Parameters (Nom} (_hx)
Inlet Temperature, Tlt, K (F) 1,117 1,117
tl,550) (1,S50)
Inlet Pressure, Fit, N/m" (psia) 1,861,584 2,240,796(270) (32S)
: Exhaust Pressure, P2s, N/m2 (psia) 241,317 241,317(35) (3S)
Pressure Ratio, PR - - 7.72 9.3
• Speed, N,rad/s (rpm) 3,142 3,173
: (30,ooo) C3o,3oo)
• J • Flowrate _,Kg/sec (lb/sec) 0.100 0.147
, (0. 221) (0.325)
• Power, watt (HP) 113,346 159,580
._i (152) (214) _
• Efficiency, qt-s Percent 30.7 29.5
• Admission, E, Percent 50 50 -
operating life is seen to be in the thousands of hours and in excess of the "I0 hour
life requirement of the turbopmaps. The effect of _311K (±I00 F) on turbine life
is also illustrated in Fig. 27.
A typical APS duty cycle assumed for evaluating the low cycle thermal fatisu- llfe
of the 02 and H2 turbines is shown in Fig. 28. The total start per mission and the
type of start cyclJ (frequency, blade material, temperature gradiant, and shutdown
time between starts) are listed. The blade thermal strain is based on an estlmated
blade t_aperature profile. The tTplcal duty cycle described in the previous chart
is illustrated in Pig. 29 to show the sequence of types of starts encounter_l by
\
the turbine• The level of temperature _ea_had during cooldown period is also
shown.
0
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m TABLE 8. APS-H 2 TURBINE DESIGN Dm = 6.5 INCII fOl"l'IMl_)
: f
I ' Power Power
Parazeters (Nom) (Max)
! Inlet Temperature, Tlt, K (F) 1,117 1,117(1,5SO) ( l, SSO)
Inlet Pressure, Pit' N/m2 (psia) 1,861,$84 2,137,375
i (270) (_io)
Exhaust Pressure, P2s' Nim2 (psia) 241,317 241,
i, 317
': (3S) (3S)
Pressure Ratio, PR - - 7.72 8.88
• Speed, N, rad/s (rim) 6,285 6,546
, (60,000) (60,600)
i j • Flowrate, l_, Kg/sec (Ib/sec) 0.225 0.297
(0.492) (0.654) :_
¢ Power, watt CliP) 518,261 736,006t
._ (695) (987)
C) • Efficiency, Percent 64.0 63.5qt-s'
-o ,/
• Admission, ¢,Percent I00 I00
The Universal Slope method for predicting cycles to failure for thermal fatiKue
of Waspoloy is illustrated in Pig. 50. The points plotted indicate the cyclic
life obtainable for the temperature gradient shown. The ntmber of cycles per
mission and for 300 lissions (to approximate 10,000 total start requirmwnt) are
- also indicated along side the plotted points. As a consi_rvative approach, all |.._,
starts with temperature gradients below 422 g ($00 F) are assumed at 422 K (500 P) tl,
(these constitute 8700 starts' over 500 missions). ,.
An accumulative dmle analysis which cosbin_ effects ,Of stress rupt'oroi h/_h ,__'_
cycle fatlsue, and low cycle fati_ of W_qpoloy (wi_h._iate i_t. 'factor _:_'_La,:
criteria) is shown in Flg. $I. T_M _Or c_!tributOr _.tO imPl ._Ic_i_ Is low. [_.,_-_
©
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Number of Cycles AT Down Time
:+ per H_ssion R (K) sec
3 453 (815) >3600
3 235 (423) 2700
2 163 (293) 1450I
c
" • 1 I 127 (228) 950
i _' i
t 4 ,,4 (,7,) 500
l +
_+ i, 4 81.1 (146) 300
; 5 36. I ( 80
13 18.3 (33) I0
' + Tota! 35
++" Figure 29. Typical AP$ Duty Cycle
c_cle fatigue. Using the cyclic life results obtained frou the previous figure,
and the worse case where 29 starts (per nission) will only have a life of 1,000,000
cycles, the accumulative damage fraction is found to be less than one (fatigue
criteria) for 300 nissions. Thus, the turbine thermal fatigue life is found to
+ neet the 10,000 start requirement for the turbopu_s.
's
Recomwnded Turbopunp Confljuration..s
Based on an evaluation of 02 tuz4bOlmnpconfigurations _or steedy-_tate and trans-
ient operation, which includes NPSPs start time, deadhead start turbine lass flow- '_
rate,and thernai fatigue (starts), the 3142 xsui/s (30,000 rpu) confisuratlon is
reconmmded as the optimum 02- turbopunp. A comparison of design parauo_ors for
811 confisurat!ons studies is shown in Table 10.
%
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• TOTAL DAMAGE FRACTION
: 0 + . . /.,..fO ,
i *TOT = 4* LOW CYCLE +, GH CYCLE .,,_UPTUREi
• PER MISSION
3 + _ + 29
_TOT = N @LOW CYCLE - kS,000 500,000 I,O00,O00
= 0.0000668  0.000029
= O.0001Oid
• APPROXIMATELY 300 MISSIONS
IOtO00
'_TOT = 35 X 0.0001018 = 0.0292
• WITH SAFETY FACTOR OF 4
. i 4 X CTOTAL = <1.0
l_ X 0.0292 = 0.117<1.0 _,
e
Figure 32. Turbine Blade Themal Fatigue Accumulative Damage Analysis
Manufacturing Cost: increase with size and number of parts; DUty Cycle Sensitivity: _
high for low performance and long start time: _: low for high speed and large i
number of parts; Heat Soakback: high for large turbine size. The 5142 rad/$
(50,000 rpm} configuration is found to be the optimum 02 turbopump based on the
above criteria.
Based on an evaluation o£ H2 turbopump configurations for steady-state and trans-
ient operation, which includes NPSP, start time, derdhead start turbine mass flow-
rate, and thermal fatigue (starts), the 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm} configuration is
recormended as the optimum H2 Lurbopump. A comparison o£ design parmpeters for
all configurations studies is shown In Table 12.
An evaluation of development, operation and service requlr<ments for H2 turbopump
configurations is shown in Table 13. _,velo_e.nt Cost and Rl.s.k: increase with
speed, size, and number of parts; Life: rlsk increase wlth speed and bearing DN;
0
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Maintenance: increa.ge with size, speed and number of parts; ,_taMifacturing Co_gr:
increase with size, speed and number of parts; Duty C_'cle Stnsitivit_ hiRh for
i low perforlnance and long start time; Safety: low for high speed and large number
of parts; t{._ear Soakback: high for large pump and t,wbine sizes. The 6283 rz_d/s
(60,900 rpm) configuration is found to be t_e optimum H2 turbopump based on the
, above criteria.
HEAl TRANSFER ._NALYSIS
Thermal analyses were conducted in support of Phase 1 design selection in three
major areas. Evaluation of (1) pu,ap start thermal conditioning, (2) _urbine to
pump thermal isolation and (3) turbine blade thermal cycling has been compiled
and results are presented.
; Thermal Conditioning
Start characteristics for both a dry pump and wet pump were determined with re-
spect to rapid start requirements, propellant usage minimization and system impact.
Four alternate thermal conditioning systems were included in this investigation:
(1) dump vent valve, (2) recirculation, with the s_all recirculation pump wet and
upstream of the TPA isolatx.n valve, {3) recirculation, with a dry pump downstream
of TPA pump exit and (4) refrigeration.
Chilldown of a warm (70 F) LH2 turbopump requires 30 to 900 seconds for initial
chilldown and rapid start (specified 1.5 seconds start requirement), resulting in
an initial pre-operation chilldown requirement. Initial thermal preoperation
methods: (I) vent valve dump, 30 seconds, (2) recirculation; small liquid pump,
80 seconds, (3) recirculation, small liquid filled pump, 80 seconds, (5) recircu-
lation; small vapor filled pump, 600 seconds, and (4) refrigeration, 870 seconds.
, Vesisn Criteria
I. Thermal preparation: pump wetted surfaces including second-stage impeller
within 13.9 K (25 R) of tanked saturated liquid temperature.
(-
_ S7
- _
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: 2. Dump vent valve flows choked GH2 to vacuum from tanked pressure, t
3. Small recirculation pumps upstream of TPA will develop 104.6 Joule/Kg ] 1
(35 ft) !_ad of liquid and vapor respectively, i4. Refrigeration with 4.44 K (8 R) subcooled liqui_ hyarcgen flow applied
in intimate contact with both bearings and pump casing.
Initial chilldown of the liquid oxygen TPA will require (1) 28 seconds util:tzing
a dump vent valve, {2) 75 seconds for recirculation generating 104.6 Joule/Rg
{35 ft) of liquid oxygen head• (3) 800 seconds for recirculation of boil-off
oxygen vapor, and (4) 480 seconds refrigeration of bearings and pump casing with
36.1 K (65 R) hydrogen vapor.
_ Propellant usage for the Lit2 and LO2 TPA's are tabulated for the four thermal
_: conditioning methods in Table 14 Based upon these results the lhi2 and LO2 TPA's
il at ambient temperatures will not meet rapid start requirements. "
t Succeeding analysis was conducted assuming that (1) the isolation valve was open
0. and tanked cryogen c_mmunicationto the pump wetted paths was possible, (2j rapid
start must _e possible at any time in the mission, and (3) rapid start specifica- -"
tion could be met if the inducer, first-stage impeller, second-stage impeller and
associated stationary wetted flow path was within 139 g (25 R) of tanked saturated
liquid temperature.
The proposed U!2 TPAis predicted to transfer less than 52,752 Joule/hr (S0 Btu/hr)
from the turbine to the pump during non-operating standby in accordance with the
contract work statement. The 52,752 Joule/hr ($0 _tu/hr) non-operating heat trims- ._.
fer is based upon the favorable, start criteria discussed previously aa_.d is not
valid for a refrigeration system or for an entire pump maintained at saturated
liquid temperature, such as a buried pmap.
Thermal Isolatlen. The proposed LO2 TPA will be maintained in start readinesss a,
with the pump absorbing less than IS8,256 Joulelhr (IS0 |tu/hr) oporatlllg Sa_ ,_,.ss ,-":-i:!
kf
-_ $8 I_ _
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|I 1ABLE 14. SS APS TPA DRY PUHP INITIAl. CIULLIY3i_'N
' PROPELLAk-F LOSS
J
LH2 TPA
t
• Dtunp Vent Valve 2,95 Kg (LH2)
f_. 5 Ib)
t
• Recirculation
(LH2)• Wet Pump Upstream 2.72 Kg
-: : 4 (6.0 Ib)
• Dry Pump Do_mstream 3.08 Kg (LH2)(6.8 IL_
• Refrigerate.on 4.99 Kg (LH2)
Cll.O Ib)
LO_
m
• 9ump Vent Valve 5.22 Kg (L02)(7.1 Ib)
Recirculatton
• Wet Pump 2.18 Kg (LO2) _"
' (4.8 lb)
' • Dry Pump 2.9S Kg (LO2)
: (6.5 tb)
• Refrigeration 3.86 Kg (H2 Vapor)(8.S Ib)
!
• Tc reduce the turbine to pump heat transfer, the key themal isol2tlon features !
, considered _or the L_ TPA illustrated in Fig. 33 are (I) titlRtitm dOa-txxle shaped '
, I ring with contact [eI-F sealing surface; (2)tltan_ !__hs_ _/_--isol_tion-l_,;
! C3) remote turbine volute-to-case destipm; (4) zlass batt'_ VOlutt o.avity _111;
\ ; and Ca) almatnun disc thermal shunt. A 400 series _) dog-bene sha_. o,_oa
section ring with l_l-P coating _or seali_ at t;he corn=act su_ m sdcc_s-J
fully used in the F_I LO2 TIP (NAb-16). Yuzt)lne-to-pip them1 =_'StgmCosIkre
/
"_i "
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increased by milled relief of contact areas wherever structurally Feasible. Holes
will be used in the turbine-to-pump stiffness webs to reduce weight and increase ¢bD
axial thermal resistance, and circular line contact washers will be used under
casing connecting bolts. The TPA shaft is hollow, and filled with liquid during
operation which reduced adjacent pump and turbine hardware temperatures. Less
than 0.0907 Kg (0.2 lb) total liquid is trapped in all pump cavities. This liquid
vaporizes during the first hour of soakback absorbing approximately 21,101Joule/hr
(20 Btu/hr). Thereafter, the vapor has almost no effect on the TPA temperature
during long periods of non-operation.
Key thermal isolation features also shown in Fig. 33 for the LO2 TPA are:
(I) titanium ring with relief-milled contact surfaces; (2) titanium hat, shaft
isolation line; (3) remote turbine volute-to-case design; (4) glass batting volute
cavity fit1; and (5) ahmin,-, disk thermal shunt. Turbine-to-pump thermal re-
sistances were increased by milled relief of contact areas wherever structurally
feasible. Holes are to be used in the turbine-to-pimp stiffning webs to reduce
weight and increase axial thermal resistance, and circular line contact washers
will be used under casing connecting bolts. The TPA shaft is hollow, decreasing /,%,
_j
the thermal transfer path. Less than 0.272 Kg (0.6 pound) liquid is trapped in
all pump cavities. This liquid vaporizes during the first hour of soakback ab-
sorbing approximately 52,752 Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr). Thereafter, the vapor has.almost
no effect on the TPA temperature during long non-o_erating periods.
Where a three 'I'PA systm is utilized for reliability and after the t_.: TPAs have
beam chilled following a long duration operation on one of the imps, t. nax/ml
liquid hydrogen required to saintain start readiness for the s)rstm was detondned
to be 0.544 kg/hr (1.2 lb/hr] for refri8eration cooling, 0.227 ks/hr (O.S lb/hr)
for recirculation and O. 163 kg/hr (0.36 Ib/hr) for a cabined system. The heat
transfer from the turbine to the pumpwas assmNd to be $2,752 Joule/hr (SO S_rhr)
for the hot TPA and 26,376 Joule/hr (25 8tu/hr) for the two standby TPAs if the
wetted path was maintained 13.9 !_ (2S R) or less abovQ the tanked saturated liquid
temperature for the reclrculatl_ system, hfri$_ation will _rthor t_kwA tlm
casing te_eratwre mM the h_t tl_msfor for this _0_LtgionL_ i us allwed
to increase above $2,752 Joule/hr (SO Stu/hr) to meet the s_L_t requl_t
@
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Turbop_ Assembly
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.: The combined recirculation refrigeration system utilizes the H2 vapor superheat Q
_. and full tank pressure prior to dumping and represents a practical minimum condi-
tioning propellant usage.
2 Turbine Anal_s_:_s
_ To support t_,rbineblade design, the proposed LH2 TPA was subjected to various
operating and soakback conditions which were representative of predicted mission
duty cycles.
The turbine blade of any proposed design is predicted to remain above 88.9 K
(160 R) at all times during even the most severe duty cycle.
Turbine blade transient bulk temperature (average temperature) is predicted to
be as shown in Fig. 54 during initial exposure to hot GG gases. The LH2 TPA
first and second-stage turbine blade transient temperatures for 294 K (530 R) and
88.9 K (160 R) initial temperatures are superimposed on this figure.
Both the initial system temperature and operational durations affect the soakback
(non-operation)transient temperature.
Figure 35 indicates the transient temperature _f the LH2 TPA turbine blade during
I0 hour soakback following 20 seconds of operation from an initial turbine wheel
and blade temperature of 294 K (530 R). Turbine blade temperatures remain above
553 K (600 R) for the full I0 hours.
Turbine blade temperatures below ambient 294 K (530 R) will require o_f times in
the order of days such as during docking. Extreme thermal cycles will be exper-
ienced only once or twice during a complete mission.
The LH2 TPA turbine blade soakback tmperature varies markedly following opera-
tion durations of $, 20, and 100 seconds and an initial teaperature of S8.9 K
(160 a).
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! The short 5 second operation heats the blade to near maximum blade temperature
i { but the turbine wheel remains relatively cool and acts as a heat _ink reducing
the rate of blade cooling below the temperature of the whcel.!
i
i
GAS GENERATOR SELECTION
I Alternate ignition methods, injector configurations, and combustor designs were
4'
evaluated for selection of the gas generator configuration.
' t
-, The gas generator utilizes GO2 and GH2 propellants from the SS/APS accumulator
storage. The function of the gas generator is to mix the propellants, igaite the
_ixtu_,e, combust the mixture with high efficiency and provide a uniform high
- pressure hot gas as a working fluid for the turbine. For the Phase I scre_.ning
! study the "proposal" turbine flowrates were utilized. (The maximum flowrates of
i_' the selected configurations are: (1) 12t2 TPA turbine flowrate, -0.340 kg/secor -0.75 Ib/_ec, and (2) LO2 TPA turbine flowrate, -0.140 kg/sec or -0.308 Ib/sec.
t'i
i The gas generator design parameters are given in Table 15 for both the LH2 and
; ' ( LO2 TPA. The nominal chamber pressure of 270 psia was selected based upon
analyses considering the requirements for providing nomi.nal power with the maxi- _"
mum temperature propellant 333 K (600 R) at the minimum inlet pressure
2,344,217 N/m 2 (540 psia), and providing reasonable GG injector pressure drop
when propellant inlet temperatures were a minimum.
A large number of alternate concepts was evaluated; however, only the most appli-
cable alternates (sufficient technology status for breadboard hardware fabrica-
v
tion) were considered. _
The gas generator igniter evaluation was limited to electrical techniques (contract
work statement limitation). Direc_ spark and indirect spark or aupen_ed spark
\ igniters (ASI) were evaluated. A gas generator with direct spark ignition is
shown in Fig. 36.
C
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The advantages of direct spark ignition =re simplicity and experience. 'l'he draw-
ing shown is a cross-section of an IR_D confi(,uration which has been evaluated _"' t
! during hot-fire testing.
v
Indirect spark ignition of the gas generator is also being evaluated expertmentally
at Rocketdyne under IR_D fundlng. The primary ignition is initiated in a pre-
conlbustor and the actual gas generator ignition is accomplished with the hot-gas
• torch emanating from the precombustor. This technique has been used successfully
. on thrust chamber_ (,!-2 and SS/APS) and on gas generators (NASA PCA breadboard).
The advantages of this technique include the use of a common well-deve_oped igniter
i
head (preburner) in which the flow conditions are well controlled and reliable :
ignition can be contained. The torch then provides a relatively high energy
source for ignition of the low :nixture ratio gas genexator propellants.
; Alternate methods of injecting and mixing the 602 and 6H2 propellants were also
i evaluated. Coaxial elements have been evaluated experimentaliy by cold flow and ._
h_t-firing tests.
The tri-slot injector element in which two rectangular fuel streams are impinged _ ,
into a rectangular oxidizer stream has also been evaluated.
Uncooled and cooled gas generator combustor3 were evalt:ated. For the cooled con-
figurations dump cooled and regenera_ively cooled designs were considered. The
cooled configurations offer the advantages of additional cooling margin in the I
upper combustion zone and added heat sink capability during coasg periods (turbine
heat soakback can be absorbed before reaching gas generator valves).
The dump cooled design utilizes an iajector mixture ratio of 1.5 o/f and provides
the desired mixture ratio for the side mounted direct spark :snition. The excess
fu_l (overall RR -0.8 to 1.0) is passed through the combustor walls for coollng
and is injected through a series of orifices normal to the flow of the maiv cos-
bustlon gases. This combustor configuration has be_n successfully tested during
i recent testing at Rocketdyne.
0
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The gas generator b,ody can also he cooled by regenerati_o m_h,,t_, t,¢,,,t _n 1._;
accomplished with a single uppass flow of all tile fuel. In tt;l'_ cont'l_tll'; ' l,_n all
I the fuel and oxidizer are injected at the injector and a more uniform ext,._l_t
mixture ratio and temperature can be obtained, tiowever, thi_ cuoling te_'_nique i_
not directly applicable to direct spark ignition (no high .qixture rat,: ',no).
An important consideration in the evaluation of alternate gas generator _gpiter,
injector and combustor designs was the actual hot-firing test experience. The
most experience has been obtax.ed with a direct spark igniter, a coaxial injector,
tn a dump cooled gas generator body.
The configuration selected for fabrication is shown in Fig, 37 incorporating a
coaxial injector, direct spark igniter, dump cooled combustor body with capability
fr_r incorporating baffles if required to ensure uniform exhaust tempera:ures. The
I
i overriding consideration in this selection w..s experience.
?
VALVESELECTION
(
Awilable valves were selected for the turbopump inlet, turbopump discharge and
gas generator ", _l'_,,_,nt inlet lines. However, as a result of discussions during
the Phase I ,'-. " , _w the pump inlet line diameter and therefore valve selection
was reevaluated.
As part of the deliverable turbopump assembly, pump inlet, pump outlet, and gas
generator propellant valves were required. During Phase I v_rious valve configu-
rations and available valve ,,,rdware were evaluated. The primary consideration
was to provide valves which simulated flight-type valve pressure drop and dynamic
response; of oourse availability of hardware, flexibility, and penumatic actua-
tion were also desirable.
, At '_'he beginning of Phase I, valve preliminary requirements were established based
upon steady-state :_nd dynamic analysis of the TPA systems. The quality roquize-
ments were based upon two deliverable assemblies with one spare.
69
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The pump inlet line size was specified as approximately fo,)r inches in diameter
and 10 feet in leltgth. A number of Rocketdyne fiight-type valves and commercially
i available valves were evaluated. A four-inch diameter .J-2 main fuel valve was
: selected based upon it: ability to meet theAP and response reqt, irements and its
availability. However, based upon discussions durin_ the Phase I oral presenta-
tion and consideration c _ the two-inch diameter l;_ne size from the propellant
acquisition system currently under XASA contract, the line size and pu,ap valve
select ion were reevaluated.
Pump discharge valves requirpd as deliverable items on both the LO_ and LH2 TPA
sy _ems. Flight-type as well as facility type valves were evaluated and a J-2S
idle mode ball valve was selected. The valve selected is a pneumatically actuated !
ball valve 3.048 cm fl.2 inch diameter passage through ball). It can be used
without nodi ficat ion.
Gas generator propellant (on/off) valves are required. The LOX side and actuator "
portion of the _g-3 Atlas vernier valve was selected based upon its ability to
_eet the requirements and availability. The valve is a pneumatically actuated
( ball wlve. The fuel side of the bipropellant valve will be removed (bolted
assembly) and only the actuator and oxidizer side ef the existing valve will be '
used. The oxidizer side (only) will be used because of its large capacity and
cryogenic design features. This valve and actuator will be used for both the IX)2
and LH2 gas generators on both the GO2 and GH2 propellant inlets. The only valve
application requiring modification is the GH2 valve on the LH2 TPA (highest volu-
metric flowrate). Thi- modification consists of enlargmg the internal flow
passage; however, the existing valve seals will be maintained.
SYSTEMANALYSIS
System studies were conducted to analyze _he system dynamics, identify failure
modes and required safety features, and establish the systems operating conditxons.
I
(
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, System Dynamicsf
i Pynamic analyses were conducted to study start time. i_pact ot bypass flow, and Q_
{__,, influence of inlet line inertia. Tank NPSP requirements were also studied. [
The dynamic model utilized for the analyses is a lumped element dtgital model as IShOWnin Fig. 38. h_en the accumulator reaches minimum pressure the GG opera-
tion is initiated and the turbopump be_i,is :'otation. When pump discharge pressure
reaches operating pressure tl.103 x 107 N/m2 or 1600 psia), the back pressure regu-
lator opens to maintain rated low to the accumulator. For convenience, it was
assumed that the liquid propellant flowing through the conditioner i_nediately
turned to gas, thus eliminating the thermodynamic co,,iderations from the process.
Utilizing the dynamic model, representative start trmsients were analyzed for
tim_ to the nominal operating condition and the inlet pressure drop corresponding
to conditions of maxmum flow acceleration. 11e start paths analyzed are shown
on a typical head/flow pump jap and correspond to normalized constant flow coef*
ficJent lines (6/¢des) in Fig. 39. 1he method of starting by achieving full dis-
and then reaching the r_quired flow rate was dictated by the use _'_charge pressure
of the back pressure regula or as specified by gASA.
g
; The start time and acceleration NPSP for bypass flow condition corresponding to!
: O/6de s = 0.1 resulted in instability in the dynmnic model and were not pursued
further. From the standpoint of the pump, operation within the specified head/
flow range iq 9veferrable. The NPSP values wore determined '_sed on an assumed
sequence of the _)_ass valve and the back pressure regulator and thereforc will
r.4ui_e analysis based on the anticipated system response.
Failure _Mde Anal_sis
failure mode analysis was conducted and the failure Iodes identified are pre-
sented in Table 16 Methods of detecting the failures through instruientation
provided (Table 17) were also identified and the planned incorporation of specific
safety feature_ was established as outlined in Table 18.
0
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TABI.E 16. CRITICAL FAILURE Mf)DFS
(
• Prcstart Oxidizer Gas henerator Valv_ leakage
• Failure to Ignite
• Electrical Failure
$ InsufficientOxidizer Flow
r
i • Iligh GG Mixture Ratl-o
• Insufficient Fuel Flow
• Excess Oxidizer Flow
• Turbopump Overspeed
• Pump C_vitat£on
• GG Overpressure
i • GG C_z=._temperature
_ i • Gas Generator Inlet, or Discharge Valve Actuation Failure
i
• Bearing F_ _ure
i
!
J
i • Shaft Failure
System Operation
The system components and nominal operating conditions for the LO2 and LH2 t'urbo-
pump assemblies were established and are presented schematically in Fig. 40.
°
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TABLE 17. FAILUREMOI)El_i!T[-t71lO._
Mode Pelated _leasureMent ':.)--_
Leakage Presta_'t Gas Generator ChaMber t
I
Prestart Oxidizer GG Valve
Temperature and Pressure I
Failure to Ignite GG ChaMber Pressure at,2 TeMperature
_t Start
¢ I]igh GG Mixture Ratio GG Chamber Temperature and Pressure
, ,£ and T/_ Speed
T/P Overspeed T/P Speed and GG ChaMber Pressure
and TeMperature
Valve Actuatibn Failure Valve Position Indicators, Failure
: Effects
l
I Bearing Failure Bearing Race Temperature, T/P Speed,
i. e er ers
Ace I omet
SP,aft Failure T/P Speed. Pressure, Measurements.
Acc e 1eroMet er s
0
TABLE 18. APPLICATIONOF SAFETY FEATURES
Active Overspeed Incorporate in Both Breadboard and
= F1ight Conf igurat ions
Passive Overspeed Desirable Technology Area, Needs
: Oevelopmen_ of Appli:able Concept
Overte=perature Incorporate on Initial Development
Testing. Evaluate Need on Subsequent
' T,esting and Flight Systems.
{ Turbine Blade Containment Incorporat_ on Breadboard; Eva__uate
, Additional Need of Flight Systems
i Minimum Clearance Rubbing Incorporate on Breadboard and Flight
_' I Protection (LO2 Pump) Systems
S
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I PHASE II - DETAILEDANALYSIS AND DESIGN
t LIQUID OXYGENTURBOPUMP1
Design Requ_repents and Constraints
The performance and life requirements of the _iquid oxygen turbopump are listed
in Table 19. In addition, the pump is required to operate over the H-Q range
I.
ind':ated zn Fig. 41a, with the liquid oxygen state at the inlet as defined in
Fig. 41b. .
As a result of the configuration studies conducted in Phase I, the oxidizer turb_-
. pump was defined as a single stage centrifugal pump and a single row, partial ad-
• .i mission axial turbine with a shaft speed of 3142 rad/s (50,000 rpm). See Table 20. i
! LOm2Turbopump Configuration
!: The configuration of the LOXturbopump which was designed to meet the foregoing
_ requirements is presented in Fig. 42. The principal design parameters are sum-
marized in Table 21. :
The pumping elements consist of a variable lead helix inducer of constant outer
diameter and tapered hub, and a centrifugal impeller containing four full and four
partial vanes. The impeller vane discharge angle is 28 degrees. Additional detail
information about the inducer and impeller is presented in Tables 22 and 23.
I
Liquid oxygen from the impeller is discharged through a double tongue volute. The
volute was machined into the inlet housing _nd ciosed out on the turbine side by ,_,
the main pump houslnF From the volute the liquid oxygen is delivered through a
single discharge pip'of 3.023 cm (I.19 in.) internal diameter.
\
|
I )
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i TABLE 19. AFS OXIDIZFR TURBOPUMP PFRFOR._I,\NCEREQUIREMFNTS
X
Pump: Flow, m31sec (gpm) 6.309 x 10-4 [I001
Irlet Pressure rpsia.' IR7,895- 3_4,738 (20-50)X/m2
Developed Pre_sure, N/m2 (psid) 1.103 x 1(2_ (lOnO)
Inlet "temperature, K JR1 92.8 - 103.9 (167-187)
• Turbine : Energy Source O2/H2
4. Exhause Pressure N/m2 (psia) 24 317 (3S/
Turbopump: Life, tbo, hrs 10
Operating Cycles 10,000
Start Time, see 1.5
"ON" Time 2 sec, to 600 sec
"OFF" Time S sec to 24 hrs
" | Useful Life I0 years
l
_i Seal Leakage .4inimized
Maximum Surface 589 K (I060 R)
f Temperatureurbine to Pump Heat Flow <52,752 doule/hr
(50 Btu/hr nonoperative)
<158,256 doule/hr _3
(150 Btu/hr operative)
, TABLE20. APS OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP PHASE I RESOLTS
• Pump: Single Stage Centrifugal
i Turbine: Single Row, Impulse, 49 percenz admission
i Inlet pressure: 1,861,584 N/m2 (270 psia)Inlet temperature: 1117 K (2010 R)
Nominal Shafz Speed: 5142 rad/sec (30,000 rlm)
0
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(1.4 x lo 7)
2000
NOMINALPOINT
15.6 .B/SEC
(I.2 x !07) - (7.0,6 Kg/SEC)
1600 PSID 2(I.IO3 x IO7 N/m )
k CONSTANT)500 . _/-'- NOT_AS
(! x 107) -- _,_ POWER
(8x )o6) \ _ \ \
. )\ •)ooo- \ \\ \\" --
__ _ ()oo),8o
(4 x i06) - (96)[-
500 - / __ _ (95)L, '70J-CONSTANTSPECI FIC
,,x,o,,/,,-- '",o " t
/_"_- , , o'_0 4 8
12 16 20 24 28 0(2) (4) (6) 1 (8) ()o) (i 2)
FLOW, LB/SEC (Kg/S)
(a) Pressure - FIowrate - APS LOX Pump
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w , l •
NOTES:
(1) NPSP I$ DEFINED AS THE TOTAL PRESSURE
ABOVE VAPOR PRES._U_E AT THE TURBOPUPP
ASSEMBLY INTERFACE PER (a)
(2) NPSF' VALUES ARE FOP PUHP NONINAL
') POINT OPERATION WITHC_ITA LOWSPEED
INDUCER
(3) PUHP MUST BE CAPABLE OF STARTING AND
OPERATING WITH A t41NIMUHFEED LINE
INERTIA OF 0.025 SEC2/in. (0.00984 S2/cm)
NPSP - TBO:(13,790; 27,579; 41.369 N/m2)
2, h, 6 PSi
NPSP TO BE
STUDIED
1100) 18o
SATURATED LIQUID LINE199)-
(98) -
(97)
 96) -
195)
170 _
ffd
o,,_ I I II _I _ .I ,_
-_ 0 20 30 40 50(_5o,ooo1 (zoo,ooo) (z_o,ooo) (300,000)
PRESSURE, PS!A (N/m2)
(b) APS Breadboard Oxygen Pump- Prestart and Run Box
Figu_ie 41. Pump Operating _ge and
Inlet Conditions
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TABLE 21. APS OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP DESI_;N DE'IAIIS
Pump: Inducer Digmeter 4.953 cm (1.95 inches)
Inducer Tip Speed 78.03 m/,_ (256 ft/sec)
Impeller Diameter 8.509 c'n (3.35 inches_
Impeller Tip Speed 132.5 Tn/r (,138 ft/sec)
Efficiency Nominal 62 percent
DevelopeJ Pressure (design) 1.103 x 107 N/m 2 (1600 psial
Discharge Flowrate !Je',ign) 6.359 x 1¢1-4 m3_ (100 gpm)
Turbine; Pitch Diameter 15.24 cm (6.00 inches) cm
Blade Height 0.770 cm (0._07 inches) cm
Pressure Ratio 7.72
Power (design) 117,_1W 1158.0 HP]
E_ficiency (design) 24,3 percent
Percent Admission 49
Flowrate 0.1306 Hg/sec (0.288 !hs/sec)
Turbopump: Bearing DN (design) 750,000
( Shaft Seal Rubbing Vei. (design) 89.9 m/s (295 ft/sec)
Calculated Weight 31.2_7 Kg (69 lbs)*
_This is the "breadboard" turbopump weight including extra heavy inlet
flanges and excess material in selected areas to reduce cost.
(
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TABLE 22. .'IK-44-0 INI)ItCI.R DkSI(;N !'AR,_'.II.TIALq
Oxidizer
Fluid LOX
Type Variable Lead tl,-lJx
Speed, r_d/s (rpml 3112 (30,OuO)
Fly,w, m3/sec (gpm) 6 3(19 x 10 -9 (1,_01
Ile_d, Joule/Kg {ft) 1226 (410)
Inlet Tip Diameter cm finches) 4.953 (1.9So)
Inlet Ilub Diameter cm finches) 1.905 (o. TqO)
D-scharee Ilub Diameter cm (inches) 2._04 (1.()25}
BJ .de Angle, inlet Tip (degree) -.0
B) !e Angle, Inlet rms (degree) 8.3
Blade Angle, discharge Tip (degree) 8.0
Tip Solidity 2.47
Inlet l lo_ Coefficient 0.049 "
Number of Vanes 3
Vane Thickness, Tip cm (inch) 0.0254 (0.010) J
Vane Thickness, 1.O0-inch diameter 0.1778 (0.070)
c)a (inch)
Cant Angle (degree) 10
Radial Tip Clear, mm (inch) 0.889 mm (0.0(_35)
_4ateria I K-Hone1
I
_
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TABLE 23. N1(-44-0 INPELI.hF DI:SIt;._
Iype SFr(,uded radial
Speed YI4? rad/s f30,O00 rpml
Through Flow 6.309 x 10 -4 m3/s flO0 gpml
Leakage Flow 1.861 x 10 -4 m3/s (29.5 gpm)
Pump Ilead 9655 Joule/Kg (%230 ft)
Specific Speed 0.2562 {700) Non-Dimensional
Blade Angle, Discharge 28 degrees
Blade _ngle, Inlet Tip 10 degrees
Blade Angle, Inlet llub 20.55 degrees
Inlet Flo_ Coefficient 0.063
Discharge Flow Coefficient 0.095
Number of Vanes 6 partial, 6 full
Eye Diameter 5.131 cm (2.020 inches)
Discharge Diameter 8.509 cm (3.350 inches)
Discharge Tip Width 0.277 cm (0.109 inches)
Recirculatiou around the impeller is minimized by step labyrinth wear rings on
the front and rear shrouds. Each wear ring incorporates four steps, _ith a
diametral clearance of 0.0127 cm (0.005 inch)Detween the stationary and rotating
m,_ber. Kel-.F is used for the liner to _void an explosion hazard with the close
clearances. Leakage past the rear wear ring is returned to the eye of the
impel!er through 12 holes of 0.127 cm (0.050 inch) diameter in the impeller hub.
To obtain a high suction performance, the inducer tip clearance is maintained _t
0.0178 cm (0.007 inch) on the diameter. Since such small clearance inevitably
leads to tip rubbing, a stationery KeI-F liner is included around the inducer. A
back flow deflector is incorporated in front of the inducer to minimize the detri- I
mental effect of reverse flow at the tip when operating at low flow rates. The I
back flow deflector captures the reverse flow and redirects it back into the
inducer.
8S
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Power to the pump is provided by a single _tage impulse turbine ol |9 percent
admission. To meet the bearing life requirement_ radial reactio, load_ from an
unsymetrical noz=le pattern have to be avoided. Thus the nozzle seg_aents of
90 degree span each are located diametrically ,,ppused. h honeycomb seal is used
at the tip of the rotor blades to maintain tip leakage at a 1o_ level. Torque is
transmitted from the turbine disc to the shaft with body-bound studs.
To minimize the heat transfe_ from the turbine to the pump, these .wo areas are
connected by thin cylindrical members. In addition, a high thermal resistance pin
joint is included in the volute mounting flange and a titanium spacer is icserted
between the turbine disc and shaft.
Cooling coils are wrapped around the cylindrical portion of the housing located
between the two bearings. These are included to provide a backup cooling system
?
for prestart conditioning, should a need be indicated based on heat transfer data.
The rotor is supported by a pair of 2S nun angular contact ball bearings, axially
preloaded against each other by a Beleville spring to preclude ball skidding.
Bearing lubrication is accomplished by circulating liquid oxygen through the bear-
ings. The pressure gradient created by the pumping action of the back _,hroud of
the impeller forces LOX into a lube passage located in the housing belo,_ the rear
wear ring. From there, the coolant flows behind the turbine bearing, through
both bearings into the impeller rear shro_ _avity. Recirculation is enhanced by
the use of an antivortex ring on the outboard side of the turbine bearing, which
prevents reverse pumping by the liftoff seal mating ring. The rvctrcv.lated coolant
mixes with the fluid leaking past the impeller rear wear ring and by the resulting
heat exchange its temperature is maintained at an acceptable equilibrium level.
Loss of propellant from the pump during coast periods and mlxing of pu_lp and
turbine fluids is prevented by a seal package consisting o_" a liftoff seal and thveq,
shaft riding controlled gap seals. An overboard drain is provided on the doun-
strep_ side of the pump and turbine seals, and the intere_diate seal is pressurize_d
to 344,758 N/m2 (50 psig) with GHe purge gas to maintain absolute separation
between the pump and turbine fluid regions.
,
o
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The weight of the breadboard confi2uration of the turbopum, p includln_ extra heavy
inlet flanges and excess materi- in selected areas to reduce cost was calculated
a= 31.3 Kg (69 Ib}.
LO2 Pum_ Predicted Performance
i
The overall performance of the selected pump design is shown in Fig. 43. Pump
head rise is plotte_ versus delivered flowrate. The solid lines represent constant
speed conditions and the dashed lines are poin':s of constant efficiency. Super-
imposed on the pump performance, shown by the clotted lines, is a represen'cation of
the pump required _perating envelope. Specific operating conditions defining the
envelope are shown by the circles. The pump design point is also represented by
a circle at the inter=e(tion of the 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm_, 6.309 x ]0 -4 m3/s
(I00 gpm), and 62 percent efficiency lines.
The predicted pump NPSP requirements for th,_design point as well as for the spe-
cific operating points defining tl_eoverall op_,r_tingenvelope are shown in
Fig. 44. NPSP requiremen=s are b,_sedon the .ncorporation in the design of the
( back-flow deflector, _hich significantly isproxes the required NPSP at low flow-
rates as compared to a design withclt a backflow deflector.
An.enalysis was made to de'terminethe static pressures at important points in the
pur.,pfor the design point, the low flow"point, and the high flow point. This
analysis provides the basis for the selection of the bearing coolant flow system
and als_ provides data to calculate the aaial thrust loads which determines the
location of the pump impeller aft wear ring. Static pressures at the design point
are shown in Fig. 45.
The direction and amount o_ propellant flow through the pump, bearlngs and seals
at the design point is shown in Fig. 46. Flow through the pump wear rings was
calculated based on a wear ring radial clearance of 0.0127 cm (0.005 inch). Flow
through the bearings is controlled by means of an orifice in the bearin_ coolant
supply line (see turbopump layout drawing). Flow of 2.712 x 10-6 m_:/sec
(0.45 gpm) through the primary LOX seal is calculated aztdbased on mnplrlcal data
on seals of similar design.
(
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vFigure 43. APS Oxidizer Pump Estimatod Per£ormance
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Rotor axial thrust balance is accomplished by the radial location of the impeller
rear _ear ring. Based on a wide wear ring clearance tolerance, the radial loca-
tion was established to provide a minimum axial thrust imbalauce to ,,aintain an
unidirectional load over the entire operating envelope. Balance forces at the
design point are illustrated in Fig. 47. At the devign point the net imbalanced
thrust is 1019 N (229 pounds) toward the turbine.
The effects of pump wear ring radial clearance on axial thrust and bearing coolant
flowrate are shown in Fig. 48. Bearing thrust can be maintained unidirectional
over a radial clearance range of zero to 0.0203 cm (0.008 inch) and at a maximum
magnitude of approximately 1334 N (300 pounds). Over this same operating range,
bearing coolant flow will vary from approximately 6.246 x 10-5 to u.44 x !0 -5 m3/s
,r
(9.9 to 10.2 gpm).
LO2 Turbine Design Performance
Develol_nents in the field of rocketry have created a growing demand for small
turbine driven power ,mits using a high energy working fluid. The Mark 44 oxidizer
turbine requires power in tbe order of 119,312 watt (160 horsepower), and gas pres-
sures of several hundred pounds per square inch. For units at the lower end of the
power scale, the combination of high energy nropellant with low shaft horsepower
o_put leads to a turbine design in which the nozzle arc i_ only a small fraotion
of the wheel circumference. Under these conditions of partial admission, the
efficiency of the turbine is greatly reduced ty pumping and mixing losses in the
blading. For short duratio1_units, the size and weight of the entire package
rather than of the propel!ant alone are of primary importance. In addition, pro-
duction cons:.derationsfavor the use of the minim_ possible number of stages. The
designer is faced with the problem of obtaining the maximum possible energy extrac-
tion in one, or at most two turbine stages. Since it is rarely possible to uti!ize
' the kinetic energy of the fluid leaving the turbine, the figure employed to evaluate
turbine performance is the so-called "total to statlc" efficiency. For a friction-
, less turbine the "total to static" efficiency is a function of the ratio u/c where
the u is the blade speed, and c is called the equivalent velocity of the available
energy. In practice the blade speed for conteaporary machines is limited by the
strength of available materials to approximately 487.7 m/s (1600 fps) at approxi-
mately 1089 K (1500 F).
92
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{ For low admission ttll'bines it i.", ilil;,ra't',_ t _ t ._ c .1 r-_,q,.,, ,,, "':_tl_In' b_t:tl:':.'
a pressure diffeience cannot be lllaJlltailled ,tcr_.,__, t_lie whtcl .m[,,.._ _crv _mall
axial clearances between wbeeJ and nozzles can be on,uteri. Anothe, iu,portant
factor is blade temperature. The temperature of the gas lea"ing the nozzle of
an impulse turbine is still lower than the temperat,_'re of the cor_e.,;pondlng reac-
tion turbine blading. Once the field was limited to :repulse machines, a comparison
of the l-stage impulse turbine _,ith the " c,-.,rage impulse turbine for 4squmed values
of nozzle efficiency and blade loss was made. 'lhe values u_ed are those which
experience indicates are valid for small full admission turbines. I_iti_ losses
included, the superiority of the 2-stage turbine over the 1-stage _achine is le_
than for the ideal case, and at U/C = 0.20 it amount_ to a difference :i ".;n".,"q
rercent. I_. a partial admission turbine the improvement to be gained by _taglr_g
is even smaller and may be nonexistent because windage and mixing Iosse_ in the
second stage ,aay exceed its work recover)'.
The conclusion may be made that for a small axial turbine using a high energy
fuel, the optimum turbine for many applications is a 1-stage impalse wheel. Where
it is possible to use a full admission turbine, a 2-stage impulse turbine will
give higher efficiency for very lo_' velocity ratios.
Gas Properties. The gas driving the turbines is the combustion products from a
parahydrogen-oxygen mixture ratio_0.9:l. 7he effect of the pressure upon c-andP
is neglected, Both Cp and Y are taken at the inlet temperature of II17 K (1550 F).
The gas properties used are:
Cp, Joule/kg/deg K = 8055 W
(Btu/lb/deg F = 1.92_]
R, doule/kg/deg K = 2093
(_t lb/deg R = 389)
AerothermodFnamicDesign
Calculation ProccduT_. Using the given pump parameters, • series of pressure
( and energy distribution c_Iculations through the turbine were made. This is a
95
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calculation procedure applied through the various rotor alJd statoT elements t]]
sequence. It employs the equation of continuity togethrr wi.h reasonable and
consistent values of coefficients for nozzles and blades, two dimensional friction,
and incidence losses. The particular procedure used is a systematic and rapidly
convergent process, commencing at the turbine exhaust with assumed gas conditiong
and working back to the tarblne inlet. Results " the detailed element-by-element
calculation can be expressed in terms of diagram efficiency as a _unction of the
isentropic velocity ratio. Diagram efficiencies computed as outlined above are
basically two dimensional, in that they include only profile incidence, _urface
friction, and wake losses, tile most important can be cJassified as follows:
1. End losses (am,'it._ _'.'-_] b,,undary i_.ver ;m4 leakage lossest
2. Interstage seal leakaRe and leakal_e interference losses
3. Parasitic frictio:_ lo._e.,
End losses are primarily a lunctlon ol noz;_,e and rotor blade height, configuration
(shrouded or open-ended blade._], opprst_nt _'I" ':le_rance_, and amount of reaction.
Short nozzles contribute stron[_l, t_ _n,,,*_:_._ pnd 1,_es.
Interstage seal l_sses are relatl,elv h_Wh _ _ _ll hIRh-pressure turbine. Spe-
cial provisions have been made in the me_han_(al de_l_n of the unit to minimize
effective clearance aleas and re_ult.wt ip4_a_._.
The third category of losses, parasiti_ friction, is ._ligible since all stages -:
are full admission and the ratio of power developed to stage size is high in the
fuel turbine. :_
, ,_
Once the desired pressure dis*ribution was established, required flow areas at
the throat of the various elements and resultant gas inlet and efflux angle_ we,_
determined. The flow areas were sized to given an approximate design power split
between nozzle-first rotor and stator-second rotor of 75 to 2S percent.
96
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Loss Estimates. Two t','pev of los_ c,,et,*:cle:t, are t'_ed, one t{, de.termine
the energy ioss f,-om blade inlet to blade ::it . _e etheT 1, e:t]Tr..ate the ft,_,
loss from blade inlet to blade th-oat. The energy l_:se_ are used to determine •
stage and overall efficiencv.
Performance. Based upon the los:; estlwati,m, tte thermedynam,,c ca!culations
; _ere made and summarized. _rom these data the ,tesigl_ parameters, velocity vector
._ diagrams and estimated performan,e maps presented in f:igs.19 througt: 51 _ere gen-
erated. 1he required turbine flo_'rates o.er :he operating ,,ange of the pump are
presented in Fig 52.
Cascade Design
: Supersonic Nozzle I/esisx_. As a general rule, it is of no advantage to install
: com'_rging-diverging nozzles if the theoretical ttacl-_ number at the r)zzle exit does
not exceed about 1.2 or sirailarly, if the theoretical area ratio of the exit to
throat is less than about 1•02.
Because the flow a,:ross the nozzle of this turbi_e tas _ pressure ratio of 7.72
its theoretical Nach number is 1.6. Therefore, _t:he nozzle should have convmgent-
divergent flow areas. Considerable after expansion:: would oncur if converging noz- !
zles were used. The critical pressure ratio for an isentropic expansion is 1.864. !
This could give an after expansion pressure ratio of 7.72/!.804 or 4.14. Using
theoretical considerations, the above after expan:;io_ pressure ratios combined
with a nozzle discharge angle of 71.5 degrees fron_ the axial direction would cause 1
a flow deflection of about 3.5 degrees. This would reduce the tangential velocity I
component and additional losses would occur from the entropy increase. 1|
For this reason, convezgent-divergent nozzles were used with an area ratio that
requires a slight after expansion. The nozzle becomes shorter and the friction
losses are reduced. A thick nose nozzle profil_ was selected to provide improved
strength at this critical structural location and because Lt is adaptable
aero-dynamically to the variant inlet velocity directions of the gas flowing into
the nozzles from the manifold.
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Dangerous sustained resonant c nd_tions between nozzle excitation forces and
i blade variation frequencies must be a_ided, particularly in the hi_her load
: range. The number of noz:les were therefore set so that at any n_minal operating _ )
speed, the nozzle excitation frequency ZN (wh_re = equals number of nozzles and N
i equals RPS) and its second harmonic 2 ZN avoid close resonance with either the!
first or second tangential bending mode blade frequencies.
Blade Profiles and Solidities. It is usually advantageous to layout the 1
different _ascades with the smallest dischar,_e angles that are possible. For theiA i
, required discharge flow area, these angles .aTe limited by the maximum blade heights i
that can be -tilized, either because of the stress limitations, required o-'.:rlaps,
or the reasonable divergences of the meridional flow path. |
i : Axial width of rotor blades were established by the following criteria:
i
' I. Blade width in each stage ,mat be s_ich that basic gas bending stresses
i are sufficiently low and blade freqaen¢ies sufficiently high to avoid | ,
|! excessive vibratory stresses.
. 2. Blade width must b_ compatible with desired value of edge coeffifient, _
pitch-width ratio and opening coefficient
Trailing edge thicknesses are a reaso,nable minima value consistent with adequate
strength and fabrication ease. The edge coefficient of a blade row say be defined
0
as CE = 0 *-'--T where CE = edge coefficient, 0 = throat opening or width and t =
trailing edge thickness or dluter.
!. Excesslvo wake losses say result if the edge coefficient falls auch below 0.90.
Leading and trailing edge divergence angles are as low as is consistent with edge
strength and good flow area variation.
Trailing edge angles correspond closely to arc sin (O/p), where (O/p) is the
opening coefficient or ratio of throat wigth to _trcua£erential pitch. The gas
0
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?efflux angle zs controlled to a grea_ extei_¢ by this ratio and a reasonable
correspondence between trailing edge angle and arc sin (O/p) minimizes harmful!
separation losses along suction surface downstream from the throat.
The rotor blades have a supersonic relative velocity _t the inlet. It has been
shown through past experience with Curtis stages that rotor losses are not sig-
nificantly increased, ilowever, the blade profile must be thin with relatively
, sharp leading edges, and the blade inlet angle must correspond closely with the
gas inlet angle. Ideally with small incidence angle a normal shock will occur
at the rotor inlet. This increases the entropy and decreases the effective to_::
pressure ahead of the cascade. The gas discharge angle o_ the ;otor and stator
blades are computed in accordance with the following relationship:
• 0
! SIN =
t
_; p_
S;N
m
where:
BF = discharge fluid angle measured from tangential direction
0 = channel throat width nurmal to flow
p ffi pitch or blade sp_ing
t = blade trailing edge thickness
Bm ffi blade mean discharge angle measured from tangential direction
The solidities of the blading selected for this design and the number of blades
in each cascade are shown in Fig. 53.
i.
Blade Profile Design. The significant dimensions and angles used to control
the profile design are illustrated in Fig. 54 _hrough 57. The _ost important
parameter is the opening coefficient, which is defined as the rdtio of the minimtm
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Inlet Dia = !.00 in (2.54 cm)
ITorus 0ia = .700 in (I.778 cm)
FLON |Hean Dia : 6.00 in (15.2_ cm)
!Admission 49 percen_
°=1( FLOW
Nozzle Rotor
Height 0.258 in. 0.303 in.
(0.655 ¢m) (0.770 ¢m)
Number 25 IO4
• 050 *
(.127 cm)
Figure 54. Hk-44 Oxidizer Turbine Gas Path Proflle Sketch
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I_eanOla - 6.00 in (15.24 cm) +_
INo. of Nozzles = 51/25
INozzle Height = .258 in (.655 cm)
Radii =' .020 in (.051 cm) i
: i
I ,254cm)
.050 DIA /
(. ! 27 cm) _'
04.15
%e'x/ (. ! i 05 cm)
: * .012 OIA
: " (.030 cm)
__/ •o77 - +
' (.196 cm) _
-+
' ._, _" 18.5 °
Area +5 percent
Throat:
Fuel - 555 In2 (3.58 cm_) 1',
Lox = :271 in 2 (I.75 cmL) \ _
Exit:
Fuel - _6 In2 (6.36 cm2)
Lox = :482 in2 (3.11 cm_)
.300(.762 cm)
}
} Figure SS. Nozzle Profile Sketch
O
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Hean Oia = 6.00 dla (15.24 cm)
No. of Blades = 104
Blade Height •303 in (•77)
Fillet Radii : .020 in (.051)
Tip Clearance = .00_ in Rax (.OIO)
Area + 5 percent
_. Throat 1.59 in2 (10.26cm 2)
.OI2 DI \ \
(•030) "- \ •O12 OIA
', (.030)
•o51 '\
•. . (.13o)
9"
(" "_,_
6 7 i "
Figure 56. First Rotor Progtle Sketch
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Inlet D;a, in. (cm) DI = 1.00 (2.54)
Torus Dla, in. (cm) Ot = 0.700 (I.78)
0.300 0.050 0.220
(0.762) (O.127) (0.559)
F II __
o
¢N_D 01"_
.0
Pressure
PSIA (N/m2)
270 35 35
Static (I,861,584) (241,317) (241,317)
Temperature F I I I
(K) 155O 780 975
(!117) (689) (797)
Design Parameter: +
Inlet Temp, F (K) Tit " 1550 (1117)
Inlet Press, psla (N/m2) Pit " 270 (I,861,584)
Press Ratio PR " 7.72
Speed, rpm (Rad/s) N - 30,000 (3142)
Hean Dia, in. (cm) O - 6.00 (15.24)
m
Flewrate, Ib/s (Kg/s) w - .288 (.1306)
Horsepower (Watt) HP - 158 (117,821)
e
Efficiency, percent q - 24.3ts
Admission, percent ( = 49
Figure 57. Oxidizer Turbine Gas Path
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pa,:,-:age width or throat opening bet:.ec,_ ,-'. ,tit b] ,de._ t(_ "h,, _:_tc_m,_e_ential
l_it:'b ,,f the blades. Contro[ of both ft',,, , .. flux an_le and r:ass flo_, i,. exerted
pr, _/ by means of the opening coeffi. ':-.' S}nce tt_e inte_;_ated mean opentng
coeff cient for a blade ro,_ also represe1:: :_e ratio of total throat area to "ln-
nular area, mass flow through a blm 9 e .,'_ height may be _ncreased or decreased
by corresponding changes in opening ,:.... : ant.
Bladlng performxi','e iq affi,,ted : ,. f,e extent by the aerodynamic 1,ading <,n
the profiles. 'rh_ _e_u[t,_nt for. _ng on a profile corresponds t_, the inte-
grated pressure differences bet_.:,:,:n the convex and concave surfaces. In closely
pitched blades, these pressure _i!:ferences and their accompanying turbulence losses
are reduced. Hosever, losses d,.e to surface friction are thereby increased, Wide
pitching decreases _.rCace friction loss, but aerodynamic loading is increased.
This may induce stalling with a rapid drop in performance.
_erodynamic loading is a function of the cascade solidity on chord/pitch ratio.
The permissible ranges of blading solidity for standard profiles have been fairly
accurately established by test.
Blade LaTout. Required blade pitches, throat opening and axial width or
chords are established. Profiles are then laid out with the following considera-
tions for guidance.
1. The stress in a blade due to centrifugal force is proportional to the
blade volume. Profile thicknesses and cross sectional areas must there-
fore be closely controlled. J
2. Geometric inlet and outlet angles are set at approximately the desire_
fluid angles. Exact correspondence is not necessary and is seldom
obtained. Variations of up to three degrees are permitted for geomatric
outlet angles and as much as ten degrees for geometric inlet angles.
(Closer tolerance for su_ rsonic)
3. Profile nose design depends upon stress conditions and fluid veloclties
i
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It is considered essential that the passage area between _djacunt blades converge
in the direction of flow at all points. In addition, the walls (,f the passage
as formed by the blade surfaces are kept fle_ o[ Mlarp caanges in radius and
cu_ _'ature. The actual c,,ntours of the profiles are described by combination of
c_rcular arcs and parabolic arcs. Blade surface velocity d_stributio, was com-
puted usin_ the stream filament method for compressibJe flow.
Flow Area Calculations. The determinatior of tae correct flo,: areas is the
most important step in the design of an efficient turbine. If these flow areas
are wrong, the pressure downstream of the blade ro_;s will differ from those used
i_ .he velocity diagram. This will cause the approach velocities of the following
blade row to have fluid angles that deviate from the blade angle design and thi_
will reduce the performance of the turbine.
Velocit_ Distributio_ and Blade Profile. The blade su_Jace veiocity distri-
bution was computed using the Douglas-Neuman Frogram, and local velocities rekative
to inlet and exit average velocities were determined on the suction and pressure
side of the blade (Fig. 58).
LO2_lurbopum P .Materials and Structural Analysis
The selection of materials for the LO2 turbopump components is indicated in
Fig. 59. The principal criteria for choosing the materials in the pump were.
strength and ductility at cryogenic temp,_rature, LOX compatibility, resistance to
corrosion, thermal contraction c_eZf_cJent and machineability. Similarly for the
turbine components strpn_th and ductility at the operating temperature, resistance
to corrosion and ease of faLrication ware _-ighed. Hydrogen embrittlement was
not a factor in selecting turbine materials because the pressures were moderate
1_861,584 N/m2 (270 psia) and the gas temperature 1128 K (2030 R inlet) was above
the sensitive range. Thermal conductivity of the materials was considered in the
pump and turbine materials to meet the heat soakback limitatlons.
O
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The combination of mean and alternating stresses fnr the ind_cer are shown in the
i _lodified Goodman diagram presented in Fig. 60. The mean stress is the algebraicsum of the direct centrifugal, centrifugal bending, and pressure bending stresse_.
I
, The alternating stress is assumed equal to 30 percent of the pressure bending
stress based on Rocketdyne experience. The operating point indicated on the modi-
fied Goodman diagram is the highest stress location which occurs on the vane pres-
i sure side at the vane-hub junctio_ at the angle where the leading edge profilewrap
reaches full diameter. The blade is canted 10 degrees forward to partially cancel
the pressure bending stress with centrifugal bending stress The operating pointi
: lies within the allowable Jperating area.
Similarly, the Modified Goodman diagram for the impeller is presented in Fig. 61.
The vane was analyzed at three wrap-angle increments corresponding to the leading
edge of the full vanes, the leading edge of the partial vanes, and the vane trail-
ing edge. The highest mean stress occurs on the suction side of the vane at the
vane-hub junction where the direct centrifugal and centrifugal bending stresses
( are tension and the pressure bending stress is compression. The stress values lie
: within the allowable area.
In Fig. 62 the allowable nozzle annulus area times speed squared limits for Astroloy
as a function of tampera_ure are presented, and the oxidizer turbine operating point
is shown. The annulus area-speed squared parameter is a measured of the turbine
blade direct centrifugal stress. Pressure bending stress, which results in alter-
nating stress, subtracts from the allowable centrifugal stress as indicated on the
curve. The blade weight factor of 1.0 indicates that the blade centrifugal weight
is based on 100 percent of the stress area times the blade height. (The blade is
not tapered or hollow.) At the higher temperatures, the allowable stress is limited
by stress rupture rather than the short-time strength. The operating point lies
well below the allowable curve.
In interferan=e diagram shown in Fig. 63 the turbine blade natural frequency in
cycles-per-second is plotted against turbopunp speed, The dotted line closest to
(
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the top of the figure represent_ the blade natural frequency about the blade
: maximum moment of inertial (axial) and the lower dashed line the blade natural
frequency about the minimum moment of inertial (tangential). The vertical dashed
! lines show the operating range of the turbopump in rpm and tile solid line repre-
sents the nozzle forcing frequency. As can be seen, the noz:le forcing frequency
is well below the natural frequencies of the blades in the operating range.
_ Rotord_mamic Anal_si_
The critical speeds of the rotor were calculated using a finite element method, i
The shaft was _pproximated as a series of concentrated masses and inertias con-
nected by elastic beam elements. Forward synchronous precision wasasstnnedand the i
bearings were modeled as linear springs to ground. Th_ gyroscopic effect of each
rotating mass was included.
The first and second critical speeds are shown in Fig. 64. Critical speed is
i Flotted against the turbine bearing spring rate for two different pump bearing
spring rates; 0.35 x 106 N/cm (0.2 x 106 oz/in.) represented by the solid line
and 0.876 x 106 N/cm (0.S x 106 oz/in.) shown by the dashed line. The _,arbine
' bearing spring rate will be established at avproximately 5.5 x I0S oz/in.),which
is shown by the dotted line. The operating envelope of the turbopump is repre-
sented by the cross-hatched area and, as can be seen, turbopump operation is
well out of the range of both the first and second critical speeds.
The shaft mode shape of the oxidizer turbopump at the first and second critical
speed is shown in Fig. 65. Normalized radial deflection of the shaft is plotted
as a function of axial location with the pump and turbine bearings located by the
circles. As can be seen_ there is some shaft bending present in both critical
speeds-at the turbine end of the shaft at the first critical and at the pump end
of the shaft at the second critical.
\
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i _ Bearings and Seals
I
The oxidizer pump shaft is supported by rue 25-mm ball bearing::,,lhc turbine end
bearing is the extra light series lies} and the pump end bearing, which _ill take
the turbopump unbalanced axial loads is a light serie_ (205! which has a larger
thrust capacity than the i05. Figure 66 shows the calculated B-I life for the two
I
types of bearings plotted against axial load. The maximum axial load in the IOS
bearing is merely the locked-in pre-load of 89 to 222.4 N (20 to SO pounds). ,k_
can be seen, B-I calculated life is far in excess of the required lO hours.
The cage material selected for the bearings of the oxidizer turbopump is Armalon,
which is a glass fabric-supported teflon. This material has be_n successfully
used for cages in the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen bearings for the J-2 and
and J=2S turbopumps and in the liquid hydrogen nuclear turbopump. Several sets of
bearings with Armalor. cages have been operated for over 14 hours _a liquid oxygen
i! in a bearing and seal tester and exhibited very little wear and no deterioration.
_, Figure 67 shows the tensile yield strength of the Armalon versus temperature,
(" which shows that the material has quite adequate tensile strength over the range
of turbopump operating temperatures.
Figure 68 shows the oxidizer turbopump seal package which consists of a liftoff
seal, a primary LOX seal, a purged intermediate seal, and a turbine seal. Also
shown schematically in the figure by the arrows are the paths of the leakage and
purge flows during turbopump operation. At the left of the figure, liquid oxygen
flows through the open liftoff seal and leaks through the primary LOX seal to a
drain cavity from which it is purged by helium gas to a separate overboard drain.
The purge gas pressure is kept at a level sufficient to assure flow and is alw_Ts as
shown by the arrows and thus the liquid oxygen is always kept s_arated from the
hydrog¢n-rieh turbine gases.
\
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Figure 66. APS LO2 Pump Bearinss Life vs Load at 30,000 rlm (3142 Rad/s) 0
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Figure 68. Oxidizer Turbopump Seal racke_e
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iteat Transfer
The significant thermal features of t e DLk t'_l!,_,p.,::]-, desi_.l are
1. Low conductivity m_terial used (or mort parts (ltastel'ov g, (iRES 32i
0
2. tligh thermal resistance joints used throughout
a. Minimum contact area pump flange
b. Pin joint and bellows between turbine flange anti conical support
3. Ball ioinr TPA mount to vehicle
_. External cooling can be utilized in a number of ways
5. lleat leak to pump housin!_ below S2,7S2.Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr} with zeta
: external cooling
The lumped parameter thermal soakback model shown in Fig. 69 was used to evaluate
the LO2 turbopum p designs. The model uses 15 modes to represent the turbopump and
six flow nodes to represent the leakage flowrate. Solutions were obtained for the
various designs using the Rocketdyne Differential Equation Analyzer Program (DEAP)
to so_ve for the nodal temperatures and the quantity of energy reaching the pump
body.
The major assumptions used in analyzing the turbopump design were:
1. TPA has been run to thermal equilibrium
2. Environment temperature is 300K (540 R)
3. Pump housing and cone are insulated with 1 inch of super insulation
4. Exhaust duct is also insulated and has a long L/D
5. Heat transfer coefficients for bleed and leakage flows based on hO/K • 2
These assumptions were made in conjunction with a long (lO-hour) soakback period
tv evaluate various _ossible configurations for the turbopump. Although a lO-hour
(
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t soakback period is not likely to occur, tile beha_l,>r _)f the turb(,pu):_p ur,der the_c
i conditions gives a worst case predictieu for design since the lO-hour _oakback
period is long enough to reach the peak heat leak value for the designs. the cases
analyzed included:
1. No external cooling --- 0.24 kg/hr (0.45 Ib/hrl seal leakage assumed for
02 pump
2. No external cooling -- no leakag,:
5. O.ll3 kg/hr (0.25 lh/hr} l{2 coolant flo_ assumed for extez_al coolin_
The predicted soakback behavior of the LO2 turboptmp following a steady-state run
| for the case of nominal liftoff seal leakage and no external cooling is shown in
| Fig. 70. The predicted maximum heat leak of 49,587 Joule/hr (47 Btu/hr) occurs
after 4 hours of soakback and the maximum turbine bearing temperature of 294 K -
!
i (530 R) is satisfactory.
"_ , (" The predicted soakback behavior of the LO2 turbopump following a steady-state run
for the case of external cooling and nominal liftoff seal leakage using the bleed
rim," from the LH2 turbopump as coolant is sho_l in Fig. 71. The predicted maxi-
mum heat leak is 29,541 Joule/hr (28 Btu/hr) and occurs after 3 hours of soakback
and the maximum turbine bearing temperature is 178 K (320 R). As in the case of
the Lll2 turbopump, the 0.115 kg/hr (0.25 lb/hr) flowrate could be reduced i
considerably.
The predicted soakback behavior of the LO2 turbopmp following a steady-state run
for the case of no external cooling and no liftoff seal leakage is shown in Fig. 72.
In this case, the maximum heat leak is 79,128 Joule/hr (75 Btu/hr) and occurs after
6 hours of soakback. Though the turbine bearing reaches 356 K (640 R), which is
61.1K (II0 R) hotter than the nominal leakage case, it is still within the safe
operating temperature range.
Failuxe Mode Effects Analysis
(_ During the design phase of the progras, investigations were undertaken to establish
all the possible gailure modes such that design provisions could be w_ado to elimi-
nate and/or minimize potential hazards associaged with the aodes of gailttre. POten-
i_t--= tim failure modes, along with the provisions sade to the design _o elistrm_e or
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Figure 70. APSTurbopumpSoakbackTherml Analysts
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( minimize them, are shown in Table 24. Also shown is a l[_t _f instrumentation
designed to detect and anticipate a failure situatlon developing as a result of
th? associated failure mode. The location of the instrumentatlon on the turbo-
pump is identified in Fig. 73.
TABLE 24. APS OXIDIZER TURBOPUMPFAILURE MODE EFFECTS ANALYSIS
Potential Failure Mode Design Provisions Detection Instrumentation
• Bearings Axially balanced rotor double Bearing temperature coolant
tongue volute flow pressure
• Liftoff Seal Designed fall closed pressure Pressure, seal cavity
balanced during operation back
up seals, prevent loss of
collant to bearings
• Primary LOXSeal Back up intermediate seal and Pressure, liftoff seal
turbine seal interseal, cavity
ambient drain b'ith purge
• Interaediate Seal Back up prisary seal and Seal drain flow (if loss
turbine seal Interseal of purge)
aabient drains
:_.) • Turbine Seal Back up primary LOXseal and Seal drain tmperatureintermediate seal, ambient seal drain flow
drain with purge
• LOXPump Explosion Compatible saterlal selection Pressure (indicate change
generous radial clea.:ances in pu_ axial thrust),
adequate axial clearances bearing temperature, cool-
silver wear rings Xel-F wear ant flow pressure, acceler-
ring at inducer designed for oneters to indicate exces-
no fretting elve radial and axial
displacewnts
• Excessive Axial Capability of changing wear Pressure on seal cavity
Thrust ring location on impeller
back face.
• Rotordynamtcs Operating speeds out of range Acceleroneters
Problems of critical spends. Italanc-
ing of rotor assonbly
• Bearing Coolant Capability of reclrculatlng Bearing Tesperature
Stoppage up to 80 percent through
bearings
• Overspeed Overspaed trip pad on burst Speed pic k up electronic
speed cut off device
• Turbine Over _rn out elbow upstrem of Turbine inlet tmperature t
Temperature mni_old use of hlgh ton- over temperature out off
perature material for blades,
wheel and unifold
• Turbine Blade Turbine housing capable of k:celeromters \
Failure containing blade
C) ............... ?
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LIQUID HYDROGEN TURBOPUNP(
Design Requirements and Constraints
_le nominal performance and life requirements of the LH turbopump are shown in2
Table 25. In addition to the nominal conditions, the pump is required to operate
over the head-flow range enclosed by trapezoid shown £n Fig "I. This includes
flows ranging from 1.36 to 2.95 kg/sec (3.0 to 6.5 lb/sec), d,lrinR which the de_el-
oped pressures vary from 1,1,,179,0u0 to 7,584,233 N/m- f2100 to 110./ psi). The
state of the liquid hydrogen at the inlet of :he pun,p is defined _'" Fig 75• , * •
L82 Turbopump Copfi_uration
To select the turbopump configuration which best meets the requirements noted or
Table 25, a study was conducted in Phase I of the program in which various turbo-
pump types were evaluated and compared. The study included both transient and
steady-state performance characteristics, The conclusions reached concerning the
_ LH2 turbopump configuration are shown on Table 2b. Phase II was then initiated
within the framework established by these parameters.
TABLE 25_ SS-APS LH2 TURBOPUMP PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Pump: Flow 2.041 kg/s (4.5 Ib/sec) :
Flow 0,02902 m3/sec (460 gpm) i
Developed pressure 1.103 x I07 N/m2 (160_ psia) i
Inlet pressure 124,106 - 344,738 N/m2 (18 - 50 psia)
Inlet temperature 20.8 - 25 K (57.5 - 45 R)
Turbine: Energy source 02/H2
Exhaust pressure 2413.7 N/m2 (35 psia)
Turbopump: Life, tbo 10 hrs
Operating cycIes I0,000
"ON" time 2 sec (minimum)
"OFF" time 5 sec to 24 hrs
Start Time 1.5 sec
t
i _,_ Turbine to pump heat flow 158,256 Joule/hr, (S0 Stu/hr static)
52,752 Joule/hr
(ISO But/hr operating) _ :..
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Figure 74. Pressure/Flowrate APS LH2 Pump U
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(27) - NOTES:
(I) NPSP IS DEFINED AS THE TOTAL PRESSURE ABOVE
VAPOR PRESSURE AT THE TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY
INTERFACE PER FIG. 74
(26) - (2) NPSP VALUES ARE FOR PUMP NOMINAL POINT
OPERATION WITHOUT A LOW SPEED INDUCER
(3) PUMPMUSTBE CAPABLEOF STARTINGAND
(25)45 - OPERATINGWITH A MINIMUMFEED LINE ._- ,'
INERTIA OF 0.025 SEC/IN. / •
"" (24) -- NPSP TBD(.984 SEC/m) __ - ---,....
,- _- O, I, 2, 3 PSi NPSP _
( _ (0, 6895, 13,790, 20,684, N/mz) :/- "\
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Figure 75. APS Breadboard Hydrogen Pump Start and Run
Box Conditions
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The final turt',_pu,nl_, layout _hlch e.'a. cg_.d fr,,l" _.h_' !'_,a,, I1 e,t,.rt i '_.'_.Yk _r
t Fi_. ?b. The principal design parameters axe sumn:ar_ced tn lable 27
i
TABLE 26. SS-APS H! 2 TURBOPUblP PItASL 1 RESIII.'Iq
; • Pl_p: Two stage centr]fugal
• Turbine: Two row
Axial impulse
100 percent admission
Inlet pressure: 1,861,584 N/m" 1270 psSa_
Inlet temperaturc: 1117 _ (2010 R)
$ Shaft speed: 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm nominal)
: , The overall arrangement of the turbopump shows that the turbine-to-pump heat
transfer limitations had a substantial influence on the turbopump design. The
pump components are arranged in one group overhung on the left end of the rotor
and the turbine components are grouped overhung outboard of the rear bearings on
the other end of the rotor. The cryogenic regions and the hot turbine components
are connected only _ thin cylindrical or conical members which are most efficient
from a combined thermal and structural consideration.
The pumping elements consist of a four bladed inducer (Ref. Table 28) with
i
constant outer diameter and tapered hub, followed by a shrouded centrifugal im- i
peller (Ref. Table 29) with five partial and five full vanes and a discharge angle _
of 35 degrees. The fluid from the first-stage impeller is discharged into a radial _
diffuser containing Ii guide vanes. This is followed by a vaneless turning pas- |
sage and a radial inward flow diffusing section which directs the fluid to the eye
, of prewhirl into the fluid as the inducer, thus permitting the second-stage iwpeller
to be hydrodynamically identical to the first stage impeller.
O
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Iron tilesecond-stage i:npeller, the f_uld ...i.t._s,, :i,.,_I ' ,:' ,, , .i, _ ',:_,
d)namicall_ dentlcal to the f'!rst-_t,_e dl,tu,,e,, l_,,m t!_v;_., the _',_d ,_ c,_]-
lected in a scroll-_haped volute and delivered tu ttle ,,_-tew t;,,_u,gl_ _ _n_i¢ dl-
charge pipe.
TABLE .!7. At'S Ltt, TURBOPUHt' NO_II:,,.\L Di%I_;:, PAP,\'II, I[R';
• ,ump: iaducer d, ,met_ 3.81 cm t2.31_O inthe,',,
Inducer c;p speed lg2.9 m/s !h(_O fp_l
Impellec dia,meter 12.,17 cm 1.1.91_ incbe_t ]
Impeller tip speed 39f_ m,/s (i.2HL' fps'
Total head rise 1.10:; x 10' X&, _ (I,(_00 p.<la)
Flow rate 2.04 kg/s (4.3 lb/scct
: Efficiency 52 percent
• Turbine: Pitch diameter 15.24 cm (6.0 inches)
: Pitch line velocity 479 m/:_ (1,572 fps)
First row blade height 0.770 ¢m (0.303 inches) .
Second rm¢ blade height 1.36 cm (0.536 inch)
Percent admission 100
Pressure ratio 7.'2
Efficiency 60.3 percent :
Power 607,000 Watt (814 hp) :
• Turbopump: Roto speed 6283 rad/s (60,OOn rp_,)
Bearing dn .157 x 106 v,._-rad/s i
(1.5 x 106 tom-:pro) _
Shaft Seal Surface speed 178.6 m/s (586 fps) i
Weight 38.1 kg (84 pound.')*
1
i• This is the "breadboard" turbopump weight including extra heavy
inlet flanges and _eess material in selected areas to reduce
,p
cost i_
....... ' ' l !
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TABLE 28. ._,lK-4-1-I INDUCI:k i)L_IC.', PARAJ_III'IRS
Fuel
F1uid Ltt
' Type Variable lead helix
Speed rad/s (rpm) 62_3 (60,(,00)
7
Flow m'/s (gpm} 0.02908 (,161_
Head m lit) 68_.8 (_,,5(1)
Inlet Tip Uiameter _m (inches) 5.842 (2.300)
Inlet Itub Piameter cm finches) 1.778 (0.700)
Discharge tlub Diameter cm (inches) .1.257 (1.676)
Blade Angle, Inlet Tip (degrees) 7.4
i
Blade Angle, Inlet rms (degrees) 9.96
: Blade Angle, Discharge Tip (degrees) 9.65
- Tip Solidity 2.24
Inlet Flow Coefficient 0.065
Number of Vanes 4
Vane Thickness, Tip cm (inches) 0.0254 (0.010_
Cant Angle (degrees) I0
Radial Tip Clear cm (inches) 0.0279 (0.011)
Material Titanium
, i
A back flow deflector is in:luded in front of the diffuser. This feature had a
double function. It minimizes reverse flow into the inlet duct which is highly
desirable from a system standpoint, particularly if the turbopump is tank-mounted.
An equally significant function of the back flow deflector is to reduce NPSP re-
quirements at low Q/N conditions.
r
1:39
]9740]2957-]53
, J
• TABLE 29. MK-44-F IMPELLERDESIGN _ t
Type Shrouded centrifugll
Speed 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm)
_rougk Flow 1,002,902 mS/s (460 gpm)
Leakage Flow .000164 m3/s (26 gl_n) (lst stage)
.000328 m3/s (52 gl_) (2nd stage)
Pump Head 149,454 Joule/kg (50,000 ft) i
Stage Specific Speed 0.2372 (648) Non Dimensional
Blade Angle, Discharge 35 degrees
Blade Angle, Inlet Tip 14-1/2 degrees
, _ Blade Angle, Inlet Hub 25-1/2 degrees
: Inlet Flow Coefficient 0.117
_ nischarge Flow Coefficient 0.086 .-
_ _ Number of Vanes 5 + 5
_ Eye Diameter 5.842 cm (2.500 inches)
: i Discharge Diameter 12.471 c= (4.910 inches) : 3
Discharge Tip Width 0.254cm (0.100 inch)
Internal recirculation in the pump is controlled by step labyrinth seals located
at the ispeller front shroud, first-stage impeller back shroud, and between the
cross-over discharge and leakage r_turn cavity. Axial thrust of the rotor is
balanced by a self-compensating balance piston located in the rear shroud of the
second-stage i=peller. To operate the piston, fluid is bled fro= the discharge
of the second-stage iepeller, passed through a high-pressure orifice l_¢atedat
the impeller tip, then through a low-pressure orifice and returned to the second-
stage inlet. Bearing lubrication is accomplished by allowing par_ of the balance
piston flow to pass through both sets of bearings, through a step labyrinth control
, orifice, and through radial holes into th5 center of the shagt where it is returned
to the main flow betweeu the inJucer and first-stage impeller.
0
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( The turbine is a typical Curtiss-t)_e velocity" compounded axial impulse machine.
The gas is expanded fully through a convergent-divergent supersonic no:zle from
the inlet pressure to the exhaust pressure. Approximately 75 percent of the gas
power is absorbed by the first rotor and 25 percent by the second rotor. Rotor
blades on both rows are of the impulse type. 5tator vanes are includea between
the two rows to redirect the gas at the correct entrance angle for the second row.
Since the pump and turbine fluids are chemically compatible, an absolute separa-
tion between the two areas is not mandatory. A lift-off seal is incorporated in
the design to prevent propellant loss during coast reriods. During dynamic opera-
tion of the turbopump, the liftoff seal will be opened with pneumatic pressure,
and leakage from the pump to the turbine will be controlled by a double-floatin_
controlled gap shaft seal. No external drains between the two seals are provided.
Copper cooling-coils are wound around the bearing carrier to provide an optional
alterr_te means of external cooling. A drain port is provided on the pump side
of the liftoff seal to facilitate the evaluation of overboard bleeding during
(-: simulated coast periods.
?
Pump Predicted Performance
Figure 77 shows the predicted performance characteristics of the LH2 pump.
Solid lines represent H-q points at constant speed !evels. Constant efficiency
values are indicated by the long dashed lines and the required operating range of
the pump is indicated by the box defined by the short dashed lines. The predicted
efficiency of the pump at the nominal design condition was 52 percent. ,_
Figure 78 shows the minimum required NPSP values at the significant points of
the required pump operat,ng range. The values noted are based on _he inducer ',
being able to operate without appreciable head loss at one inlet velocity head.
?.
The static pressure levels at significant points of the pump were computed for the _ -'-_J
nominal design condition, and the internal flowretes were determined. These values
141
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are presented in Fig. 79 and 80. To determine the performance of the pump, C_
i internal heating effects had to be taken into consideration. The temperature of
the fluid throughout the pump passages was mapped for this purpose. The tempe-
ratures obtained at significant points is illustrated in Fig. 81.
#
, The performance of the LH2 turbopump balance piston is shown in the figure. The
' thrust developed by the balance piston (pressure x area on the second-stage im-
I._ peller rear shroud) is plotted as a function oF the gap size at the high-pressure
orifice. A total travel of 0.0254 cm (0.010 inch) is assumed. At the nominal
design point, the balance piston develops a thrust o_ slightly over 97,861 N
(22,000 pounds) and requires a flowrate of 0.127 kg/sec (0.28 Ib/sec). The differ-
; ence between the maximum and minimum thrust level indicated on the figure represents
4
_ the compensating capability of the piston. The approximately 26,689 N (6,000 Ibs)
. .... compensating capability indicated by the figure represents approximately 18 percent
_ i_ .... of the total shaft axial thrust load. While the balance piston is operating with
_-" _ a high-pressure orifice gap from zero to 0.0254 cm (0.010 inch), the bearings absorb
_ . . only the axial load imposed by the preload springs.
0
Similar curves were generated for off-design conditions, which showed that the$
._ balance piston will neutralize the shaft axial thrust over the entire predicted
: operating range, including 'the low q/N encountered during star_.
-, .LH_Turbine Performance



The compromise selected between a multistage impulse turbine which operates at a 0
high degree of efficiency and a single stage unit with a low degree of efficiency
is the two-row Curtis turbine. Originally, Curtis stages were designed as pure Ivelocity stages where the gas is expanded to the discharge pressure in the first
nozzle. However, experience has shown that the performance of the turbine can be ]
' improved by applying a certain amount of reaction in the rotors and stators. The
_. pressure drops accelerate the flow sufficiently to offset the decelerations from
_ the frictional losses.
1"o minimize cost, certain features of the fuel and oxidizer turbines were made
common. The inlet manifold, nozzle (except for the arc of admission) and the
first ro_# wheel are identical for both turbines. The advantages from the common
approach include lower tooling and unit cost and javings on the turbine performance
•' test costs.
).
Because of the common design approach, the discussion presented elsewhere in this
/ report with respect to the oxidizer turbine calculation procedures, loss estimates
cascade design and blade profile design are equally applicable for the fuel turbine. (_)
!
The principal design parameters are summarized in Fig. 82. The vector diagram,
predicted efficiency as a function of isentropic velocity ratio and torque parameter
versus speed parameter are presented in Figs. 83 through 86.!
, The turbine floe.rates required at various points of the specified operating range "*
are indicated in Fig. 87. Detail information relative to blade profiles and
general geometry is provided in Fig. 88 through 95.
The blade surface velocity _.stribution cga_uted with the Douglas-Neuean program
are shown in Figs. 94" through 96.
I,H_ Turbopu_ l_tertsls &rid Struc_utSl _ysis
Fisure 97 shows the natorisls which were selected for _ho l_l 2 turbol_tl_ ¢¢Wpo-
nents. The pu_ co_ponents are Wetly _de of Into 718. This naterial was se!4_tod
0
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_1.00 in. . !
(2.54_)-_
"i "V
INLET TEMPERATURE, R (k) Tit : 2010 (1117) _ ._ _h ,i INLET PRESSURE, PSIA (N/m 2) Plt: 270 (I,861,584)
EXHAUST PRESSURE, PSIA (N/m 2) P2s : 35 (241,317)
PRESSURE RATIO PR : 7.72 I
SPEED, RPM (Rad/s) N : 60,000 (6283) 6.00 Dla.
MEAN BLADE SPEED, F/S (M/s) um :1572 (479.1) (15.24) [--_+
VELOCITY _TIO u/c0 : .175 .
EFFICIENCY, _ _t-s : 60.3 c h
FL_RATE, LB/S(_/s) _ :.5_ (.2712) _zzle .300(.762) .258(.655)
H_RSEPOWER(_ATT) HP : 814 (60_000) Isr Rot. .220 (.559) .303 (.770)
/_DMISSION,_ e : 100 Stator .280 (.711) .473 (I.2014)
STRESSX i09 (Rad/s)2(cm)2 N2AA: 36.4 (._187) 2nd Rot. .220 (.559) .536 (1.361)
SPECIFIC SPEED (NON DIMENSIONAL) Ns : 5.8 (,00212)
Fibre 83. MK-44-Fue1 Turbine Design Par_eters
t
,, :_
lSO ,,
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iPRESSU'_EDISTRIBUTION:
NOZZLE OUTLE] 35 PSIA
(241,317 N/m2)
FIRST ROTOROUTLET 35 PSIA
(241,317N/m2)
STATOROUTLET 35 PSIA
(241,317 N/m2)
f 18.5o SECOND ROTOR OUTLET 35 PSIA
, :" 8620 (241,317 N/m2)
FN = 152 LBS(21 (676 N)
P - 610 HP " 759
(454877Wart) 2}°
a}° 1572
: (479)
o FS - 140 LBS
i ! 572 (623 N)
, (479)
P - 204 HP ,, 25_;
-_ C (152123 Watt) 1572
(479)
1572
(479)
POWER,HP (WATT) 814 (60_000)
SPEED, RPM, N (RAD/S) 60,000 (6283)
GAS FLOW, LB/SEC, W (Kg/SEC) .598 (,2712)
INLET TEMP, F, Tit (K) 1550 (1117)
INLET PRESSURE,PSiA, Pit (N/m2) 270 (1_61,584)
EXHAUSTPRESSURE,PSIA, P2s (N/m2) 35 (241317)
PRESSURERATIO, PR 7.72
EFFICIENCY, PERCENT,qt-s 60.3
\ DIAGR. CORRECTION,ed .94
ADMISSION, PERCENT,e I00
REYN_LD'S NLIHRER,RE 2.5 x 106
FLgure 84. Veloctty Vector Dt&gram (Nomtn&l Operattng PoLnt)(
_,-_L., 151
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because it has excellent strength and elcngation p:'(_l,erties .it I,II_ temperature_
and, furthermore, it is a readily castable alloy _hlch is important Ln a co_t
effective fabrication of the pump hydrodynamic surface_. <into th_ _nducer t,lll
be machined from a pancake forging, casting alloy _,-_ll net be required for _t.
Titanium rather than steel was selected for the inducer t_ ;r_n_m_:e the overbu:_gr
mass. The impellers are being cast from Inco 718 by the lost wax pr,:_cess, l'he
crossover is being cast from lnco _18 in two sections: the radial dtffuser,
;- " turning passages and the first half of the inward flow passage are cast in one
piece and the second half of the inward flow passage and the r_b section are cast
as a separate piece. The two castings are then joined by welding. 2he front part
of the volute, including the hydrodynamic passoges, is cast by the lost _,ax pro-
cess, then the cylindrical members and the turbine end flange_ are attached b;'
, welding. The shaft is machined from tnco 718 bar.
The turbine manifold is fabricated from HS 188. This material _'as selected because
of its exceptional low-cycle f'r,_,,gue properties and good weldability. To fabricate
the manifold, the nozzle passages are eloxed from a ring forging, the external con-
( tour of the nozzle is macb,ined, and the torus and supporting members are attached
to the nozzle by welding. Both turbine disks are fabricated from Astroloy forgings
with the blades machined integral with the disk. Turbine stator vanes are fabri-
cated in a manner similar to the nozzle by eloxing the passages into solid ring
forgings.
A modified Goodman diagram of the fuel inducer blade is shown in Fig. 98 . Failure
line is defined at the ordinate intercept by the endurance strength and at the
abscissa intercept by the ultimate strength. The operating point noted represents
the highest anticipated blade loading at minimum flow and maximum speed. Based on
past experience, the alternating stress is assumed to be 30 percent of the pressure
stress. The _ean stress Js relatively low because the vanes are ca_ted at 10 degrees
so that the centrifugal bending stress tends to counteract the fluid bending stresse_
\
For the most severe loading, a satisfactory /actor of safety of 1.4 is maintained.
J
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Pigure 99 presents the allowable turbine blade AAN" parameter as a function of
temperature. The ordinate is a product of bladc annular area and re'or speed
squared. This plrameter is an indication of the centrifugal '-tresses to _hich
tile blades are exposed. Allowable stress levels as a funct_,)n of temperature arc
indicated by the solid lines for _stroloy, _'Jth pressure-bendlng slre_s as a p,i-
rameter. The pressure-bendin_ stresses for both first- and second-row blades are
less than 3,477 x 107 N/m2 (SOC0 psi), thus the _tre_s limit for fuel turbine blades
is represented b>" the middle curve. 3he actual stress levels for both first- and
second-stage blades are indicated in the figure. There is a substantial margin of
safety for be'oh blades.
An interference diagram for the fuel turbine first-row b!ades is presented in
Fig. 100. The solid diagonal line correlates speed-to-blade passing frequency
for the 51 nozzles. The patural free'_ency _f thc first-stage blades about the
minimu_z_noment of inert_, which _s basically a tangential mode, falls below the
operating range. The natural frequency about the maximum moment oi inertia, an
axial mode, falls above the operating range. No critical frequencies are excited
( in the cperating speed range.
S,milarly, Fig.101 prese _ the interference diagram for the fuel second-row
blades. Because of the _ _aer blade length, the natural frequencies about the
minimum and _,_im" _ moments of the inertia are substantially lower than those of
the first-sta_e b,a_es. The natura_ frequency of Mode 2 about the minimum moment
of irertia falls below the operatLng range. No natural frequencies are exited in
the operating speed range.
Rotor D_namics
; Rotor critica, speeds as a function of bearing radial spring rates are presented
l
in Fig. 102. The first critical speed with the predicted spring rates is at
approximately 188S rad/s (18,000 rD_). The socond critical speed is at 2932 rad/s
(28,000 rpm), and the third crit:'cal speed 15,708 rad/s (i30,000 rpm). The steady-
state operati,g speed range falls between the second and third critical speeds, as \
_n in the figure. There is e more than satisfactory margin free of critical
sT.,eds, both below an.! above the steady-state operating range.
167
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\ Figure 100. APS LH_ Turbopu_ Turbine First Row Blade
InterfBrence Diagram
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Figure 103 indicates the normalized rotor mode shapeo at the various critical (_
speeds. The fizst cz-itical is substantially a stick mode with approximately
equal deflections taking place at the pump and turbine end. lhe second criti:al
is a bending mode with most of the deflections taking place at the pump end ,,f
f
the rotor. The third critical is also a bending mode with maior deflections in
the bearing area.
Bearin B and Seals
Table 50 shows the significant ,Jesign parameters for the 25 _n angular contact
fuel bearing. On the basis of T_ast exFerience , AISI 440-C consumable electrode
vacuum melted steel was selecte_ for race and ball _ater]al. Armalon _as sc1_cted |
for the ca_e material because _.E its superior _rcn_Lh cha]'acteri_s, and wide
experience wi_h it in cryogeni' lubri,.ated bearings. All bearings are preloaded
to 65 _ounds in th_ turbopump, with _. resulting predicted B-I fatigue life of 102 -.
hours.
Figurt_ 104 shows a schematic of the LH2 turbopump lift-off _eal. The seal design O
incjrporates three bellows elements whose function it is to .,:eparate _'arlous fluid :...
areas and to preload the carbon nose against the mating ring during star. c condi-
tions. During coast, the actuatJ.on pressure is vented. Ther; is SO psia in the
bear_.ng cavity and zero psig on the turbine side of the lifto£f seal. Under these
conditions, the bellows preload the carbon no_e against the zAting ring. On a ,:
normal start, the actuation cavity is pressurized to 1,378,951 N/m2 (200 psia)
before rotation is initia*,ed, causing the carbon nose to lift cff. _
Should the actuation pressure fail to Raterialize ro_;atton is started with the , ,
carbon nose in contact; when the bearing cavity pressure reaches the pressure level '4.. . ..
_ I00 psia, the carbon nose I J lifted off by hydraulic loading. : :,
The shafft dynamic seal i_ a floating ring control gap shaft r!_der type, using two ..:
riag elment_ to r_duce ;eakage and to provige redundancy. Eich ::i_| element is ,: :._
dFV. i, v:'_'/.'_.-_
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T.aBLE 30 APS w,,
.... 2 I'URSOPU._!PI_EARI:_G I,}",j_i'_ P.._'._,ll TI:I_S
0
TYPE : As_gl) ' a r cont ac t
._ BORE : 25 nan
DN : l.S × 106 ram rpm
PITCH DIA, IETER : 3.6068 am (1.42 in.)
0
_ BALL DIAMETER : 0.556 cm (7/32 in.)
NUMBEROF BALLS : 11
RACE MATERIAL : A1SI 440C (CEVM)
BALL MATERIAL : AISI 440C (CEVM)
CAGE MATERIAL : Armalon
AXIAL PRELOAD : 448,159 N/m 2 (65 Ib)
BI FATIGUE LIFE : 192 hrs
I
0
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........ 174
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_ pressure balanced by relieving the contact surface except for a narrow, sealing lip
" (Fig, 105). The sea_ing element is steel reinforced PSX carbon, and the ho,,1_i_g
t
• is made from Incene: X. Tbe shaft to sea_ ring diametral clearance _s set at c_.003
inch.
m
Heat Transfer
i
, LIt2
_ J_ The turbopump design utilizes the low thermal conductiv]ty of lnc,,nel 718 in
conjunction with minimum contact area flange desi_,s _including a pin it, in* attach-
ment and bellows at the turbine end) to thermally separate the pu_p and turblne.
i The turbopump is isolated from the '_ehicleby ball joint mounts to minimize energy
transfer during long soakback periods. Cooling coils and a bleed port are included
in the design to give flexibility in utilizing external cooling during testing of
the turbopump.
A lumped parameter thermal model was used to evaluate the various design modifica-
tions under soakback conditions and consisted of 15 1_odes representing the turbo-
C) pump, (Fig. 106), with six fluid nodes (not shown) to represent the leakage (and
= bleed) flow through the shaft and bearings. This model also included a node repre-
senting the turbine exhaust duct to simulate the radiant heat input to the turbine
blades during soakback. Solutions were obtained for _he various designs using _he
Rocketdyne Differential Equation Analyzer Progrm (DEAP) to solve for the nodal
temperatures and the quantity of energy reaching the pump body using variable con-
ductivity and specific heats.
The following assumptions were used in aualy:ing the various turbopump designs:
1. TPA has been run _o thermal equilibrium I
2. Enviro_menttenperature is 300 K (540 R)
\ 5. Pump housing and cone are tnsulatedw£th 1 inch of supe_ insulation
4. Exhaust duct is also insulated and has a Ions L/D "_
S. Heat transfer coefflclents for bleed and leakajo flows based on hD/l - 2
\
d
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i I ' b
300 PSlA ---
(2,068_27 Him2)
_175 PSIA
(1,206,583 N/m2)
, P 1
300 PSIA . ! 175 PSIA(2,068,427 Him2) (12.06,583 N/m2)
, o I
: ',i Al A ii ;50 PSIA (34_738 N/m 2) _'
- i/L_l/
-- 175 PSIA (1,20_83 N/m2)
- ' " 30U PSIA (2o068_27 N/m2)
F!gure 105. Shaft Seal Pressure Balance
C'I
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( The preceding assumptions were used in conjunction with a long 10 hour soakback.
Although a lO-hour soakback period is not likely to occur, the behavior of the
turbopump under these conJitions gives a worst case prediction fo: design since
"he lO-heur soakback period is long enough to reach the peak heat leak value for
t,:edesigns. F
The cases analyzed included:
()_,. kg,,'1. Xo external cooling. Shaft seal leakage _'a._ assu:ned to be O. "" hr
(0.05 lb/hr)
2. No external cooling and no seal leakage
5. External cooling using 0.1134 kg/hr (0.25 lb/hr: of H2 assumed
I'
A comparison of the heat l#ak history to the pump body is shown in Fig. 107 for
four of the designs that were evaluated. The upper curve for Sketch 102 repre-
sents the Phase I design using conventional flange designs. The curves for Sketches
+ ( _ 103 and 104 show h_# incorporationof minimum contact area flanges can reduce the
! heat leak to below one half of conventional designs. However, the predicted turbine
bearing temperature was felt to be marginal for th¢se designs and the final design
(Sketch 105) eliminated the pump housing flange to increase the heat leak and reduc:
the turbl.nebearing _emperature. Th's design is felt to be the best compromise be,.
tween the heat leak to the propellant and the turbine bearing temperature requirements
i
The predicted soakback behavior of the LH2 turbopump design following a steady-state
run undew conditions of no ex*.ernalcooling and no leakag:ethrough the closed lift-
off seal ia shown in Fig. lOS. This is an unlikely case because of th_ seal configu-
ration and is presented to show that the heat leak to the propellant peaks after 7
hours at 83,348Jou!e/hr (79 Btu/hr) and the turbine bearing temperature reaches
250 K (450 R) while the pump bearing and housing remain at essentially liquid tem-
perature. Under these conditions, the heat leak rate exceeds the d,_signgoal of
52,752 Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr) after 3 hou._sof soakback avd indicates that external
' cooling would be required to keep the turbopump ready :or an instant start for o?f
periods greater than 2 hours.
(
:i 17g "
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Figure 108. APS Turbopump Soakback Thermal Analysis
Sketch 1050 No External Cooling, No Leak
-_ 181
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r-igure 109 shows the predicted soakback beh:l_ i,,r ,,f the Iti_ _,_rb(,pt_ 1, ,._t'_,_:n
following a steady-stare run a'ith a (I.113.1 k_/hr 111.23 tb/hl, l.teed fire, rate
(corresponding to a latent heat capabilit) of 32,_32 .loule/h:" ,,r ;.3u Btv'hr_
through the shaft cavity. This type of external coolin_ was selett_.! ,as the
r.,ethod most likely to maintain liquid in the p:Lm1" itself as ir t_rc)v'. "-S a positive
flo_'rate to remove any vapor generated around the p_,.np impeller. I)t.... ximum he:_t
leak in this case is 33,761 doule/hr (32 Btu/hr) and the turbine bearing tempera-
ture fever exceeds 69.4 K (125 R). These results india-ate that the b!eed flo_rate
could be reduced considerably and still maintain an ability for instant starts.
The predicted soakback behavior of the Ltl2 turbop_ap design following a stead?-
state run for the case of nominal lift-off seal leakage and no external cooling is
presented in Fig. 110 to illustrate that the design meets the requirement of a heat
leakage rate no greater than 52,752 Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr). This figure present, the
most probable behavior of the design and indicates a maximt_ heat leakage rate of
48,532 Joule/hr (46 Btu/hr) after 6 hours of soakback with a turbine bearing tem-
perature of 177.8 K (320 R). While the turbopomp would be capable of an instant
start under these conditions, the life of the turbine bearing would probably be
reduced (by overheating before adequate cooling could be provided) and external
cooling should be provided, i
The predicted soakback behavior of the LH2 turboptaap design is shown in Fig. 111
following a steady-state run for zhe case of nominal lift-off seal leakage and
no external cooling as in the previous figure but with a methonal heat pipe added
across the vehicle mount. This figure illustrates the influence of the mounting
system on the soakback behavior of the design and shows that the thermal check-
valve behavior of the heat pipe could reduce the peak heat leak from 48,532 doule/hr
(46 8tu/hr) to 37,981Joule/hr (36 Btu/hr) and reduce the maximum turbine tempera-
ture by 22.2 K (40 R). Attachment of the heat pipe between the vehicle and the
turbine exit flange would produce an even greater improvement if the vehicle could
absorb the energy.
O
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Figure 139. APS Turbopuni_ Soakback Therlnal Analysis
Sketch 10S, 0.25 Ib/hr Bleed Flow
i t,
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Figur, 110. APS Turbopump Soakback Thermal Analysis
Sketch lOS, No External Cooling
/
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Figure III. APS Turbopump Soakback Thermal Analysis, Sketch 105, Effect of
Heat Pipe_ No External Cooling
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Failure Node Effects Anal_'sis
Potential failure modes for the liquid hydrogen turbopump were examined and de-
sign provisions have been made to minimi:e the possibiiity ,f these failures.
In Table 51, the most likely failure modes are listed along _ith the preventative
design pro,visions and the instrumentation which will be monitored to indicate an
impending problem. The location of the instrumentation on the turbopump is iden-
tified in Fig. 112.
GAS GENERATORS
The LH2 and I.O2 gas generators were designed to operate at a chamber pressure of
1,861,584 N/m2 (270 psia) _¢ith a propellant inlet temperature of 333 K (600 R) and
an inlet pressure of 2,344,217 N/m" (340 psia).
The hardware design parameters as shown in Figs. 113 and 114 are identical with the
exception of the total flowrate, which is 0.1315 kg/s (0.29 lb/see) for the LO2 gas
generator and 0.2722 kg/s (0.6 ib/sec) for the LH2 gas generator. _
The hydrogen TPA gas generator cross section is shown in Fig. 115. A 12-element
coaxial injector is bolted to a GI/2 dump-cooled combustor body. The design in-
corporates provisions for either a side-mounted spark plug (direct spark igniter)
mounted in the center of the injector. The turbine inlet elbow is shown and was
test-fired with the gas generatGr as a component prior to welding the elbow to the
turbine inlet manifold. The elbow is made from HS 188 material and has provisions
for thermocouples at two planes to determine the exhaust gas temperature profile.
The coaxial injector elaent for the injector is shown in Fig. 116. The flowrate/
element and nominal pressure drops are virtually identical to those tested success-
fully on a previous IR6D gas generator effort. The design provides adequate mini-
mum pressure drops for the lot temperature propellant operation.
0
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d,
Potential Failure Hode Design Provision¢ Instrumentation !rovislons
Bearing Balance piston Axial Bently
Double coolant service Coolant temper.i_ure
:4
Bearings in high pres- Balance ¢at:ty l_re_sure
sure LH_ accelerometers
Lift-off Seal Fail closed design Actuation pressure
(stat!cJ
Opened by operating Shaft seal cavity pressure
pressure
• Shaft Seal Floating ring design Shaft seal cavity pressure
: Max leakage controlled
by Laby.
: Leakage no effect on
BRG cool Q
(. Excessive Axial Thrust Balance piston absorbs Axial Bentlyup to 18 percent load
change
Balance cavity pressure
Rotordynamic Instability Operating speeds away Accelerometers
from NCR
Axial Bently
Overspeed Rotor Mechanically OK Electronic overspeed trip
for 70,000 rpm
Additional 18 percent
safety factor
GG over Temperature Burnout elbow U/$ Over temperature C/O
manifold
Turbine Blade Failure Manifold retains indi= Accelerometers
vidual blades Oper.
range free of blade
, criticals.
fill i
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The gas generator body design is pre._ented _n I.,_. Ii" lh,, _,,,;, at the !elt
she_'s the injector mountinz flange. The :nlec__'r '_e_ate_ at ,J '::xtl_re ratio' ,,_
1.3 o/f. lhe ,.-opper body is d,lr'_'-c_,,_l,..,! with '..,_:,-o _,..,. ,,, !_..._., _ _,;-,!,
which is injected into the combustor thrc_h 2(_ sec¢,_!;_r_ h'.dr,_l,,'T_ in,e,.t l,,n
orifices. The 26 secondary hydrogen orifices are Ic,c"'_'d _n ,ix !,lanes ind ire
drilled to provide impingement under each of the 12 in) ctc,r ele:_e_'. _. 'n,1 ;_t tk, e
centerline of the combustor. :\g,lin, as w]th the injectt_r de.:_,n, thl_ coc_b_tor
design concept h,_s been tested successfi_llv on a previous Rocketd\nc I'_r_,_'r;l,n; ._P._
provides good C* _erformance and exh,tust .£a_ temperat_l:'e chr_r:_cter_st_,. :
A heat transfer analysis of tl:: gas generator was conducted. The temperatures
of the exhaust duct (HS 188 uncooled elbow), the gas generator flange (at the
turbine inlet end), and the gas generator/injector flange during the start tran-
sient are presented in Fig. 118. The uncooled exhaust reaches essentially the
exhaust gas temperature in about 10 seconds. (This duct and turbine inlet mani-
fold are insulated to provide a maximum external temperature of 589 K or i600 F.)
rhe cooled gas _;enerator flange reaches a maximum temperature of app:oximately
506 K (450 F) and this will net be insulated. The injector flange temperature
reaches approximately 339 K (150 F), which is approximatel} the propellant injec-
tlon temperature for this worst case calculation:(Tinie t = 589 K (600 F).
The gas generator temperatures (the same portions of the gas generator as pre-
vious chart) are shown for the cutoff transient in Fig. 119. The gas generator
bod) remains below the 589 K (60OF) requirement during soak and, therefore, will
require no external insulation. The cooled gas generator body provides a sink
instead of a source (in uncooled) and helps thermally isolate the gas generator
injector and valves.
The gas generator design has provision fcr either a direct spark and/or indirect
spark igniter. Both configurations are presented in Fig. 120, All gas generator
testing at Rocketdyne with the direct s_rk iguiter has been conducted with ambient
temperature GH2/GO 2 propellants, Indirect sparx igniters have been tested success-
fully with propellant temperatures below the re_uirement_ of this contract 152.8 K or
193
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!Figure 118. Gas Generator Start Transient
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i 275 R (;tt2 and 208.3 K or 375 R GO2. However, since the direct spark ignition _
! provides the less complex design (spark plug only), it will be evaluated first on
; gas generator component tests. If ignition problems are encou:atered utilizing
cold temperature propellants, the more complicated but proven indirect spark
igniter can be used.
£
The LO2 TPA gas generator design is shown iv Fig. 121 in the cross section. The
:4
dcsign concept is identical to the LH2 TPA gas generator just described. This ga=
generator is designed for a total nominal flowrate of 0.1315 kg/sec (0.29 lb/sec).
A 5-element coaxial injector is bolted to a copper body which is GH2 dtnnp-cooled.
Again, provisions are made for both direct and indirect spark ignition.
• :_' _ LO2 TPA SYSTEM
'ii The system schematic and nominal operating conditions are presented in Fig. 122.
: _ Pressures, temperatures, and flowrates are given at key points in the s3"stem. The
I gas generator propellant inlet conditions and pump discharge requirements were
: ! specified by NASA with the gas generator parameters selected to meet the operating _3
requirements of the system.
, The overall system schematic is shown in Fig. 123, including the pneumatically
activated propellant valves and the solenoid valves. For the breadboard TPA sys-
tem, the electrical interfaces include 9 control solenoids, a bearing coolant
solenoid, an intermediate seal purge solenoid (LO2 TPA only), a speed pickup, and
th_ electrical supply to the gas generator spark igniter. The pneumatic inter-
faces include a single 310_264 N/m2 (45 psi) helium source for control solenoids
i and a single 1,723,689 N/m2 (2S0 psi) source for the ligtof£ seal. It should be
emphasized that this valving arrangement was established based on the 'eoroadboard"
use of the assembly (maxinn_n £1exibiltt¥ for control/system evaluation ,sting).
\ Flight-type units would _e simpli£ied, including a single pneumatic intergace and
one electrical sign',_ to the unit which is then passively sequenced (pressure
ladder).
The TPA system sequencing including valve position prior to start, during the
start tcansient, during _o steady-state operation, ,_nd during the onto_f transient 0
J
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is presented in Fig. 124. Prior to start, the pump discharge and gas generator
bipropellant are in the closed position. The bypass and beariltg coolant valves
can be cycled open and closed; however, just prior to start, the bypass must be
opened and the bearing coolant valve must be closed. The liftoff seal is pres-
surized open and for the oxidizer TPA only the intermediate seal purge is signaled
On at all times when the liftoff seal is open.
At start, the gas generator spark is signaled On and the _as generator bipropel-
lant valve is opened. The turbopump accelerates as propellant is pumped through
the bypass valve. Approximately 0.5 second after start, when sufficient discharge
pressure is obtained to pump through the system, the discharge valve is signaled
Open as the bypass valve is signaled Closed.
s
At cutoff, the gas generator bipropellant is closed, which causes the pump to
decelerate immediately (disc_,arge pressure drops). As the discharge pressure
drops, the discharge valve is closed and the bypass valve is simultaneously opened.
The LO2 TPA side view layout shown in Cig. 125 shows the physical configuration, _ i
the arrangement of solenoid valves for control of valves and purges, and key
dimensional relationships. The dual opening and closing solenoids are provided
to insure reliable operation of the gas generator propellant valve. The orifice
exhaust duct is utilized to maintain a constant turbine back pressure under seal
level as well as vacuum conditions by maintaining choked turbine exhaust flow.
The base configuration was selected to provide easy access for lifting or trans-
porting the assembly.
The gas generator and propellant valves are mounted on the turbopump. The turbo-
pump is supported on a thermally isolated 3-mount system with the pin joint mount-
ing system permiting the required thermal expansion and contraction of the TPA
components. The solenoid valves are moun_ed on the pneumatic accumulator manifold.
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LI-t2 "IPA SYSTEN
The performance characteristics consisting at temperature, pressure and flo_rate
are schematically shown et key points in the system in l. ig. 12_,. :ks tn the l.ti,
the gas generator inlet propellant conditions and the pump discharge requirementsi
were specified by NASA while the gas generator parameters _ere selected to meet
the operating requirements of the system.
The LH2 TPA side view layout presented in Fig. 127, shows the. saTae ph)'si_al
arrangement as the LO, -_,r,, physical configuration.
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PHASE III FABRICATIONAND ASSEMBLY
As specified in the contract, two LO2 and two LII2 turbopump assemblies were fabri-
cated in support of the development test program and for subsequent acceptance and
delivery to KASA-MSFC. Each unit consisted of the turbopump, solenoi_ control
valves, and propellant valves located on a base. Interchangeability of components
between the Lit2 and LO2 units was incorporated wherever possible to take advantage
of economies in fabrication, l_e fabrication and assembly processes are subse-
quently discussed.
LO2 TURBOPUHP
Component Fabrication
The detail components of the oxidizer turbopump before assembly are shown in Fig.
L28.
The inducer was fabricated from a K-Nonel pancake forging. The vanes were gener-
ated on a five axis milling machine and hub features were produced by conventional
machining techniques. The hydrodynamic passages of the impeller were generated by
electrical discharge machining. The configuration of :he impeller represents the
approximate limit of present ED_!capability: Because of the combination of small
discharge tip width 0.2769 cm (0.109 inch) and discharge angle (28 degrees), blade
wrap angle, an_ number of blades (4 partial and 4 full vanes}, certain sections
of the flow passages were very difficult to generate, resulting in high tool wear
and very low material removal rates.
EDMprocess was also used to make the vaned flow passages of the ant;vortex ring.
The volute was split along the turbine side of the hydrodynamic passage, so that
the two passages resulting from the double tongue configuration were accessible
for direct milllng operation. The discharge pipe and flange were then joined to
the volute by welding (Fig. 129).
-: 209 I
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The pump housing (Fig. 150, center) was fabricated by rough machining from Hastelloy
: B forgings plus the pump end member as well as the two components which formed i
the primed joint on the turbine end. These pieces were then joined by welding to '
the inner cylindrical member and the radial plate on the turbine end. The bellows
e
seal on the turbine end was added by welding and the entire welded structure was
heat treated, after which the cooling tubes were added by hand brazing. The outer
_. cylindrical member was attached by welding to the turbine and pump ends respec-
tively, and these last two joints were left in the as-welded condition to preclude
melting of the braze alloy used on the cooling tubes. The fabrication of the hous-
ing was then concluded by machining to drawing requirements.
: Because the drain passages from the shaft seals required several bends to reach an
external surface, the drain manifold located between, the housing and turbine mani-
! i fold was made an investment casting. The flow p_sages were cast by using cores;
k
! _ other features were machined by conventional methods.
i The turbine wheel was machined from an Astroloy die forging with the blades into- !-_
gral to the disc. Blade surfaces were generated by electrical discharge machining.
This presented no difficult problem, since the blades were unshrouded and as a re-
sult there was a straight radial access from the _lectrode to the outer diameter
of the wheel.
The turbine nozzle passages were machined integral from an HS188 ring forging by
electrical discharge machining. The passages were formed by entering with the
electrode alternately from the inlet and discharge side, with the inner and outer
shrouds remaining integral. The remainder of the manifold was a welded composite.
Before the final closeout weld was accomplished by attaching the outside cylindri-
cal component, insulation was incorporated around the manifold torus to reduce the
heat transfer from the turbine to the ,u_. The insulation was Linde Opaciftod
\ Insulation covered with a protective iayer of foil.
The completed turbine components are shown in Fig. 131.
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SHAFTO.D. .5104 (1.296) _---T.I.R. .0006 (.00152) _
IND. I,D..5099 (1.295) -T.I,R, ,0002 (,0005) _,
: SHAFTO.D..5202 (1.3213) I.R..0007 (.00178) ]
IND, I.D..5200 (1,3208) T.I.R. ,0011 (,0028)
T.I.R..0014 (.0036) 1SHAFTO,V..770 (1.956) ,I, . 0010 , 25)
I IMP, I.D, . 7692 (1.954) T.I.R..0003 (.00076)
_.z.R.. 0002 (. O00S1)
' SHAFTO.D..9850 (2.502) T.I.R..0002 (.00051)
IMP. I,D. ,9845 (2.5006) I.R..0003 (.00076)
SHAFTO.D.. 9852 (2.5024) T.I.R. ,0002 (.00051)
BRG. I.D..98415 (2,4997) T.I.R. ,0001 (,00025)
i NOTE: DIMENS!ONS
i _ IN INCHESAND - T.I.R..0004
_- (CENTIMETERS)
, SHAFTO.D. . 9852 (2. 5024)
BRG. I,D. .98415 (2.49971
SHAFTO.D.. 9852 (2.5024
M.R.I.D, .9852 (2.5024) i tL_--_ T.I.R..0001 (,000254)
T. I,R, , 0003 (, 00076)
-- T.Z.R, .0003 (. 00076)
T. Z,R. , 0003 (. ooo7o)
i T. I,R, .0008 (, 00203)
• 0028 (. 0071)
i I.R. .0016 (.00406)
Fl_ure 131. APSLOXTurbopump5/N 01 Rotor Runouts O
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/ Turbopump Assembly
Pri_r to assembly of the turbopump, the rotor components consisting of the shaft,
a
inducer bolt, inducer, impeller nut, impeller, bearing spacer, mating ring, tur-
bine wheel spacer, and turbine wheel were assembled with a pair of balance bear-
ings (Fig. 132), and balanced to 0.0635 gr-cm (0.025 gr. in.) ar 0.0889 gr-cm
(0.035 gr. in.) unbalance in the plane of the impeller and turbine wheel, respectively.
t
Fits and eccentricities of the rotating parts were established. The results ob-
tained are shown on F_g. 133 for T/P S/N O1 and Fig. 134 for T/P S/N 02.
The plan with the electrical-dischargemachined surfaces of the nozzle and rotor
. i bladt-swas to remove the brittle remelt layer left on the generated surfaces after
, | the EbM operation by shot-blasting. To establish the effectiveness of the shot-l
blasting technique, EDMsamples were prepared of each materia! with various current
!Q intensities. The samples were submitted to the same shot-bl_sting procedure which
i was to be used subsequently on the turbine components. _letallographicanalysis
; ( _ shov:edthat the shot-blasting effectively removed the remelt layer on the samples
where moderate or light current feed rates were used. Based on these results, the
procedure for FDN was established. Examination of the turbine components revealed
that in areas where the shot-blasting impact was not direct, as on the flat sam-
ples, the remelt layer was not completely removed. Other methods need to be ex-
plored to develop a technique for removing the remelt layer from EDM turbine
passages.
Assembly of the turbopump was accomplished in the following sequence:
,C
1. Measurements were taken to establish critical diametral and axial clear- I
' ances (see Fig. 135 and 136). I
2. All parts were LOX cleaned.
3. The impeller front wear ring, inducer liner carrier, inducer liner, bse_
glow deglector spacer and the back glow deflector, its retaining nut
, lock, and nut were installed into the volute.
t,,_ 21S _ _]
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ISHAFT O.D..5100 (1.2954)_ --
} SHAFT O.D..5200 (i.3208)--i----- T.I.R. 001l (.00279) i
IND. I.D..5201 (1.5211)'-' T.I.R. 0011 (.00279) !
T.I.R. 0012 (.00305)
SHAFT O.D..7700 (!.9558)-r----- T.I.R. 0010 (.002F4)
IMP. I.D. .7690 (1.9533)--' T.I.R..0010 (.00254) i
T.I.R..0003 (.00076)
SHAFT O.D.. 9848 (2.5014), _, T.I.R.. 0004 (.00102)
'- T.I.R..0004 (.00102)
IMP. I.D. 9845 (2.5006)-- I T.I.R..0006 (.00152)SHAFT O.D..9848 (2.5014)
L T.I.R..0003 {.00076)
, _ T.I.R..0003 f.00076)
NOTE: DI_NSIONS
{, IN INCHES AND
CENTIMETERS
SHAFT O.D. 9848 (2.5014)--r_L,_.-.,,,"
M.R.I.D. 9851 {2.$022)--I I _L=__ T.I.R..0002 (.00051) tT.I.R, .0003 (.00076)
T.I.R..0001 (.000254) "
1,.,- ! T.I.R. . 0003 (. 00076)
_ T.I.R.. 0006 (. OOLS2)
I __ X.R..0006 (.00152)
\ T.I.R, . 0008 (. 00203)
,_tgure 132. APS LOX Turbopump S/N 02 Rotor Runouts 0
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' _, _--4-_--- .0072 DIA. (.0183).0004 T.I.R. (.00102) j
f(@____ T_ 0085 DIA. 0216)• 0002 T.I.R. (.00051 tJ
.0008 T.I.R. (.00203 \7_ 003 DIA. !.00762)
- .004 T.I.R. (.0102) F 3 __ _ 011 DIA. t.0279)
.0035 T.I.R. (.00889) I ] ----__ 007 DIA. (.0178)
_.0028 T.I.R. (.00711) _ 0047 nIA. (.0119)
o_ .0018 T.I.R. (.004S7] _] _j _ 0052 DIA. (.0132)
m 0066 DIA. (.01683
, . , NOTE: DI_NSIONS
= IN INCUS _D
u (CE_I_TERS)
( ,
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, .0022 DIA. (.oo56)
.0030 DIA. (.00762)
m_ .001T.I.R. (.00254) t_ _-_i .0031DIA. (.00787)
_. i_.___ .0011DIA. (.00279)
.010 (.0254).072 "-- ItJ\, (_dlal)(.1829
.0891 (.2263)
.OSO (.127)
Figure 135. APS LO2 Turbopump S/N 01 Ambient Clearances (Inches)
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• 0001 T.I.R. (.000254) i -" .0111 DIA. (.0282)
lil .0091DIA. (.0231)
.... OOOlT.I.R. (.000254) [_ _.o088 DIA.(.0224_
N 0027 T.I R. (.00686) F_ _ .010 DIA. (.0254)
"" . . 0091DIA. (.0231) •
_ .0018 .R. 457)_. l .0085 DIA. (.0216)
.007 DIA. (.0178)
• 0021 T,I.R. (.00533) .0075 DIA. (.0191)
,-, 0016 T.I.R. (.00406) i .0098 DIA. f.0249)
o
n
< I NOTE: DIMENSIONS
i i IN INCHES AND
u l (CENTIMETERS)
! -
u !
i _ .0022 DIA. (.00S6) :.0022 IA. (.0056)
.0031DIA. (.0079) ;m i
.0002 T.I.R. (.000508 i .0031DIA. (.0079)
_ .0041 DIA. (.01041
.011 (.02791
(Radial)
Figure 136. APS LO2 Turbopump S/N 02 Ambient Clearances (Inches)
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4. Rear bearing spring, rear beaten:l,bea:':n_;_l',:_'rT'__,:1_,:, t:ont be,,_:*-
ing and its o_ter race c[,t_._, ard I'etain_,._ :,-re_., _,c:t, ,:-*,,_: ie,! ]I_,_
volute Rear bearsn_ _,a_ _'et_:_ne_,; ,._th tI,e ,,:'t:,.,,,'._,,, _r::,. ln,] t _ ilt
ter was secured _,ith a locktab.
5 ,_lating ring spacer and mating r:ng _,ere I:,iace _ on ,.o,r ¢.,,'*r:n_ _nner :ace
Earlier the spacer tt'lc_ness was ad._usted t,, pro'c_,le t:,_. de,_:_.'ed ln_,t,_'ted
length for the l_ft-off seal.
6. The primary seal flange seal, lift-off a_"_ation part se_' :; ,_',ti_er _t?.e
of th_ primary seat, the primary seal itse,,, l_ft-eff sea_ an-! :t_ re-
taining nut and lock were installed irto the mountln; ,,_n_'.
7. A tl,in film of LOX compatible liquid teflon :.,as app1;ed t,, ",i_' mat_nc
' ring surface which rests against the shaft shoulder. ]he mmmt r_nq
subassembly created above _as installed to the hous_n_ and the shaft
chilled with LN2 was inserted. Io eliminate moisture from the shaft,
: the entire assembly was maintained under vacuum for 12 hour,.
8. ]'he impeller rear wear ring, its retaining ring and lock were installed
and the impeller _as pressed on the shaft _,ith an arbor press, impeller
nut and retaining lock were a_ded.
9. The inducer was installed by t_reheating to ._50 K (35_ F_ and it_ retainin_
nut and lock were installed.
lO. The volute and its flange seal were installed on the housing.
ll. The intermediate seal was installed.
12. The turbine manifold and its flange seal was attached to the mount ring
aad the turbine shaft seal and turbine wheel tip seal were installed.
13. The wheel spacer, ground to provide O. 127 cm (0.050 inch) nozzle clearance
was i_stalled, along _,'ith the turbine wheel retaining studs and the turbine
wheel.
l_. The turbine wheel retaining nuts were tightened to obtain a t).004 -*0.0005
inch stretch in the studs.
lS. Functional checks (Table 32) were performed.
The assembled turbopump is shown in Fig. 1,_7 and ]38.
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i ( LH2 TURBOPUHP!
i Component Fabrication
The detail components of the liquid hydrogen turbopump before assembly are shown
in Fig. 159.
• - The inducer was machined from a titanium billet forging on a five-axis milling ma-
chine. The impeller was cast from Inco 718 by using a ceramic shell core as illus-
trated in Fig. 140. A small degree of difficul':y was encountered in removing the
core material from the internal flow passages of the casting. From the standpoint
of core removal and capability of gettin_ the ceramic slurry to flow through the
hydrodynamic passages, the 0.254 cm (0.100 inch) discharge wid'_h, in combination
s'ith the 12.47 cm (4.91-inch) outer diameter came close to the limit of this casting
! , method.i
i' i, The crossover was initially planned to be fabricated in two cast sections as shown
(-! in Fig. 141 which were joined by welding. The lower part was a conventional in- i
vestment casting of Inco 718. To cast the upper part, the ceramic shell core ap- i '
Iproach described for the impeller was used. However, more difficulty than antici-
pated was encmmtered in producing this part because the almost 180-degree bend
made it difEicult for the slurry to flow through and cover all the surfacvs before
local solidification and choking took place. This resulted in local imperfections
in the flow passage wall surfaces. Furthermore, after the casting was poured, It
was virtually impossible t_ remove the baked ceramic shell from the "bend" where
it was not directly accessible for cleaning by hand. The problem was solved by
machining part of the turning passage cover away, as shown in Flg. 142. This made
the flow passage accessible to remove the core and to hand blend surface irregulari-
ties. Subsequently, a cover was machined from Into 718 and welded to the crossover
as shown in the figure.
The volute part of the housing (Fig. 143) was cast by using permanent injection
mold dies and ceramic shells. The center cylinder, rear pla_ee and turbine-end
mo_t ring were attached by welding. Subsequently, the coolinS coils were
i 22S .
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( installed on the center cylinder by hand brazing. On the initial attempt at
brazing, apparently too much localized heat was applied to the welded structure.
This caused many cracks not only in the center cylindrical part, but cracks also
extended into the lower part of the casting. To effect a repair, the cracked
sections were removed and replaced by sections machined from forged rings and the
cooling tubes were installed by furnace brazing.
The turbine manifold and turbine first row wheel (Fig. 144) were identical, with
the exception of the number of nozzle passages, to the corresponding parts of the
LOXturbopump; therefore, their fabrication process followed the procedure des-
cribed from LOX turbopump parts. Figure 144 shows _he nozzle in the process of
fabrication. A partially finished nozzle is shown on the left hand side, and the
tool containing the electrodes used to form the inlet side of the nozzle is shown
on the right. A nozzle being EDMis clamped in the mchine.
A considerable degree of difficulty was encountered in generating the flow pas-
sages of the turbine stator. Since the vanes were shrouded at the inner as well
( as the outer diameter, access to the center of the passage with the electrode
was limited. After an unsuccessful attempt to EDMaxially from the inlet and
discharge, this approach was abandoned and a 0.345-cm (¢.136-inch) wide circumfer-
ential band was removed from the inner shroud to provide access for radial inser-
tion of the electrode.
After the vane airfoil section was formed, the shroud was reinstated by brazing
a band of Haynes 188 in place of the removed section.
The plan with the electrical discharge machined surface of the nozzle and rotor
blades was to remove the brittle remelt layer left on the generated surfaces by
shot-blastlng after the EDMoperation. To establish the effectiveness of the shot
blasting technique, EDM samples were prepared of each material with various cur-
rent intensities. The samples were submitted to the same shot-blasting procedure
which was to be used subsequently on the turbine components.
ii 231
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Netallographic analysis showed that the shot-blasting effectively removed the
remelt layer on the samples where moderate or light current feed rates were used.
Based on these results, the procedure for EDMwas established. Examination of
the turbine components revealed that in Areas where the shot-blasting in_act was
not direct, as on the flat samples, the remelt layer was not completely removed.
Other methods need to be explored to develop a technique for removing the remelt
layer from EDM turbine passages.
Turbopump Assembly
Prior to buildup of the turbopump, the rotor components (shown in Fig. 145) were
assembled into a balance assembly as shown in Fig. 146 and 147. Special balance
bearings of small internal clearance were used, and one bearing at each end was
replaced by an innex race to maintain the parts in their proper axial position.
The rotor of turbopump S/N 01 was corrected to a residual unbalance of 0.025 gr. in.
on the pump end and 0.3048 gr cm (0.12 gr. in.) on the turbine end. Similarly,
the rotor of turbopump S/N 02 was corrected to a residual unbalance of 0.1524 gr cm
(0.06 gr. in.) in the pump and turbine planes, respectively.
The radial runouts of the rotor critical surfaces were measured on the balance
assembly (Fig. 148 and 149) and detail measurements were made to establish the
radial fits (Fig. 150 and 151) and minimum axial clearances in critical areas.
The front and rear bearing packages, consisting of the two bearings, bearing cart-
ridge, bearing outer race preload springs and inner _ace spacer were installed into
a fixture and the axial preload was measured. The inner race spacer tl,icknesswas
then adjusted until the desired preload of 534 N (75 pounds} was obtained.
The assembly of the LH2 turbopump was performed as follows:
1. Front bearing package incluaing the two bearings_ outer race cartridge,
outer race springs_ inner race spacer and cartridge preloading springs
and shims were installed into housing.
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.0008 TIR {.00203)
.001S TIR (.003B1)
.0012 TIR (.0030S)
I .0008 TIR (,00203)
I .0007 TIR (.00108)
.3015 TIR {.00381)
.0012 TIR (.00305)_.._
.0008 TIR (
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.001TIR {.002S4) .0011TIR (.00279)
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FIGURE148. APS Fuel Turbopump S/N O1 Rotor Rtmouts
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Figure149, APS M42 Turboptm_SIN 02 Rotor Rtmouts(Inches) 0 ;r.
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i ( 2. Balance piston low pressure orifice subassembly was installed into the, housing.
I,
_: 3. A dummy shaft with a clearance radial fit at the bearings and second
" stage impeller was installed to aid in establishing the proper bearing _
loads at either end of the balance piston travel.
- 4. The second stage impel er and the diffuser containing the balance pis-
._ ton high pressure orifice were installed.
5. The total balance piston gap and the load absorbed by the bearings at
the point where the balance piston high and low pressure seals contact
was measured by alternately pushing the dummy shaft forward and aft with
a loading mechanism. Adjustments were made in the thickness of the low
pressure orifice shim and in the thickness of the bearing cartridge pre-
i. loadzng spring shims until a total gap of 0.0254 ±0.00254 cm (0.010 20.001
inch), a rotor load of 1334 N (500 pounds) at the high pressure orifice
and 2669 N (600 pounds) at the low pressure orifice was obtained.
6. The dummy shaft was removed and the lift-off seal was installed into
C) the housing.
7. The lift-off seal mating ring, labyrinth spacer (thickness adjusted to
provide proper lift-off seal operating length), rear bearing cartridge
t
subassembly and the long bearing spacer were installed on the shaft. i
$. The subassembly created above was installed into the housing, pushing 1
shaft through front bearings and second stage impeller,
9. Pump crossover, first stage impeller, inducer and inlet were installed.
10. The pu_p was filled with LN2 and the balance piston total gap and bear-
ing load measurements were repeated at cryogenic temperature. Adjust-
ments were made in the respective shims until the desired values were
obtained.
11. To remove all moisture from the pump, it was placed in a vacucmoven at
0.2S4 cm (0.1 inch) Hg and 328 K (130 F) £or 12 hours.
12. The back flow deflector was installed into _he pump inlet.
1974012957-254
13. The mount ring and the turbine manifold with the shaft seal attached (_)
were insta!led.
! 14. The turbine wheel spacer adjusted in thickness to provide 0.0127 cm
(0.050 inch) nozzle clearance was installed, followed by wheel retaining -
: studs and the first row wheel.
15. The stator ring spacer was ground to a thickness which would result ap-
proximately equal clearance before and after the stator; and the spacer,
stator and second row wheel were installed. The wheel re_aining nuts were
tightened to obtain an elongation in the studs of 0.00127 cm (0.005 inch).
16. Functional checks were performed (Table 55).
-2
The assembled turbopump is shown in Fig. 152.
"i GAS GENERATORS
Component Fabrication 0
The gas generator assemblies were fabricated as shown in Fig. 155 and 154. The
;. injectors utilized a 304 CRES body, Nickel 200 posts, and an OFHCcopper faceplate.
The posts and faceplate were brazed into the body as a subassembly, and the mani-
_ fold was closed out with a 304 CRES cover plate electron beam welded in place.
The body was fabricated from OFHCcopper bar stock. The dump coolant holes
through the wails of the body were drilled, as were the coolant injection holes,
into the combustion zone. Injection holes were located in line with the injector
, posts. The body was milled to provide a coolant passage around the spark plug
L
hole. The milled channel was subsequently capped with a spacer (electron-beam
_ _elded in place)
The cone was fabricated from HS188 to withst_ul the high t_.-tturo (1550 F)
_ operating conditions.
0)
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i( Assembl_"
The injectors, combustor bodies, and c_nes were assembled and incorporated into
the complete subassembly by installing the bipropellant, mechanically linked
ball valve, and manifold assembly as shown in Fig. 155. The interconnecting
manifold was sized to assure a hydrogen lag during cutoff. In addition, a stub
, capped with a B-nut was provided in the fuel manifold to allow for subsequent
t
adjustment should it prove necessary. The oxidizer manifold was minimized as
much as possible to minimize the oxidizer to be purged during cutoff.
' The only significant fabrication problem encountered was not discovered until the
: checkout test of the first LO2 gas generator was in progress. As shown in Fig.
156, the thermocouple weld in the HS188 cone failed during the hot-fire test.
{
P
! An electron microprobe analysis of the failure zone revealed the presence of ai
!] 300 CRES weld rod application, resulting in d_ffusion of carbon into the HS188
, which consequently provided an embrittled zone. The major portion of the weld
had been conducted using Hastelloy Wweld rod as is required. It was hypothe-
sized that the welder picked up the wrong weld rod, began the weld, and then
switched to the proper weld rod. The part was repaired by replacing the cylin-
drical section and the assembly was returned to service.
No other problems were encountered throughout all hot-fire testing conducted with _
the gas generator assemblies, i
IX)2 TURBOPUMPASSEMBLY
The LO2 turbopump assembly includes the turboptmp, gas generator, pneumatic and
electrically controlled valves, unit base, and associated interconnecttve plumb-
\ ing and electrical connections. The unit is shown in Fig. 157 and lSS, respec-
tively. The gas generator was welded to the turbine manifold and the turbopump/
gas generator was motmtod on the base at three points to allow for thermal
growth of the components without imposing a bending load on the turbopump. The
247
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gas generator was separately supported by a clevis srrangment which allowed V
thernal growth while supporting the weight in the vertical direction. The con-
t_ol valves were close-coupled to provide a alnlnun of prinlng volume and were
attached to a com_n nanifold for ease of manifolding. The base was designed
to provide easy lifting capability as well as rigid support to the cceq_ments
and was fabricated fron plate wlth bends for stiffening. For thereal insulation,
the turbine ass_bly and gas generator wore wrapped with quartz cloth, and poly-
urethane lea was applied to the pm_ portion of the assembly. The coupact psck-
aging of the unit allowed for Its efficient transportation to spa frmm the test
facility without danage. Two L02 units were assembled end delivered for test.
LH2 TURBOPLI4PASSEMBLY
The LH2 turboptmp assembly is shown in Fig. 159 sml 160. The sm base, valve
and interconnecttve line arrang_ent was utilized on the L_ units. This
nonality provided significant flexibility and oconm_ of the fsbrlcatlon process.
Two LH2 units were assembled and delivered for test. _)
• f
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(__ PHASE IV - DEVELOP_ENTTEST
To demonstrate the capabilities of the LO2 and LH2 turbopump assemblies, a devel-
opment test program was conducted. Discussion of the facilities utili:ed the
: specific tests conducted and the analysis of results is subsequently"presented.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
This test progra_ was conducted at the CTL-4 test facility of the Santa Susana
Field Laboratory. Test cells 26A and 26B were specifically designed for testing
of oxygen and hydrogen turbopua_s and components, and the position of these cells
is shown in the plan of module 2 of CTL-4. Presented is a description of the
turbopump facility capability and operation including propellant feed systems,
controls, instrumentation,and data reduction procedures {Fig. 161).
Propellant S/stems
-_} The pumped liquid propellant is supplied to the test positions from elevatedL
vacuum jacketed storage tanks through insulated lines. Liquid oxygen is supplied
to cell 26A as sheen in Flg. 162, and liquid hydrogen is supplied to cell 26B as
shown in Fig. 163. The facility inlet line shown in Fig. 164 provides a smooth
transition to the pump inlet wlth a pieze ring for accurate measurement of the "
inlet static pressure and redundent temperature transudcers for measurement of
the inlet temperature. Downstream of the turbop_np assembly discharge valve ia
a position controlled facility throttle valve. This throttle valve could be preset
and varied during a test to obtain specified values of ptmp discharge resistance
CO/N).
The gas generator propellant feed system is shown in Fig. 165 and has a common pro-
pellant supply and con*rol system for theltwo test positions. This systeR was de-
signed to provide gaseous oxygen and hydrogen at specified pressures and teapera-
tures. Liquid propellant and ambient temperature gaseous propellant were mixed by
pressure and temperature controlled serve valves to provide o_gen £r_m 200 K
($75 R) to ambient temperature (approximately 294 K or $30 R) and hydt_go, from
.' |
t
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, 153 K (275 R) to ambient temperature. Ileated and ambient tempi,stature propellant
were mixed to provide propellant up to 333 K (600 R_. Nominal total propellant
, flowrate was 0.1315 kg/s (0.29 lbm/sec) to the oxygen pump position and 0.2"2 kg/s
(0.6 lbm/sec) to the hydrogen pump position at a mixture ratio of 0.8:1 (o/f). -
: Ambient temperature gaseous hydrogen turbine drive was used during initial check-
out and evalua*ion phases of turbopump testing. This required a gaseous hydrogen
flowrate approximately 2.6 times the nominal hydrogen flowrate required for hot
gas 1117 K (1550 F) operation. To provide additional hydrogen flowrate capacity
for gaseous hydrogen turbine drive tests, both legs of the _ro-ollant mixer system
• (Fig. 165) were used, and both serve valves were used as pressure controlled
, valves.
During cold gas drive tests on the LO2 TPA, the hydrogen was supplied through the
gas generator through the normal fl_w path. tk modification of the gas generator
was required other than removing and capping the gaseous cxygen facility line at
the bipropellant valve to prevent backflow of hydrogen into the oxygen system.
The biFr_pollant valve was used to control flowrate, and the pressure at the valve
inlet was approximately 4,826,330 N/m2 (700 psig) for nominal pump operation.
During cold gas drive test on the LH2 TPA, the gas generator assembly was modified
to pass the required flowrate without excessive inlet pressures. The _as genera-
tor bipropellant valve was bypassed, and the hydrogen was supplied to a fitting
on the hydrogen gas generator feed line between the valve and injector plus hydro-
gen was supplied through the spark plug port. The gas generator upstream pressure
for nominal pump operation was approximately 4,481,592 N/m2 (650 psig). Without _%
the gas generator modification and with the hydrogen supplied through the normal
flow circuit, the pump could be operated at nominal Q/N and 6074. rad/s (58,000 rim)
with a valve upstream pressure of approximately 6,205,281N/m 2 (900 psig). :
Altitude Simulation
liD H, ill | H -.
An altitude chamber was used to deteruine the thermal characteristics of the " "
"i turboptunp assemblies during opera_ion and cost periods. The asNmblies wore ,
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installed on a platform cantilevered from a bulkhead as shown in Fig. 166, and _
all propellant lines, controls and instrumentation passed th,ough the bulkhead
with the exception of the turbine discharge duct. During thermal data tests,
the vacuum chamber shown in Fig.166 was rglled in place against the bulkhead, and
the tt_rbinedi3charge duct was installed through the chamber and sealed, h
vacuum pump maintained a pressure of approximatel)" 2758 N/m2 {0.4 psia) during
testing and post test soak periods (3 to 4 hours).
Controls
Proper pretest facility preparation was automatically assured by preparation com-
plete circuits. Sequen:ing of the tur_opump assembly components were controlled
by an electronic sequencer capable of being preset in increments of 1 millise-
cond. This seouencer was used for spark ignition system, gas generater bipro-
pellant valve, ignition detection circuit, and pump discharge and bypass valves.
The gas generator chamber pressure level was used to assure successful ignition.
For given gas generator inlet conditions, the ignited chamber pressure was re- {__
liably predictable in advance, and the unignited pressure level is significantly
lower. Therefore, if _ m%nimum pressure level was not achieved in a specified
time after signal to the gas generator (typically 0.5 seconds), the test was
terminated.
Critical operating parameters were automatically monitored by voltage comparator
cutoff devices with a response of 1 millisecond. Safe shutdown of the turbopump
was automatically achieved if any of the critical parameters exceeded a specified
value. These parameters were pump inlet pre._._'e and temperature, pump discharged
pressure, pump speed, liftoff seal actuation pressure, and intermediate seal
purge _nlet pressure (LO2 TPA). A vibration safety cutoff unit monitored vibra- ,
tion in the range synchronous to pump speed. An electrical interlock circuit
assured that the pumpdischarge and bypass valves were not both closed anytime
during a test.
\,,,
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t Instrumentation ._
i To monitor turbopump operation, approximately 75 parameters were recorded from
_
the turbopump assembly and facility systems. These parameters were recorded on
several types of devices, each selected for a specific purpose.
All parameters, except high frequency transducers (i.e., accelerorneters) were
recorded on the digital data acquisit_._ system to be available for subsequent
computer processing, The digital system was used to obtain steady state data,
and data was typically recorded at a sample rate of 10 KC (approximately 100 1
channels) during tests. A sample rate of 0•6 KC was used during the extended
i periods of 3 to 4 ,ours used to obtain thermal soak data. Parameters required for i
, y
,I setting up and operating the facility and turbopump were also recorded on direct 1
1 inking graphic recorders (DIGR) which have a i cps response. Parameters required _
5
to monitor turbopump operation during _he test and to assess test results im_-
i diately after the test were recorded on 4 channel Brush strip recorders Approx-
imately 32 parameters were recorded and displayed in a location convenient f;o the -._
development engineer who was in direct contact with the conducting test engineer• _-
The Brush recorder has._ ,_/onse of 30 cps plus an IRIG "B" time signal and can
be conveniently used f_: _c_._.on of test data. A direct write 12 inch oscillo-
graph was used for high resp ,nse (240 cps) recording of key parameters a_d was
available inunediat_ly after a test to evaluate turbopump operation. A frequency
modulated analog tape recorder (F/M tape) was use4 for high frequency parameters
such as accelerom_ers and proximity probes w_th a response up to 20 KC,
Standard facility typ_ transducers were used to measure pressure and temperature. _
Strain gage type pressur_ transducers _ith an appropriately selected ranges were
used for pressure measure,ents, Resistant temperature bulbs wsre used for cry-
ogentc propellant temperature measurements. Thermocouples were used for gas and
skin temperature measurements, Subsonic 7enturts wore used for the gas generator
propellants £iows and the pumped fluid flo_, Pressure differential transduce_
were used to eccurately measure the upstream to throat p_essure difference. The
: venturis were typically selected for a pressure difference of 137,895 H/m2 (20 p_id)
at nominal flowrate, and the pressure transducer had a renL of 0 to 344,738 H/m"
(S0 psid).
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' ( , "e.,t.,.'._ , .'-'e,:. fi,,',:ltes, r,n the t0_| Systems _,ere also set up to neas:_:'e *h,.. " and _." . .
-'. fP:_, the intermediate seal purge and put,i: and t'lr_::ne leaka_:e :,ere :neas'_',redP
lhe interm..ediate seal purae ((;t_e} _;as neasurc.J and :.mtr,'lled by" a _._nlc no::le
n
on the assembly placed between the 3,10,,6.1i :{/7" , I3,3 ;"ig s.,_.:, nan;fold :rod
ti_e purge inlet 2a,31" to 379,212 N..'m- (.g5 to 53 psic.. T'_r_.'ine leakaee was passed
through a _'ater bath heat exchanger to stabilz:e the ter"per.-,.":rc to ap,.,'roximately
ambient t:nperat-._re and discharged to atmosl-here tl::'o:_gh an _r1:'ice. 1"he pre:sure
4
drop across the ._:'ifice and the gas temperature _,as ']¢ed to neasure fi,,_,rate. ]he
•yt;n:" leakage _as similarly pass through a water bath heat exc}'ange:" exce:'t a pitot
tube _as used _o re'Jsure gas velocity _,ith a 0 to 1.'_-90 X/m- .2 psi J" ;,ressure
transducer, ran orifice _as not used in order to r:inimi:_ backI_.ressure.! The bear-
ing cax, tt)" bleed flowrate on both turoopum..ps could be measured by pass, ing the flo._:
: through a :,ater bath heat exchanger and discharging to atmosphere through an orifice.
" Data Proces sin_.
I
During gas generator comFonent testing, data was processed using the digital sys-
, (
tem computer and a time-share computer system. For turbopump assembly testing,
the digitll data tape was processed by IB,_: System _70 computer.
Th, data reduction requireme-'s of the gas generator component test program were
relatively modest, and the t -share computer system approach proved to be an !
expedient method _, p_ess the data. Each test setup included approximately 50 i[
parameters, and o,_ly ..._ to two data sl.ces were typically selected for each test. I
"Ihe use of the digital _ystem computer and a time-share t_,rminal allowed the data [
!
to be reduced at the test site immediately after conclusion of the test period.
A{ter a test series, data slic_s were selected, and the digital system computer
was _,sed to read the _agnetic data tape and reduce digital counts to engineering
units. Output was in _he form of a typed pape and a punched paper tape. The paper
, tape was then read i_to a time-share terminal located at t_,e test site, and the
data was processed by a prograu_ which calculated flowrate:, and gas generator per-
forn,an_e. /'he output was measured and calculated data in the convenient format
sho,_n in Fig. 167.
i
i
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l TEST NO. 18 5L NO. 3 DUR TO SL = 99.40 5EC TOT DUR= 163.20 SEC
!
!
LONG DURAT_OP; DURABILZTV n_NONSTRATIeN
GGPERF, 1-71, _ RED. DATE 15S50 HAY. 26t 1972
a
CALCULATED FLk]WSs
_ G.6. OXIDIZER = 0.1299 LBH/SEC
,_, G.G. _UEL • r,. 1658 LBMISEC
G6 TOT FLOW = 0,296 LBN/SEC
G.G.M.R. • 0.783 LHNISEC
i
: PERFORMANCE PARAHETER51 J
, _, CSTAR MEASo ss 7609.530 FTISEC
'- CSTAR THEOR. = 7661.934 FT/SEC
,! i
CSTAR EFF. = 99.316 PERCENT1•
t
I:i
; t MEASURED INPUT DATA °'' PRES"PSIA_, TENP•DEU'R
) GG OXIDIZERz
i- US V PR 318.12 VENT T 540.60 Vi£N DP 23.79 GG PIO 30S,5¢, "
VAL PR 312.4£: VALVE _ 543.86
: GG FUEL z
US V PR 366,86 VT.NT T 523.72 VENT DP 5,56 GG PIF 023,66
VAL PR 354.12 VALVE T 524.09
CgeL P 312,21 COOL T 653.48
CHAMBER PRESSUREs
PC 264,34 PC-I 268.56 PC°2 261,?8 PC-COR 268,?7
COMBUSTION TEMPSs
TCI 2076.87 TC2 2160.61 TC3 2091.64 TC4 19?5.68 ,
TU5 2021.81 TC6 2035.87
SKIN TEMPS I
TSI 901,28 TS2 1034,49 TS3 1841,08 TS4 1967,56
TSS 1100,92
Figure 167_.Data Reduction Foruat--Gas G6ner&tor Component Test 0
)
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( Turboptunp assembly testing has a more extensive processing requirement, and the
digital magnetzc tape was processed on the 370 system. A program written for this
test effort calculated propellant flowrates, leakages flows, and turbopump actual!
and scaled performance parameters. These measured and calculated data (approx-
imately 125 items) for all slices were outputed in a 14 page format. Figure 168
! presentes a sample of the reduced data.
' GAS GENERATORC_4PONEN_TESTING
: i
The effort included the development and checkout of the gas generators of the LH2 _!
TPA (nominal flowrate of 0.272 KS/s (0.6 lbm/sec ) and LO2 TPA _nominal flowrate of II
0.0907 Kg/s (0.20 lbm/sec ). Each of the two units of LH2 and two units of LO2 gas .i
• generators were tested to verify operation and integrity. Ignition, performance, 1
_ stability, effluent gas quality, and duration capability were demonstrated. Satis- i
factory operation was demonstrated over a range of mixture ratios, flowrates, and
! propellant inlet temperatures. This test effort consisted of (1) company-funded
gas generator development, (2) LO2 TPA ga£ generator checkout, and (3) LH2 TPA gas
C} generator checkout.
, Gas Generator Develo_nent Test Program
, The gas generator hardware used during this effort as designed met the requirements
of the LH2 TPA. The unit operated at a nominal chamber pressure of 1,861,584 N/n 2
(270 psia), combustion gas temperature of 1117 K (15._C F), and flowrate of 0.272 Kg/sec
: (0.6 lbm/sec ). The design was scaled up from a concept previously developed under
: company-funded IR_D. The unit had provision for direct _park J.l_ition and indirect _.:
i ignition using an air gap igniter located in the injector. Excetlent operation was
demo.strated usin_ direct spark ignit',on over the rallge of conditions required by
the TPA. At the conclusion of testing, this design with direct spark ignition was
selected for the LH2 TPA, and a scaled design was selected for the LO2 TPA. [
FacJ.lity. Testing was conducted at Cell 29A, CTL-4. (Subsequent component and [turbopump assehnbly tests were conducted at Cells 26A and 26B which were being
]
("i
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: (
I ! cohstructed at the time of this effort.) Propellant was supplied by the existingfacility oxygen and hydrogen systems, and pressure to the test hardware was con-
trolled by serve system located upstream. Heat exchangers located upstream of
• the serve valves were used to temperature-condition the propellants. A bipropel-
' lant valve (Fig. 169) was used as part of the gas generator assembly. The initial
i installation did not include the indirect spark torch igniter and associated con-
- i
| j__! trol valves. Installation of these was not required due to success obtained with
'. _ the direct spark igniters, and all tests were conducted us_ direct spark igni-
: aSsn. A GLA variable energy exciter unit was used fox _ nest tests, and a J-2 spark
exciter was also evaluated. Instrtmentation was similar to that used in subse-
!
quent turbopump assembly testing except additional conbustion and skin tempera-
tures were used to define the gas generator coubustion and thermal characteristics.
!
" Test Program. A suamaz7 of the test program is presented in Table 54 . The pro-
gram was initiated on 25 January 1972 with propellant blowdowns of each propel lant
systen to calibrate the facility/hardware, establish valve response and determine
t _/-i pressure response. The initial series of hot-firing tests were conducted to
: evaluate ignition and gradually increase duration to obtain steady-state data.$
Some problems of temperature spiking at star', and cutoff were corrected by nodifi-
cations to the facility hydrogen serve system. On tests 41 and 45, igniter _nergy
was systematically reduced to the minimm value obtainable with the GLA exciter.
Successful ignitions were obtained on all tests. Test 46 was conducted with the
exciter off ("0" eneraY) to verify that auto-iirLitions were not being obtained.
Tests 47 to 54 were conducted to evaluate ot'f nominal operation. Satisfactory
operatioi_ was obtained on all tests includin8 _10 percent iu ILixturo ratio and ±$0
percent in total flowrate. Tests $5 through $8 were conducted to evaluate operation
with cold propellants(152.8 K or "275 R G_ and 20S.$K or 575R GO2). Tests S9
_nrongh 61 wes conducted with the J-2 exciter (360 nJ stored energy at rate of
60 cps) to evaluate the effect of spark ra_e on ianttion. Hard starts were obtained
\ due to propellant accumulation (abo_._.16 nsec botwee_ sparks) in the gas generator. _
Therefore, a higher spark rate (200 Cps) uas rocomended £or-_u_uro applications. i
At this pc,i_t in the test progrma, the basic obJoctivos hsd boon met. However.
,_ two sd_ttonsl arou of invostigitt_ woro muh_aken, :_Thofirst was to _provo
1974012957-2 2
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0the start and cutoff response and aemonstrate transient times applicable to pro-
posed future applications. Larger solenoid valves (i/2 inch instead of 1/4 inch
blarotta valveJ) were installed to decrease the pneumatic fill time of the bipro-
pellant valve. Blowdowns were conducted and an actual increase in response time
was realized. After considerabie analysis, the problem was traced to the facility
i _f electrical power supply to the solenoid valves which was limiting the current and
_ thus limiting solenoid energize _nd de-energize times I_ith :he facility elec-
_ ' trical system modified and the 1/4-inch Marotta solenoids re-installed, start
, times (0 to 98 percent Pc ) of 57 msec and cutoff times (100 to 10 percent Pc ) of
55 msec were obtained.
The second area of additional investigatioi: involved a more vivid demonstration
of gas generator exhaust gas quality and pulsing operation of the gas generator.
_i•
A small turbine blade (M_rk 4) was installed in the gas generator exhaust immedia-
tely downstream of the exhaust elbow and orifice. Test 066 was the checkout test.
t _ests 067 and 068 were conducted in pulse mode (valve shut and immediately reopened).
Test 069 was of a long duration to insure steady-state turbine blade temperature
1089 K (1500 F) and then Test 070 was i_ediately conducted. The results indicated _-J
completely satisfactory operation (no blade overheating, indicating no streaking
, and no detrimental temperature spike at start or cutoff).
Another phase of this investigation was to verify the operation of the redundant
control valves. A schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 170, the redundancy
! _as incorporated to assure safe shutdown of the system in event that a control
solenoid (Marotta bW-74) failed. By orificing the pair of vents to an equivalent
flowrate of one solenoid, and single solenoid valve failure would not prevent the
gas generator valve from opening or closing through at a slower rate. A series
of checkouts were conducted in which varicus combinations of the control valves
were "failed" (simulated by disconnecting the electrical connector) while the gas
generator valve was closed and open. In all cases the bipropol_ant valve operated
\
in the expected manner.
Summary. Forty-four tests were conducted to evaluate ignition perfornance,
sta_i?ity, and exhaust gas temperature with ambient and cold temperature propellants laSk
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at nominal and off no_.inal mixture ratio and flowrate condition.: lhe resultst
l showed reliaSle ignitions at all conditions tested including tests with propellant
i temperature of 153 K (275 R_ :;112 ,nd 208 K (375 R) f;O_. Igniti,,n was obtained
• with direct _park ignition, and the more complex indirect ignition system (torch
ignition with separate propellant valves) was not required nor tested, a summary
j _ of the conclusions is shown in Table 55 including a combustion efficiency of greater2 than 99 percent good stability, and a uniform exhatlst gas temperature profile.
t _
TABLE3S. GASGENERATORTEST DATASIJI_AP
i i i
• nc. - 99 percent
;, Stability - Excellent
Temperature Profile - _208 K (±374 R) upstream of elbow
f. ±21K (±38 R) downstream of elbow
i +I0 percent HR - No effect
-I0 percent MR - No effect _¥
+50 percent Flow - No effect
-50 percent Flow - No effort
Start Time - 57 msec signal to 90 percent Pc
Cutoff Time - SS msec signal to 10 percent Pc
Ignition
Spark Rate - 200
Energy - SO mj stored (--12 mj delivered)
m, i i H i i --
, LO2 TPA Gas Generator Chec,kout Test Program
\ The LO2 gas generator units _'o: I and No. 2 was a flowrate scaled design off the
design developed during the previous company-funded effort. The unit ope:'_ted at a
nominal chamber pressure of 1,861,$84 N/_ 2 (270 psia), combustion gas temperature
of 1117 K (15S0 F), and flowrate of 0.1315 kg/sec (0.29 lbm/sec ). Iiplition was
achLeved by direct spark. Each unit was tested to verify gas generator operation O
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: ( " and integrity Tests were conducted over a range of operatinR conditions with
flowrates from 50 to 120 percent of nominal, mixture ratio from -10 to +10 percent
of nominal, and propellant inlet temperatures from 153 to 333 K (275 to 600 R) fuel
and 208 to 333 K (375 to 600 R} oxidizer. Both units _emonstrated successful opera-
, tion with reliable ignition, good start and cutoff reseonse, stable performance,
combustion efficiencies over 99 percent, and uniform exhaust gas temperature dis-
tribution (±17.8 t, or 32 F) at the gas generator exist.
, Facility: Testing was conducted at the cell 26A test position of CTL-4 which was
constructed for testing of the LO2 TPA. The gas generator was instaJled with the
: same position and propellant feed system as to be used for the turbopump assembly
: testing. Thus, this component testing also checkout and verified operation of the
propellant feed systems to be used for subsequent turbopump assembly testing
_" (Fig. 171 }. The gas generator was install on a mock turbopump which provided the
correct orientation for the gas generator and was an exhaust duct for the exhaust
gases. Instrumentation was the same (Fig. 172) as that to be used on assembly
testing except additional combustion gas and skin temperature measurements were
( used to further characterize the gas generator operation. A GLA variable energy
spark unit was used for all tests.
Test Prosram. A summsry of the test program is presented in Table 36 for both gas
generator units. Testing was initiated on 24 May 1972 with propellant blowdowns
of each propellant system to calibrate the facility/hardware, and establish valve !l
_nd pressure response, t
Hot ffre testing was initiated with the imit No. _ using ambient temperature propel-
lants. During the Laitial tests, £acility problems were encountered with a dura-
t4on timer and the gaseous oxygen serve-system response. This situation was cor-
rected, and testing proceeded with the planned objectives. Tests 10 through 16
t were conducted with durations to 30 seconds_ ogf-des_gn _ixture ratio of _10 per-\
centp and £1owrates £rom S0 and 12G percent o£ _wmtnal. Test 18 demonstrated the
capability og operating got extended duration and was conducted £or a duration o#
163 seconds. This test had been scheduled for 600 seconds but was terminated
prematurely when radiation heating from the mock turbopump/discharg e duct damaged
control wiring. This was corrected for Subsequent tasting by raroutin8 the con-
trol wiring.
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( Tc._ts 19 through 23 +,ere coiiducted ,,,i.th _uld 't*ml,_.r;lttl_t" pr.-!,t+_i:_nt._ +,'ith a fuei
i temperature of approximately 153 K (275 R) and an (_xidizer terlperat,lre _f appreJxi-
mately 208 K (375 R). On the first test (19), the oxidizer serv,_-control failed
causing the oxidizer inlet pressure to vary considerably. ,_._.dthe combustion ten:-
' ._-10 F)perature varied from 1117 K (1550 FI do_'n tc 94J K (12ar+ F) +u:d up tn 1500 K "+_
when the (est +,'as terminated. There was no apparent damage to the gas generator.
The remainder of the tests were conducted with dr:ration increasing t,_ 10 seconds,
and a off design mixture ratio of ±IC percent. On the last scheduled test on unit
No. 1 (23), a thermocouple instrumentatio,., port on the uncooled i1S-188 _as genera-
tor exhal_.L duct fa:led resulting in a 0.762 cm (0.3 inch) diameter hole around
the affe."ed zone .,'o other erosion or overheating was apparent. The failure _-as
an isola .2 problem of the initial welded installation of the instrumentation port
aggravated by the momentary high flame temperature experienced on test 19 when the
oxidizer servo-control malfunc_loned.
": bletallurgical analysis of the instrumentation port that failed showed that the
failure was due to the use of the wrong weld rod (stainless steel instead of
: (-
Hastelloy _' or Haynes 188) during welding on this particular port by the vendor.
This resulted in brittleness due to the insolubility of impurities. All other
weld joints was penetrant inspected, and use of the improper weld rod was limited !
to the one failed joint. The No. I unit was repaired by welding in a new HS-188 I
cylindrical section, and no further problems of this nsture was experienced durislg
the reminder of testing.
Gas generator unit No. 2 was tested on tests 24 through 27 to v_rify operation and
_ntegrity. Tests were conducted at nominal conditions with ambient tesperature
propellants with increasing test durations. On the last test, duration capability
was demonstrated by operating for a duration of 229 seconds, but th_ test was
terminated before its scheduled 600 seconds when the facility mock:turbopump/
exha:st duct failed. (Air aspirating into the £acillty duct mixed with the fuel
rich hot exhaust gas resulting in a higher ga_ temperature.)
Tests 28 and 29 were conducted on unit _o. 2 with 555 K C600 R) propellant inlet ]
( ! temperature to verify operation at the upper limit of the propellant inlet tem-
perature requirement.
- 27, I/j
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S_ar_. Tw'enty tests were conducted on unit No. 1 and _o. _ of thc LO2 gas gen- /
erators which verified the integrity of the design to operate over the required
range of propellant inlet conditions. These units were subsequentl> installed on
the turbopump assemblies, i
i LH2 TPA Gas Generator Checkout Test Program•
The unit No. 2 LH2 gas generator was of the same design as the unit No. 1 gas gen-
i erator previously evaluated during the gas generator development test program, iThe unit operated at a nominal chamber pressure of 1,861,584 N/m2 (270 psia), com-
bustion gas temperature of 1117 K (1550 F), flowrate of 0.272 kg/s (0.6 lbm/sec),
and direct spark ignition. This checkout test series demonstrated the integrity
and successful operatirn of unit No. 2.
?
_acilit_. Testing was conducted at the Cell 26B test position of CTL-4 which was
constructed for testing of the LH2 TPA. The gas generator was installed on a
mock turbopumplexhaust duct with the same position and propellant feed system as
to be used for turbopump assembly testing. Thus, this component testing also _
checkout operation of the propellant feed system used for turbopump assembly
testing. Instrumentationwas the same as that used on assembly testing except
additional combustion gas and skin temperature measurements were used to further
characterize the gas generator operation. An EGG spark unit was used for Ignition.
_ This unit had been designed and procured to assure positive ignition of the turbo-
i_' pump gas generators, and the unit had a spark rate of 200 cps with a minimum
delivered spLrk energy of 100 mJ.
Test Program. The objective of this test series was to checkout unit No. 2 gas
generator. (all development experimental objectives had been evaluated during
previous test efforts). A summary of tht_ test program is presented in Table 3Z
A series of tests were conducted at ncminal conditions with ambient temperature
propellants in increasing dura*ions fzom 0.5 to 343 seconds. The last scheduled
test had a scheduled duration of 600 seconds but was terminated at 343 seconds
when a hydrogen leak from an instrumentetionport ignLted and overheated the bipro-
pellant actuator body. The actuator body failed and the valve closed terminating Othe test.
250?
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Summary. A series or five tests were conducted which verified successful opera- _J i
tion of the unit No. 2. The operating characteristics were per design and the
same as unit _o. I. The bipropellant valve was repaired and the unit was installed i
on a LH2 turbopump assembly.
!
Gas Generato__rOperatingCharacteristics !
!
The gas generator concept as shown in Figs. 173 and 17,1features a multi-element !
coaxial injector, a cooled copper body, and an uncoole0 discharge duct. Salient i
features are scalability, reliable ignition by direct spark, nominal temperature
requirements for seals and spark plug, high combustion efficiency and controlled
' 3
start and cutoff transients. This design was devploped and tested on a co_arv-
funded program with a unit operating with 0.0907 kg/s (0.2 Ibm/sec). The concept
was scaled to operating requirements of the TPA's with a flowrate of 0.I_15 and
0.2722 kg/s (0.29 and 0.6 Ibm/sec). i
i
The multi-element coaxial injector (Fig. 175), is designed for stable combustion _
and high combustion efficieucy of greater thatn 99 percent. Twelve injector
• lements are used for the LH2 gas generator and five injector elements are us_i {'_)
for the LO2 gas generator. All of the oxidizer and approximately 60 percent of
the fuel are mixed by the injecto_ to produce a higher temperature core (approxi-
mately 1553 K or 2300 F) at a mixture ratio of 1.3:1 o/f or greater. This mixture
ratio is very ignitable by spark ignition over a wide range of propellant tempera-
tures and pressures. The remainder of the fuel is used to cool the copper body with
a typical bulk te._peraturc rise of 350 K (170 F) (Fig. 176). This fuel is injected
into the core flow by injection holes at the downstream portion of the b_dy, The
coolant injection pattern is designed to penetrate the various zones of the core _
to produce a uniform mixture ratio of 0.82:1 o/f with a combustion temperature of
1550 F. The spark plug is located in the side of cooled copper body where the op-
?
erating temperature is approximately 339 K (150 F). Thusj the spark plug to body - ,_., _.
seal, and the spark plug internal sealing is not subjected to high temperatures.
Because of the cooled body, the injector to body seal and the body to tmcooled duct
seal are in cooled regions eliminating the problems associated with high tempera-
ture sealing. '_
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The injector feed is volumetrically balanced to control of start and cutoff
transients. The volume from the valve do_Istream seal to the injection elements
is balanced to produce a fuel to oxidizer volume ratio of 17:1 which corresponds
to a mixture ratio of approximately 0.9:1 o/f or combustion temperature of 1600 F.
This achieves even priming and draining of the manifold during start and shutdown
eliminating the requirement for purges or sequencing of the propellant valves.
j Response is good with a measured pressure rise to 90 percent chamber pressure of
approximately i0 milliseconds and cutoff to 10 percent chamber pressure o£ approx-
imately 20 milliseconds. There were no high temperature spikes at start or cut-
off. The feed system can be seen in Fig. 177. The oxidizer valve is mounted close
to the injector, and an aluminum spacer is inserted into the downstream portion of
the valve body and the inlet line to further minimize oxidizer volume. To achieve
the relatively large volume required for the fuel feed system, an extra large line
size is used between the valve and injector which provided most of the required
volume. Another tube is "teed" into the line to provide the remainder of the
volume. (This section could be used to tune the volume if required by inserting
a spacer or additing a section of line.)(
The uncooled duct contained a number of instrumentationports located downstream
of the cooled body flange and at the exit of the chamber. During component test-
ing, a flange was welded to the exit which contained a nozzle to simulate the area
of the turbine manifold. During operation, the downstream portion of the duct
reaches combustion temperature o£ I117 K (1550 F) radiation heat to the surrounding
areas, and a re£rasil cloth wrapped around this duct was used to eliminated radia-
tion heating of the adjacent assembly and wiring.
l
The temperature profile of the combustion gases were meuured during component
testing by a rake of three thermocouples at the two instrumentation locations on t
the duct. The upstream location where is located near the point of secondary in-
jection, and the typical temperature profile indicated a high temperature core
with a temperature distribution or ±464 K (±375 F). At the exit of the _ds genera-
tot downstream of the elbow complete mixing has taken place, and the measured tem-
peratures agreed with the expected theoretical temperature with a distribution
of less than 278 K (40 F).
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LO2 TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY TEST
The liquid oxygen turbopump development test program was successfully conducted
on the unit No. I TPA. This unit was removed from the facility, inspected, and
returned for acceptance testing. Both units were then acceptanced tested. Du= -_
acceptance testing, additional tests were conducted under company-funding to
evaluate pump performance at high flowrates. A total of 78 t_sts with an accu-
mulated duration of 8,579 seconds was conducted during these test efforts. The
LO2 TPA installed on the test facility is shown in Fig. 178.
LO2 TPA Development Test
The deve]opment test program was initiated on 6 November 1972, and all tests were
conducted on the unit No. i. A total of 55 tests were conducted with _n accumu-
lated duration of 6580 seconds of which 44 tests were conducted by hot-firing the
gas generator (A minimum of 50 starts and 6,000 seconds duration was scheduled.]
The test program is summarized in Table 58, and all the scheduled test objectives
were conducted including constant speed pump performance, critical sFeed, cavita-
tion performance, constant power pump performance, low Q/N start, duration dem-
onstration, and thermal tests.
The first test was planned to be a low speed checkou£ test by slowly ramping to
1257 rad/s (12,000 rpm); however, the pump failed to maintain speed. The pump
would repeatedly cycle to 209 to 52.4 rad/s (2000 to 500 rpm) and stop. After the
test, the pump was inspected by removing the LO2 inlet housing. The inspection J
revealed that the inducer tips were rubbing on the Kel-F inducer tunnel. The pump
was reassembled and the second test was attempted with the same result. Because of i
suspected l_ftoff seal rubbing, the liftoff seal actuation pressure was increased i
to 2,068,427 N/m2 (500 psig), and a successful 200 second test was conducted at
1257 rad/s (12,000 rpm) over a range of developed head and flowrate.
Following the initial checkout of the assembly, tests were conducted to locate
the critical speed (test 4) and map pmnp constant speed hydrodynamic performance
(test 5 and 6).. Tests 7, 8, 9, and 10 were conducted to evaluate the cavitation
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performance of the LO2 pump. T!le tests gere cGnducted with the taut pres_urizpd "'!
to a nominal value and an orifice in the pump inlet line to compensate for tank
liquid level elevation during steady-state flow conditions. During the test,
the tank was vented slowly until the pump discharge pressure dropped off. Tests
11 and 12 were conducted with the turbine drive gas provided by hot firing the
_as generator to fully check out the system. The tests were a complete success
and a planned turbine inspection was conducted. The turbine wheel was removed
for inspection which showed that the turbine wheel and turbine noz=les were in
excellent condition. The unit was reassembled, and a 300-second hot gas checkout
test was conducted (Test 13).
During the early test effort, data indicated a possible marginal condition iE the
proper lubrication of the bearings. To investigate this condition, the bearing
lubrication flow was diverted overboard rather than returning it to the eye of
the impeller and special measurements were taken. The overboard lubrication sys-
i tem was used on Tests 7 through 13, and the data indicated that adequate lubrica-
tion flcw was being provided through the normal circuit. The original bearing
lubrication system with the flow returned to the eye of the impeller was installed _"
for Test 14 and subsequent tests.
Pump performance was determined over a range of Q/N values for four different
levels of turbine drive power (test 14 through 18). Turbine power was provided
by hot firing the gas generator. Each test was initiated by oFerating at 5142 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) and a selected value of !iquid oxygen flowrate, and pump performance
was measured while system resistancs {Q/N) was wried over the range of interest.
Low Q/N start capability was successfully demonstrated during Tests 19, 21, and 22
when the pump was started at 50 percent of Q/N, 25 percent ef Q/N, and a dead-head
start. Extended duration capability was demonstrated by two tests (20 and 2._) con- ',
! ducted at nominal flow conditions of 0.00631 mS/s (100 gpm) and 3142 rad/s
, (50,000 rpm) for a duration of I0 minutes each.
t The concluding test effort was directed toward measurement of thermal soakback, re- 0
start without reconditioning, and on/off pulsing under sisulated altitude cond_-tions.
-!
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( _le effort was initiated with a long reference son,back period. 5oakback d_ta _,a,
then taken after a cold gas drive test (25) and hot gas turbine drive (26). To
evaluate restart capability, a hot fire test was conducted at nominal conditions,
and the turbopump was restarted after 25 minutes and 41 :zinutes respectively with-
out prechilling between tests. The final test series of 27 tests consisted of 2
seconds on/5 seconds off cycle testing. Having completed the LO. turbopump devel-
, opment test effort during which all objectives were met or exceeded, the No. 1
LO2 was removed from the test facility and shipped to the Rocketdyne Engineering
Development Laboratory for inspection.
LO2 TPA Data Analysis
The head-flow characteristics and overall efficiency obtained with the initial LOX
pump are presentea in Fig. 179. The data shown was obtained with turbopump S/N 01,
but the performance of turbopump S/N 02 was very similar, therefore the presented
data can be considered as typical. Both the H-Q and efficiency characteristics of
the pump matched the predicted values very wet1. The actual head generated at
" design flow was slightly higher than predicted; the slope of the H-Q curve reflec-
ted the predicted slope very accurately. The overall efficiency of the pump, based
on the output of the calibrated turbine, was exactly as predicted, 62 percent at
design flow.
The suction performpmce of the pump was established at three flowrates: 0.00541 m3/s
(54 GPM), 0.00650 m3/s (I0_ GPM), and 0.00915 mSls (145 GP_l). The obtained char-
acteristics are presented in Fig. 180. The critical NPSH levels, defined at a
2 percent head drop-off, for the above flowrates were at 19.4 and 25.9 Joule/kg
(6.5 ft., zero ft., and 8 ft.), respectively. At the approximate design flow
0.00650 m3/s (105 GPM) the critical NPSH was actually below zero; the data indicated
that the inducer was capable of pumping a substantial amount of vapor fraction.
The net axial thrust on the rotor was computed based on measured pressure levels.
l
The obtained values were lower than the 890 N (200 lb.) predicted toward the turbine
end. Nominally the the,st values were ax_und zero; in some instances small thrust
levels toward the pump were calculated. The magnitudes were too small to establish
positively whether a ,_everse thrust condition actually existed. In any case, there
was no detrimental effect in evidence"either in rotordynamic behavior or bearing
performance.
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: The performance characteristics of the oxidizer turbine were c:tablished during
I calibration tests using ambient gaseous nitrogen as propellant. The test speed _as
• set at 572.8 rad/s (5,470 rpm) to obtain the same blade-to-gas spouting velocity
ratio (U/Co) as with hot hydrogen-oxygen combustion gases at _142 rad/s (30,000 rpm?.
The resulting efficiency obtained are shown in Fig. 181. At the design pressure
ratio of 7.72 and u/c ° of 0.09 the efficiency was 22 percent, close to the pre-
dicted value of 24.3 percent.
1
LO2 Turbopump Mechanical Performance
Throughout the development and acceptance testing of both LOX turbopumps, no mechani-
cal failures were encountered. The first unit (S/N 01) completed the entire planned
development test series, accumulating 55 starts and 6220 seconds without the neces-
5
_' sit), of removing the turbopump from the test stand for mechanical modifications or
i i
, ; correction. Subsequently, the second unit successfully nass_d acceptance tests,
_,"_ bringing the total operating time to 78 starts and 8579 seconds. The test series
:i
- _ encompassed a complete range of anticipated operating conditions including long .
"_i durations up to 600 seconds, short cycling (2 seconds on 5 seconds off), dead head : __)
starts, simulated altitude and operation at flows ranging from 0.00315 to 0.0126 mS/s
(50 GPM to 200 GPM) and speeds in excess of 3560 rad/s (34,000 RPM).
Both turbopumps were partially disassembled after the test series by removing the
inlet housing, which facilitated visual inspection of the inducer, impeller, back
flow deflector and the KeI-F inducer liner and impeller front wear ring. The
partially disassembled pump S/N 02 is shown in Fig.182. None of the parts exhibited
• any evidence of degradation. The inducer and impeller front wear ring labyrinth
teeth rubbed on the stationary Kel-F mating parts, as anticipated.
The exhaust duct and turbine wheel were removed from Turbopump S/N Ol after 12
i starts and 2052 seconds of testing. No axial rubbing had taken place between the
rotor blades and the nozzle. As planned, the rotor blades rubbed a path into the
seal. of the chrome sealing surface evidenthoneycomb tip Spalling plated
was on
the wheel under the turbine seal ring. This was apparently a result of attempting
0
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(Figure 181. AP$ LOXTurbine Per_oraance (Slt Admission Single
£ Row 6N2 Callbratlo_ Data)
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( to hold too tight of a radial clearar,_e 0.002-94 _J:, _i:.;;i_il _n_l_ i}___ _t'I_,ii_ bL't_,t:cn
i the seal ring and the wheel. The problem _,as resolved on the -_,c_nj unit and ,_n
the LH2 turbopumps by opening up the radial clearance to 0.OI)5_,8 c_" q-_.002 inch,
minimum.
t
From a rotordynamic standpoint, the behavior of the turbopump _,,_s satisfactory.
Accelerometers located on the pump volute and turbine manifold sho_,ed vibration
levels of 5 g peak-to-peak at nominal speed. Increased s vnchroi:,L'S ,.lbration am-
plitudes _,'ere evident at 1885 rad/s or 18,000 rpm (20 g !' i_ max :_nd at 2618 rad:s
or 25,000 rpm (40 g p/p max). An analysis of the turbopump installatic, n revealed
that valve masses mounted on the turbopump had critical frequencies which approached
the above values, and when these frequencies were changed bv adding mass to the
valve, the high amplitudes were either reduced or completely eliminated.
L.tt_ TURBOPUHPASSENBLYTEST
The liquid hydrogen turbopump development test program was conducted on units No. 1
and No. 2. Development testing was initiated on u,.it No. 1, and testing was ter-
minated when weld cracks appeared on the turbine housing. The remainder of the
development test objectives and the acceptance test requirements were succeusfully
completed on unit No. 2. Additional testing was conducted under company-funding
to evaluate pump operation at speeds up to 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm). A total of
70 tests with an accumulated duration of 6,351 seconds was conducted during these
test efforts.
Unit No. I LH_ TPA Test
Development testing was initiated on 7 May 1973. A total of 57 tests were conduc-
ted with an accumulated duration of 5,091 seconds of which 45 tests were conducted
by hot-firing the gas generator. Testing on this unit was terminated when weld
' failure occurred on the turbine manifold housing, and the remainder of the devel-
opment tests were conducted on unit No. 2. The unit No. 1 test effort is summa-
rized in Table 59, and the completed test objectives were constant speed pump
performance, _ritical speed, cavitation performance, constant power pump perform-
( ance, low q/N start, duration demonstration, and thermal data tests. All develop-
ment requirements and evaluations had been completed (including the required number
of starts) except the scheduled 6,000 seconds of operation.
-- !
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Testin!: was initiated vsing gaseous hydrogen; Je drive. "lhe f_r:t test wa:; a
low st_e; -ckout test conducted by" slowly r,-r,.i ,- and ol'erat_n z at o.257 rad,'s
(12,000 :'pro). The next test verified critical .ed locatlon'_ by rampin_ Ic
1712 rad/-- t45,000 rpm).
After these "n,t]al checkout tests, l_c r, _ :,drodynamic performance was mapped
(test 3 through " at _.'hr_e speed le. ":712, 5498 ar.d (,283 rad/:; (45,000,
'" 52,500 and 60,000 rpm) [lurLng _hes_- : ;_, it was notea _hat the developed head
was below the predicted val'ee_ l,.Jrt :.'_' avly in the high flow range of the operating
map.
On test 3 an oscillation in all the pump pressures occurred of approximately"
137,895 N/m3 (20 psi) at a frequency of 8 cps. The test was automatically termi-
nated by the inlet pressure redline. This repeated on the following test. From
the data it was postulated that a vapor pocket had existed in the pump, and these
gases were being expelled by the hydrogen lubrication flow to the impeller inlet.
On test 5, the automatic redline was replaced by an engineering observer. The
oscillation occurred again, but the test was allowed to continue to observe the
nature of the oscillation. After approximately five seconds the oscillation damp-
ened and the pump operated normally (indicating the gas pocket had been expelled)_
The pretest chilldown procedure was modified tn assure a more complete chilidown
uf the lubrication circuit by bleeding through the bearing cavity bleed circuit.
The bearing cavity bleed was closed during pump operation. The revised prechill
procedure almost completely eliminated th_ occurrence on subsequent tests.
Cavitation performance was evaluated on tests 8, 9, and I0. The pump was started
to 6283 rad/_ (60,000 rpm) and a selected Q/N, and the run tank was slowly vented
until the pump developed pressure decreased by approximately 5 percent. A 5 second
checkout test (II) was conducted at nominal Q/N and 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm) by not
fizzingthe gas generator to fully checkout the system. This test was repeated (12)
fcr a long duration, and the turbopump _ystem operated very satisfactorily. Test 13
w_,sconducted at 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm), however, the gas generator gaseous oxygen
servo-controlmalfunctioned increasing the gaseous oxygen flm.ra:e to the gas gen-
erator. The test was automatically terminated by the turbine inlet, temperature
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relir, e. AT_adjustment was made to the set ,-on,titlon.; t,, ,ornl_en_:_te fc_r the "rw_
system problem, and the test was repeated a sh_rt ti_r_e later. On thiq repeat t,,_t
(14), the gas generator operated satisfactorily at a power level c_rreqpondin;, to
60,000 for 1,;.9 second before the pump started. The cutoff si_:nal _,,_ given at _-
approximately the same time that the pump started. ,_ probable ca_._e . f the _._I,
_inding was attributed to normal we;,ring between the turbine wheel t tp and the t:lr-
bine housing wear surface. On the preceeding short hot fire, the turbine wheel
al;proac _.,i its operating temperature faster than the housing. When the te_t wa._
repeated approximately ten minutes later, the wheel was warmer than the hous:n_ and
had grown thermall:" against the wear ring. After fifteen seconds of hot-gas op-
eration, the wheel and housing were heated to operating temperature and the pump
started. To verify that this was the cause, a cold gas turbine 4-ire test (Glt2)
was conducted by slowly increasing the turbine pressure from zero. The pump
started with an inlet pressure of approximately 413685 N/m/ (60 psig). The pump
was ramped to 6074 rad/s (58,000 rpm), wheze the pump operated normally. This cold
gas spin was repeated, and the pmap started immediately and operated normally as
it was ramped to and operated at 6074 rad/s (58,000 rpm). A hot gas test was con-
ducted (17) at nominal conditions for 400 seconds, and the pump operated very satis-
factorily, ihl inspection was made of the second stage turbine wheel whi_'h verified
that normal wearing of the wear surface had occurred.
The next test effort was directed toward measurement of thermal soakback. Tests 18
and 19 were conducted in the vacuum chamber. A high combustion temperature occurred
on the start of test 18 and the test was terminated. The test was repeated (19) at
nominal conditions for a duration of 400 second_ followed by a four hour soak period. J
An on-site inspection was conducted on the second stage turbine by removing the
inlet housing. The pump inducer and first stage impeller were in excellent condi-
tion. The 0.0254 cm (0.010 inch) thick silver plating on the first stage labyrinth
had spalled almost completely due to poor Fnnding of the plating. This could have
been a cause of the low pump performance. Another possible cause was internal
leakage from the pump discharge past the piston seals to the pump inlet. Th_ inlet
housing was replaced with a housing (from unit No. 2) .vhich had been modified by
(_ installing a seal to prewnt the suspected internal leakage. This housing also
contained a properly silver _lated !abyrinth soal.
30S
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Testing resumed with a gaseous hydrogen turbine dr:'.e checkout test at nominal
conditions. Pump operatiun _,as IIul'|llal d]ld bO_!V il|clUdbv 11! |,Vl _ol_ilaqcg was noted. ..:
3_
' The remainder of the tests were conducted with hot gas turbxne drixe. Constant -_
power performance was mapped through the no_inal conditions _f 0.028_ m3/s (450 gpm_
and 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm). Duration carability was demonstrated with a 600 sec-
i
ond test, at nominal conditions and cycle tests were conducted witk 10 seconds of '_2
operation and 5 seconds off. Tests 51 through 54 evaluated low Q/N start b)
starting the pump with nominal power with various values of system resistance (Q/N),
and terminating the test when speed reached 5236 rad/s (50,000 rpm). The pump
started at 75 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent of nominal Q/N. The pump stalled
with a deadhead start.
! Tests 56 through 58 were attempted at nominal conditions but were prematurely ter-!
i minated. Test 56 was terminated due to an improper sp_ed indication while tests 57
i and 58 were terminated because of hydrogen leakage. Post test inspection revealed
! that severe weld cracks had occurred in the turbine manifeld housing. The assem-
i _bly was renoved and shipped to the Rocketdyne Development Laboratory for disassem- ..
bly and inspection. The pump and bearings were fn, m_ to be in excellent condition.
Cracks were found in the turbine housing weld and in the turbine manifold. Some
damage had occurred on the turbine wheels as a result ef the failure of the housing
The turbopump could not be easily repaired nor acceptance tested. A description
of the assembly condition is presented in a later section.
lUnit No. 2 LH2 TPA Test
Testing _as conducted for acceptance of the unit No. 2 with a minimum of I0 starts
and 500 seconds of operation and completion of the remaining development program
objectives of 6,000 seconds of operation. An additional test was conducted
(company-fundedwith customer approval) to evaluate pump operation at speeds up
to 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm) near nominal Q/N. A sunmary of test effort is presented
in Table 40, a total of 13 tests were conducted with an accumulated duration of
12o0 seconds.
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The scheduled acceptance tests were conducted on tests 59 and 69, and the acceptance _)
tests series was similar to the LO2 TPA acceptance test program. The initial test ]
was a gaseous hydrogen turbine drive _here the pump was slowly ramped to 5498 rad/s
(52,500 rpm) at nominal Q/N. Subsequent tests were conducted by hot-firin_ the gas
generator, Test 60 was = checkout test hot-firing the gas generator, and the pump
started to 6807 rad/s (65,000 rpm). The power level was adjusted, and the checkout
test was repeated where the pump started to and o[,erated at 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm).
A 400 second test (62) was conducted at nomiwi conditions and constant power per- |
!formance was evaluated. A series of 7 cycle tests was conducted at nominal condi-
tions with an operating :ime of 10 seconds and an off time of 5 seconds, i
To further map the pump performance of unit No. 2, a 600 second test f70) was con-
ducted at nominal Q/N and 5498 rad/s (52,500 rpm) and a constant power performance
map was determined. An additiona! test was conducted where data was obtained at a
higher than nominal speed from 6285 to 7121 rad/s (60,000 to 68,000 rpm).
During pretest checkouts, a small hydrogen leak was detected at the pump to turbine
support shell. This leak occurred with :he pump prechilled to liquid hydrogen tem- C_}_
perature: and a leak could not be detected at ambient temperature with gaseous
helium. Hydrogen was apparently leaking from the pump internal into the normally
inert and vented support shell. To prevent leakage from occurring during the
pxannad hot-fire tests, a vent port was installed on the shell prior to test 60,
and the leakage was vented to a safe area.
12/2 Turbopump Data Analysis
The pump performance data obtained on the initial series of test with turbopump
S/N O1 is shown in Fig. 185. Isentropi¢ head is obtained by establishing the
isen_ropic enthalpy change from inlet temperature and pressure to discharse pres-
sure and converting it to a mechanical equivalent by multiplying by 778. lsentro-
pie efficiency is equal to the ratio isentropic head to polytropic head based on
measured discharge temperature and pressure. _N_
0
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The data obtained at 5498 rad/s f52,500 rl _) in the initial tests series matched )
t
[ the predicted H-Q characteristics closely at design Q/N although the developed
heat fell off sharply at higher flowrates. The efficiency obtained at 5498 rad/s
(52,500 rpm) was substantially higher than predicted. Because of compressibility
effects, the peIformance was poorer at 6283 radls (60,000 rpm). AIcht,ugh the actual
#
efficiency exceeded the prediction at low flowrates, the developed head fell short
of the predicted over the entire flow range.
After the initial te_t series an analysis was made to determiT_e the ,use for the
low developed head. It was concluded that part of the problen_ was _,,ternal recir-
culation in the area of the rear bearings and around tire crossover from _,e second
stage discharge to the first stage discharge. The latter _cak path was sealed by
adding a spring seal between the inlet housing and the crossover as shos_ in Fig. 184.
e
. In the process of incorporating the seal it was noted that the slaver plating on
the inlet housing opposite the first stage impeller front wear ring had come off.
' Thus, instead of 0.0127 cm (0.005 inch) diametral wear ring clearance per design,
the pump was tested with approximalely 0.0635 cm (0.025 inch) clearance. The inlet
was replaced by one with a good quality silver plate on the wear ring land
Figure 185 shows the performance characteristics of turbopump S/N 01, after the
first stage wear ring was repaired and the front internal leak path was sealed.
A substantial improvement in performance was realized: The head was closer to
predicted and the efficiency was substantially higher than predicted over a wider
flow range.
The perfo:mance of turbopump S/N 02, presented in Fig. 186, was lower, both in
the head developed and the efficiency attained, even though the configuration of
the pmnps was the same.
The swtion performance evaluation was conducted on turbopuap S/N 01_ on the first
\ test series, before the front leak path was sealed and the first stage front wear
ring was restored. The results are shown in F_g. 187. TWo percent head decrease
occurred at 299 Joule/kg fl00 ft) NPSH at the lower flowrate, while at the approxi-
mate design flow the 2 percent head decrease was at 254 Joule/kg (85 ft) NPSH. The C
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i ( corresponding NPSH values for the S percent he_td chanre _¢ere 1-9 .roule/kg (60 ft)
{ and 209 Joule/kg (70 ft), respectively. It is surmised that the large first stage
front wear ring leakage due to the failed silver plating had a degrading effect on
suction performance, but the suction performance tests were not repeated to assess
the degree of improvement after the wear ring was restored.
The output criteria of the _IK-44 liquid hydrogen pump required design parameters
I
and features in certain areas for which little or no empirical data was available
and as a result analytical techniques and extended extrapolation had to be applied.
In the subsequent discussion, significant hydrodynamic results are summarized and
analyzed for probable causes for deviation from predicted values.
The balance piston operated successfully thereby demonstrating that the analytical
i_ techniques for axial thrust prediction, criteria for thrust force margin and balance
=, piston design procedures are satisfactory. Inspection of the bearings after test-
_! ing showed that only light bearing radial loads were experienced. This verifies
the capability of the selected vaned diffuser crossover system to produce low radial
"' ( forces on the shrouded impellers over a wide flow range. The losses in the vaned-
diffuser cross-over system calculated from test results were lower than predicted.
At the design point flow rate of 0.029 m3/s (460 gpm) and 6283 rad/s (60,000 rpm),
the test head was lower than initially predicted and the test efficiency was higher
than predicted. The test head rise dropped more rapidly at flow rates above the
design point than was predicted. In an effort to evaluate the differences betweea
predicted and test performance, the performance was again calculated using actual
build clearances and hardware dimensions but with increased estimates of boundary
layer thickness.
This resulted in a predicted design point head approximately I0 percent lower than
test values with good agreement in efficiency. The predicted head flow slope was\
still flatter than test values.
The difference betweel, predicted and test performance may have been caused by block-
age due to the return of hot two-phase hydrogen to the inlet through the impeller(
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seals and balance piston flow passages. The process of mixing and condensing these
flows is not well defined and this effect is much more pronounced for low specific
speed pumps such as the APS fuel pump.
The number of impeller blades possible to produce was limited to _en, which in
turn dictated a lower impeller discharge blade angle.
J Typically the lower the impeller blade angle, the greater is the tendancy for boun-
dary layer fluid to collect on the suction surfaces of the blades rather than leaving
along the impeller side walls. The impeller exit passage aspect ratio (peripheral
spacing/tip width) was very high (13.37) for the APS compared to conventional size
pump (=2,50). The further the design had to deviate from optimum geometry to
accommodate fabrication constraints for small low specific speed pumps, the less
7
predictable the performance became.
7
_,. The value of blade and vane thicknesses and flow passage boundary layer allowances,
expressed as percentage of free area, used in the performance prediction analyses
are presented in Table 41.
Figure 188compares the performance predicted with increased passage blockage and
build clearance values for turbopump S/N-1 with gest results for turbopump Serial
No.'s I and 2. The efficiency was more correctly predicted with the increased
material and boundary layer blockage values. However, the predicted head vs flow
characteristic is flatter than determined by test.
Figure 189compares the performance of the first stage of the APS pump based on
test results with the predicted performance for the two sets of material and
boundary layer blockage values listed in Table 41. The increased blockage allow-
ances reduced the head rise while only slightly influencing the head vs flow
characteristic slope. The head flow characteristic slop was largely determined by
the impeller both for the test and analytical result:_. Possible reasons for dif- L
ferences between test and analytical characteristics could have been increased im-
peller inlet blockage due to blockage by two-phase fluid entering from the impeller
wear ring or greater housing internal leakage flows than a11owed for. As the pump
I
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Figure 188. APS Fuel Pump Performance
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Figure 189. APS Hydrogen Pump First Stage Performance
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specific speed is increased the influences which result in p,_o,'er Fredictabllltv
become less important. Vaned diffuser discharge pressure and cr_),_-o_er discharge
pressure are nearly identical based on calculations and v:_ned d_ffu[er pres_ure_
are therefore not plotted.
"FABLE 41, APS _OEL P_.IP COMPUTER PROGR.&_.INPUT BLOCKACE \AI_UES
Or_ -inal increased
Calc¢._Cion Blockage
Impeller Inlet
0. 127
B_ade norma] thickness, cm finch) 0 (o. oso)
Bourdary layer area reduction, percent 19 10
Impeller Disula_ge
O. 297
Blade normal thickness, cm (inch) 0
Boundary layer area reduction percent 10 (0.117)
• ' 4(;
Diffuser Inlet
0.0762
Vane normal thickness, cm (inch) 0
Boundary layer area reduction percent 10 (0.036j' 10
Diffuser Exit
O. 0762
Vane normal thickness, cm (inch) 0 (0.030)
Boundary layer area reduction, percent 10 40
Crossover Exit
Vane nermal thickness, cm finch) 0 0.0762
Boundary layer area reduction, percent 20 f0.030)20
Volute
Boundary layer area reduction, percent 20 20 ,,
w
The turbine performance characteristics, as established by GN2 calibration using
a torquemeter and a power absorbing device are presented in Fig. 190. The mea- i
sured efficiency at the design jet speed ratio of 0.178 _nd pressure ratio of 1i
7.72 was 49.5 percent, compare_ to s predicted value of 60 percent. The lower !
efficiency obtained was attributed primarily to three factors: The rotor blade !
surface finish and the surface finish of the interstage stator v_s poorer than
anticipated, actual rotor tip radial clearance was higher .ban the value used in i
l
I
i
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the design analysis, and finally the cell size used in the honeycomb tip seal was
coarse compared to the small blade tip surface area.
LIi2 TPA Hechanical Performance
a
: All development testing was performed with the initial build of turbopump S/N 01.
_. A total of 58 tests and 5091 seconds of operation was accomplished, of which 45
tests for an accumsulated 2940 seco,lds were conducted using hot gas for turbine
propellant. On the rmainder of the tests, mbient gaseous hydrogen was used to
drive the turbine.
From a rotordynamic standpoint, the operation of the t-.rbopu_p was excellent.
. |
The rotor operated smoothly at all speed levels where steady state dwell was
attempted and ramps through the entire speed range did not result in noticeable
4
i increase in the vibration level when passing through the first and second criti-
cals. Wear patterns on the rotor and mating parts did not disclose any signs of
C_ rotordynaLic instability.
A review of the _nitial pump performance data revealed that the developed head
was lower than predicted. To determine the cause, a partial inspection of the
p_p was made after the 14th test, and it was found that the silver plating on
the stationary land opposite the first stage impeller inlet labyrinth was missing.
The mechanics of the bond failure indicated improper cleaning of the base surface
prior to plating. The inlet was replaced, and the discrepant part was replaced.
No further problems were encountered with the silver plated wear rings.
On the 58t1_ and 59th tests of the development test series, hot gas leakage was
! observed emanating from the turbine manifold and as a result testing was termina-
l ted and the turbopump was disassembled for inspection. An overview of the prim-
\ cipal detail parts after disassembly is presented in Fig. 191. ^ detailed account
of the condition of the parts is given in the following:
Pump.' The posttest condition of the pump con_nents was excellent, without any
_'_ sign of degradation as a result of _esting. The inducer, impellers_ crossover
-"--- 321
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ii ( and diffuser ring are shown ;n Fig. 192 after testing. No inducer rubbing had
i taken place with the radial tip clearance at 0.0254 cm (0.010 inch). Each impeller
wear ring labyrinth tooth rubbed a shallow groove in the silver plated land, as
expected. No galling or fretting had tak_ place on any mating surfaces.
o.
Both balance piston orifices were in excellent condition, the only contact evident
:. between the stationary lands and the impeller surfaces was that which occurred dur=
ing assembly load checks. The stationary high pressure and low pressure orifice
surfaces _s well as the rotating low pressure orifice surface are illustrated in
Fig. 193 after testing.
Seals and Bearings: The control gap shaft seal was in excellent condition after* ! •
!
i development testing (Fig. 194). No measurable clearance change had occurred
{ and the sating chrome plated surface on the shaft, as well as the flame sprayed
) surface an the first stage disc showed no evidence of wear or spalling. No degra-
'i
dation in the liftoff seal (Fig. 195 ) sealing surface had taken place and thei
! (_ three seal internal bellows were intact.
All four bearings (Fig. 194 _ appeared in good condition after the development
test series on T/P S/N 01. There was no evidence of surface distress either on
the balls or on the races.
Turbine. The development testing with tur_ S/N 01 was stopped because of I
hot gas leakdge from the turbine nanlfold. Leak checks and partial disection of l
the manifold revealed two cracks in the areas indicated in Fig. 196 and 197. The
structural weld crack in the external cylindrical member resulted from a poor
fitup, i.e., the two members which were Joined were not properly aligned over part
of the circumference. Metallurgical examination of the crack in the torus revealed
the presenc_ of porosity and lack of weld penetration. Both welds were of Class I
type; both passed X-ray tests. Apparently, the difficulty in properly evaluating
the sound_ess Of the wolds lay in the fact that the X-rays had to be shot through
uultiple layers of _tal which tends to dive po_rer resolution. The misaligned
condition of the external .wold went _tced d_ing visual inspection due to human
_ 6rror.
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At the time of the manifold failure, turbopump S/N 01 had accumulated 58 starts
and 5091 seconds, of which 45 starts and 2940 seconds were with hot propellant
gas. The conclusion that the failure resulted from faulty fabrication and quality
control and not from a basic weakness in the design is supported by the fact that
three other structurally identical manifolds (one fuel, two oxidizer) have accu-
mulated a total of 92 starts and 9479 seconds testivg under the same or more severe
conditions without failure.
!
The cracks in the structural members of the manifold resulted in axial displace-
ment of the nozz1_ and stator, causing rubbing at the leading edges of the first
and second r,w rotor blades (Figs. 198 and 19_. Small hairline cracks were evident
at the blade roots of both wheels and two of the second row blades were missing.
The bla_e cracking was attributed to a combination of the following:
I. Excessive exictat£on caused by rubbing
2. Brittle re-melt layer after electrical discharge machining of the blades
not completely removed by the shot blasting technique used
Altho_:h it was surmised that the primary cause was rubbing, sure'acebrittleness
may have contributed to the problem and in future applications other methods for
removing the remelt layer such as electro chemical milling should be explored.
THERMALANALYSIS •
The thermal isolation of the pump from the turbine is necessary to minimize the
total energy transferred during transients of the turbopumps. Since the struc-
tural requirements dictate to a great extent the physical dimensions of the various
turbopump componentsj the thermal isolation had to be obtained through: (1) an
appropriate material selection, (2) use of high thermal resistance joints connect-
ing the components, and (3) minimizing the energy transferred by radiation from the
hot turbine components to the colder pump components. L
Thermal isolation was obtained in the design of both the Ut2 and LO2 pumps _ ,
by a close coordination between the mechanical and thermal analysis of the 0
-_ o
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turbopuanp using a dzscrete nodal medel of the tu:'bc3._'._lt,¢ to precllct t,_e et'tect '.'t
each design change on ther.',:ai beha'cior.
The turbopump designs used lot..' thermal ccnducti, it',' 1_,_, thc.r,':,_i .'al'lClt trLCC v:atc-
rials throughout, _ol,:bLned wzth mir, imum contact ._'_,_ Toznt_ ,_.t ;}:t ',',,_mtin_ p_,lT'*.
and junction of the ptunp and turbine. The mi Jr..urn contact are,,, pr'!_:,'lt, lr' for
attachment design ensured a good reproducibility el the overali thertral bobav_er
of the joint since the high loading pre sure/l." contact area minmi:cd the .m-
certaintzes an predicting the contact resistance effect in the ,oint. Radiation
interchange between the turbine manifold and the turbopump housing was mznzm_ced
through use of a "super-insulation" blanket (alternate nickel/quart: layers)
around the manifold. The blanket was ,'ery effective _n reducing energy incer-
change from the turbine manifold to the colder components based on the alti",;de
simulation tests conducted on the LO, turbopump even though a hard va_aum was not
established during the test.
The analysis of the chilldown and soakback of a turbopump was strongly dependent
on the ability to predict the fluid conditions throughout the turbopump. The
procedure used at Rocketdyne for this type of analysis is to use the general pur-
pose Differential Equation Analyzer Progz'a_ (DEAP) fc u combined flow and thermal
analysis of the turoopump. Besides solving the general second-order, partial-
di fferential equation:
v • (KV¢), V¢ + q = ot
•r.ne program a _so solves the one-dimensional energy equation using the fluid J
enthalpy as the dependent variable:
_-_+ 0 C A _-t'= _ qp
,_ This allowed two-phase flow aspects of the problem to b_ incorporated directly in
the analysis using blvaria_e tables to establish the H-P-T relationships of the
fluid.
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The analytical model used to predict the thermal behavior of the both turbopumps iused 32 discrete nodes to represent the various parts _f the turbopump, as shown
in Fig. 200, and a series of 15 fluid nodes to describe the flow circuit which t
was analyzed using the fluid enthalpy to account for two-phase flow effects on the ithermal behavior of the turbop_p.
Figures 201 and 202show the original prediction for the turbopump soakback behavior i
without and external refrigeration source and will be compare0 later with predic- 1
tions made after modifying the model to match the test data.
A/qALYSISOF LO2 TURBOPb_PTEST DATA
The thermal test data for soakback obtained from the first three altitudes APS LO2
turbopunp tests is summarized in Table 42 and represents soakback under three
different conditions as well as chilldown at an approximately constant flowrate.
Other chilldown tests were attempted but only one set of valid data was obtained (_
(rest 003).
The chilldos_ behavior of the AP$ l_ 2 turbopump is compared with predictions in
Fig. 205 for several of the test points on the turbopump. Figure 204 shows the com-
puted quality of The discharge fluid during the two-phase portion of ths test.
The flowrate was not _easured during this portion of the test and was computed
based on the bypass nozzle area and pump discharge pressure to be about 0.1361 kg/s
(0.3 lblsec) during the chilldown. The pressure measurements indicated that the _
pum_ itself did not offer any significant resistance to this glow.
The large mass of the pump housing took about 10 minutes to ¢ool to approxLnately
lJ,.uid :mperature, as shown in Fig. 203 _ while the other components remained
essentially at lunbient tmperature. The flow at the pump outlet becaam two-phase
after 2 seconds but required almost 9 minutes to become entirely liquid. The LO2 _,
heat transfer ¢oeffi_.ient in the imlp cavity was varied _pirically to hatch the
overall response of the pump housing and the value used to obtain the curves. _ '"
qaF
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i ( shown in Fig. 202, was about equal to the value reported for low flowrates (corre-
! sponding co an initial heat transfer rate of 2 watts/cm2). Because of the poor
_ heat transfer conditions in the pump housing and uncertainties in flow distribu-
tion through the pump, this is felt to be excellent agreement. This agreement
between the measured pump housing temperatures and predictions, shown in Fig. 203, i
indicates that the predictions also give the correct amount of energy transferred !
to the fluid during chilldown so that the transition time from two-phase to liquid i
at the pump discharge, as shown in Fig. 204, also substantiates the LOo flowrate i
used in the analysis. I
The soakback data for the APS LO2 TPA was obtained for three different thermal
conditions at the start of soakback:
i I. Complete chilldown without turbine drive gas and a dry pump during
soakback
2. Steady-state operation with ambient temperature drive gas and a wet pump
during soakback
3. Steady-state operation with hot turbine drive gas with a wet pump during ,
. soakback
_, -The data from the first soakback condition was used to derive a v_lue for the
foamed-in-place insulation and is compared with predictions in Fig. 205. The
effective thickness was found to be approximately 2.54 cm (I inch), which was con-
siderably thinner than the actual insulation. Heat leaks from the pump inlet and
discharge flanges were prob-bly responsible for the discrepancy.
Figures 2C6 and 207 compare the experimental and predicted soakback temperatures
following steady state runs with ambient temperature and gas generator turbine
drive g{ses and indicates reasonable agreement between the prediction and test
data. The major difference between these predictions and the earlier calculations
(shown in Fig. 201) was the absence of any boiloff period which was predicted in
the earlier calculations. The measured temperatures were somewhat lower than the
originally predi=ted values because og lower conductance through the flange altach-
C_ ment structure than predicted.
343
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Figure 205. Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Dry Pump
Soakback Temperatures
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Figure 207. Comparison of Experimental and Prodic_ed Soakback
Temperatures for LO2 Turbopump
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The heat leak into the pump fluid was not measured but predi,'ted b_ the corn-
; puter model. The maximum heat leak with no external coolin_ _,as predicted to be
94,954 Joule/hr 190 Btu/hour) and to occur lOO minutes after shutdown, rh:_ cor-
responded to the time of greatest temperature c_ifference bet_,'een "he pump h,,uslug
and T/P9 as sho_ in Fig. 207. This maximum _,'a5 larger tb.:_n the goal of
I
52.752 Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr), but for an ext .reded soakout per_od of l a hours or
: greater, the average heat leak would have met the de.;l_n go:t!.
ANALYSIS OF LH_ TURBOPU_W TEST DATA
Soakback data for the LH2 turbepump was obtained follo_,ing test 53 and is listed
in Table 43. Figure 208 compares the predicted and experimental soakback tempera-
, tures including the turbine bearing temperature. This data sho_s evidence of coo!-
: ing by the seal leakage (estimated at 0.0136 kg/hr or 0.03 lb/hr based on the bear-
ing temperature) as it flowed past the turbine. The test data for T/P 1 (turbine
flange) was considerably below the prediction which did not include any cooling of
r
the housing by the leakage. The flange attachment structure for th( LH2 pump
( appeared to provide better insulation than the LO2 design as indicated by the lower
than predicted temperatures for T/P 8 shown in Fig. 208.
The maximum heat leak into the LH2 pump fluid with no external cooling was pre-
dicted to be 126,605 Joule/hr (120 Btu/hr) and to occur 2 hours after shutdown.
Comparing Figs. 201 and 208 indicates again that the absence of boiloff cooling
after shutdown was the biggest difference with the turbine bearing temperature
following close to the predicted value and the turbine flange temperatures falling _
faster than predicted.
Both turbopump assemblies exhibited satisfactory seakback behavior and with the
allowable external cooling would meet the design goal of 52,752 Joule/hr (50 Btu/hr"
neat leak into the wetted pump fluid and also exhibit and average long turn heat
leak considerably below 52,752 Joulelhr (50 Btu/hr).
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TABLEqS. L!t2 SOAKBACKDATA* _J
Temperatllre in degrees k and (R)
Time
(min.) T/P I T/P 2 T/P 4 T/P 5 T/P 7-8 T/P 10-11 TIP 12-14 TBear
t
0
5 338 221 250 247 53 22 44 23
(608) (398) (450} (445) (95) (39) (80) (42)
25 238 221 .... 102 32 32 61
(429) {3_8) (184) (58) (S8) (109)
SO 214 232 124 154 122 35 28 84
{385) (418) (223} (277) (220) (63) (51) (152)
" 100 212 244 164 178 IS1 38 33 115
(_81) (439) (295) (321) (271) {69) (60) (207)
150 224 252 191 195 169 42 34 132
C404) C453) (344) (351) (304) (75) (61_ (238)
175 227 253 198 199 176 42 34 138
(409) (456) (356) (359) (316) (76) (62) (248) "sJ
212 232 256 207 206 182 44 35 146
, (418) C460) C373_ C371) (328) (80) C63) C262)
f
217"* 233 256 209 207 182 44 35 109
(420) (461) (376) (373) (327) (79) [63) (196)
222 234 311 209 207 178 43 34 89
(421) (560) (377) (373) (320) (77) (62) (161)
227 234 254 209 207 172 42 34 73
(421) (457) (376) (373) (310) (75) (62) (132)
245 233 245 201 201 159 40 34 46
(419) (441) (362) (361_ (287) (72) (62) (82}
* See figure 112 for thermocouple locations
** Bleed initiated
Oi
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PHASEV - ACCEFTA._CETEST
As specified in the Program Plan a test series was to be conducted to verify the
acceptability of each unit prior to delivery to NASA-MSFC. The planned acceptance
test series was to consist of I0 tests for a minimum of 500 seconds of accumulated
duration.
The first test of the acceptance series was a checkout test with gaseous hydrogen
turbine drive of approximately I00 to 150 seconds duration. The pump was slowly
ramped to nominal operating speed (5142 rad/s or 30,000 rpm for IX)2 and 5498 rad/s
_r 52,500 rpm for LH2) and conditions adjusted to nominal Q/N. This test established
the operating conditions of the individual assembly which was used for set1_ of
initial hot-firing of the gas generator. The remainder of the acceptance tests
were conducted with hot gas turbine drive. A 5 second hot gas checkout test was
conducted at nominal conditions. If required, the gas generator inlet conditions
were adjusted, and a 400 seconds duration test was conducted for verification of '
performance at nominal conditions, and q/N was varied to establish constant power
) - performance. (Data from constan_ power operation was corrected to also obtain
z"'o
constant speed performance at the design speed.) The final test series consisted
of 7 cycles with I0 seconds on time and 5 seconds off time at noeinal conditions.
A summary of the tests conducted on each turbopl p assIbly is presented in "
TablQ 4.4. A detail description of all tostlng was previously preslmted un_r the
discussion of the Phase IV Development Test ProgrI. Successful operation was
verified on the Unit No. 2 1.02 and IJ42 turbopu_ asseablles after ccs_letton of .
asseubly and on Unit No. 1 10 2 turboptmp assembly afterr detlt! inspoctton s_d ..
reassIbly. Ths Unit No. ! Ltl2 TPA which had bun _ as a z_sult of weld _..(_ _
faLluro on the tu_btno manifold duriq devolopmont testint could not be con voLtlmtly .,' ,_-_,_,
.-gpslred for acceptenco test, At tlts co_luslon of the scta_tam_ tNti_, _t_l _-,._,_._""- *_',_
Inspec_ion of theun_te Is conducted sad the asse_blios wets found to be-in oxcel- _'_._,?_._._
_,- : _',_:e._ 9
_....., .,_.o._'_ . ,
• ig'..... ' ' ."" . ._ L._' . .. : '
Ii
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i ( APPENDIX A
i TURBOPUHPASSE_fBLYOPERATION1
Presented is a description of the installation and operation of the LO2 and LH2
; turbopu_p assemblies. The operation is typical of that used during development
4
! _ and acceptance testing. All the detailed information required to install and
operate the assembly is provided including interfaces, valve control, pretest
preparation, operating conditions and sequencing.
i Installation
i Installation includes the propellant lines, pneumatic control, electrical controls,
-r _ and instrumentation. To facilitate installation and changing of assemblies, many
of the interfaces are located at an interface panel.
The interface requirements which are not contained on the interface panel are
O tabulated in Table 45 for the LO2 and LH2 assemblies. These include the propel-
lant lines, turbine exhaust, valve electrical controls (solenoid valves), and
special instrumentation. Valve identifications are shown in the assembly propel-
lant and control scl,ematic presented in Pig. 209.
An interEace panel (Fig. 210) simplified initial installation, rmoval, a_d re-
installation of assemblies. The bleed, purge, and pressure tap ports are identi-
fied in Table 46 for the LO2 TPA and Table 4_ for the LH2 TPA. Thermocouple leads
, were wired to terainal boards on the panel, and these are identified in Table i8
i for both LO2 and LH2 assemblies. Turboptmp surface tmperatures and cooling coil
temperatures used for therml tests were installed on _ UnitNo. 1 assemblies
! only.
,f
I Pretest Operation
i
I
, Critical parameters uy be monitored to assure proper set com!ttions, 8asSeMrator
'I _ isnltion, and furbelow p operation. SuJsasted re_ine __e_ are thoH used
I
c"
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!TABLE45. TURBOPUMPASSEMBLYINTERFACES {)
Type Interface Descript.on
i , , ,, ,
! Propellant Pump Inlet LO2 5.08 cm (2.0 in.)ID, 0.655 cm (1/4 in.)
diameter bolts on 10.478 cm (4.125 in.)
diameter bolt circle, 12 places.
NAFLEXdouble flange seal. Facility
[ flange flat with 32c finish
Pump Inlet LH2 5.969 cm (2.35 in.) ID, 0.63S Cl(1/4 in.) diameter bolts on 9.6S2 ca
(3.80 in.) diameter bolt circle, 8
places. NAFLEXdouble flange seal.
Facility flange flat with 32c finish.
Pump Discharge (J-2S 3.632 cm (1.430 in.) ID, 0.9S3 cm
idle mode valve) (5/8 in.) dianeter bolts on 9.682 cm
No. 12 (3.812 in.) diameter bolt circle, 8
places. NAFLEXdouble flange seal.
Facility flange flat with 52c finish.
GG Fuel Inlet No.14 1.905 cm (5/4 in.) AN
GG Oxidizer Inlet 1.905 ca (5/4 in.) _
No. 14
Pump Bypass (J-2 ASI 2.54 ca (I in.) AN OIr valve) No. 13
Hot Gas Turbine Exhaust 19.05 cm (7.5 in. ) ID., t. _35 ca
(1/4 in.) dtsmeter bolts on 20.57 cm
(8.1 in.) diameter bolt circle,
18 places.
Electrical Discharge Valve Close NC-Xarotta !_-74P valve-2 pin connee-
Control tor P/N 3106E-lOSL-4
Discharge Valve Open NO
No. 2 i
Bypass Valve Close No. 3 NO i
Bypass Valve Open No. 4 NC
Intermediate Seal Purge NC
No. $ (LO2 TPA only)
Liftoff Seal Purge No. 6 NC
' Gas Generator Close NC\, I
No. 7 and No. 8
Gas Generator Open NO If
; No. 9 and No. 10/
i iI Dearths Cavity Bleed I_-WeSton Valve, NAS-37275-4 p/n Con-
' No_ IL noctor P/N N0 31W_I,_2S ' /_; p ii I I I I i II I ' , emu, i ....1 v
k
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i _ TABLE 45. (Concluded)
i .....
Type Interface Description -
i ml i i
!Instrume:ltat_on Speed Pickup Rosemount P/N 148L
| Bear Cavity Temperature Rosemount P/N 134LU
Discharge Valve Position 6 pin connector, P/N NAS 27466Tl198S}
! Bypass Valve Close 2 pin connector, P/N MS 3106EIOSL-4S
Position
T
Valve numbers are identified in plumbing schematic.
' HO - nomally open
_:" NC - normally close
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during development and acceptance testing, and typical valucs are tabulate,,' _.n 2
' Table 49. These minimum and maximum values will assure that durin_ pump ,,_era- ,,
tion the intermediate seal purge is _n and flowing (LO2 TPA only), the llf_off
seal has been actuated, pump inlet ¢onditiors are in the liquid propella_;t region,
pump is operating normally, gas generator has ignited and is operating r.,mally,
and turbine inlet temperature is within safe operating limits. The gas generator i
: chamber oressure level is use_ to detect ignition. The unignited chamber pres-
sure is approximately one half of the normal pressure; therefore, the chamber _
pressure should achieve a minimum of 75 percent of normal =hamber pressure within
in 0.3 seconds after electrical signal to the gas generator valve. _
I"o assure that the g_s generator system is primed to the bipropellant valve, bleed
points have been located at the valve body an_ terminated at the interface panel.
No purges downstream of the valves were required nor used during development or
, acceptance testing.
The turbopump is prechilled by flowing liquid propellant through the pump through
the bypass (or d_-_.;'arge) valve under tank head pressure u_til liquid propellant
temperatures v _: _t_ _d at the pump inlet and discharge. (During development
testing on the LC2 _'_A, the pump _as restarted after a 20 and 40 minute period
where the discharge and bypass valves were closed and the inlet exposed to tank
head conditions.) Insulation on the pump assembly will reduce the time required
for prech_ll although insulatiol_ is _ot required for either the LO2 or LHz TPA.
Actuating the liftoff seal w_ found to further aid in prechilling the bearing
cavity region, On the LH2 TPA, the bearing cavity bleed was used during prechill
to achieve a more complete chill of the bearing cavity and eliminate a gas pocket.
This gas #ocket w_11 cause a momentary oscillation _n pump pressures when the gas
is discharged by the lubrication flow into the impeller as previously discussed.
i
Gas generator inlet pressures are przsented in Tabla $0 for ambient temperatur_
propellants and a nominal chamber pressure of 1,861,584 N/m2 (270 psia). The inlet
pressures vary proportionally with chamber pressure for other power levels (chamber
pressure). Inlet conditions are presented for both ' t gas and cold gas _gaseoas
hydrogen) turbine drive. (A description of the cold gas feed sys_e-_ and requirements
 9740 2957-374
r TABLE 49. TPA REDLINE PAR_tETERS
Parameter LO2 TPA LH2 TPA
Pump Inlet Pressure, N/m 2 (psig) min. 144,790 (21) 179,264
(26)
= Pump Inlet Temperature, t (F) max. +97 (-285) *24.4
(-416)
7
Pump Discharge Pressure, N/m2 (psig) 1.45 X 10' _2100) 1.45 X 10
max. (2100)
Gas Generator Chamber Pressure, N/m 2 _75 percent operating Pc-------_D-
(psig) min.(l) i
_ Combustion Temperature, K (F) m-x. I167 [_640) I167
(1640),?
; Speed, rad/s (rpm) m_x. 35,000 68,000
Liftoff Seal Pl_ssure, N/m2 (psig) 1,773,690 (2S0) 1,723,590
min. (250)
Radial Acceleration g rms (l) 10 10
Int,rmedial Seal Pressur N/m2 206,843 (30) --
(psig) min.
(I) Used for ignition detection. Not required for cold gas-drive.
(2) 100 to IHO0 cps.i
,
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(_.' is presented in Gas Generator Operation.) The _as generator chamber pressure (tur-
bine manifold inlet pressure) is given in Table 51 for operation at nominal pump
speed and flo_rate with the supplied turbine discharge orifice plate. This plate
was designed to provide an approximately 241_17 N/m" (35 psia) turbine backpressure
, when the gas generator is operating with hot gas. This turbine manifold pressure
i is approximately the same for cold gas as well as hot gas oi,eration although the
._ cold gas (gaseous hydrogen) flowrate is 145 percent of the n_minal hot gas flowrate.
I
Operation
' Sequencing for the tu_bopu_p ass--mbly is shown in Fig. 211 . During pretest setup,
the bearing coolant valve may have been used and is closed, the liftoff seal has
been actuated, and the intermediate _eal purge is on. The spark on and gas gen-
t erator on signal mg.ybe given simultaneously, and t}_icaliy the first spark will
occur at 15 to 20 milliseconds while the propeltant valve opens at 55 milliseconds.
Successful ignition is verified at 75 milliseconds. An alternate slmplified se-
quence was rased during most development and acceptance test where discherge valve
_ was open and the by_ass valve closed throughout the test operation.
\
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